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but sustains a different relation to it than intelligence which touched his lips with age, the voice ever reiterating the divine I;hat he was spiritually guided. He too
does my physical organization.
living eloquence, so that “ the hearts of encouragement and sweet consolations had virions, heard voices, fell into trances,
Mediumship, therefore, implies the ex his listeners burned within them and the that characterized the inspiration of the und relieved warnings and admonitions
istence of senses that may be in active tears poured from their eyes." He dis dead centuries.
from above.
S k o m r P ack .— Mr. Mou*. Medium ship; Food. Intellect
Like Socrates Jesus bore testimony to
He, also, was an ignorant and low bom
and M o n k Mb . Ladd’s Mediumship; Go Slow: operation independent of the five physical placed Gieek-speculation with practical
Since there are the various precepts; he brought philosophy from the great truth that man is a spiritual as man, having his crown of honor and of
The i a o f Early Rising: I incoin*. Mental Preoccu- senses.
phases of mediumship—hearing, seeing, the heavens to the earth and laid down well as a physical being, recognized the power directly from the hands of the spirit
pttina. etc.
of the physical rules for the conduct of life which have moral law of the universe, and God mani world. His life, when analyzed without
T hird Pagr—WUh Cross Principles: A Candid Coaver* feeling,—independent
Almost five hundred! fest through nature. Socrates taught that prejudice, stands forth as one of the sub
saiionalist; More of K . J . Noixhcuti’s Mediumship; body, it demonstrates that we are existing not been excelled.
Achieremeats by Young Men: Working Women in now and here as spiritual beings; that we years before Jesus of Nazareth he antici the system of nature was but the expres jects of spirit power. That he received
London etc.
Ihave an identity with a spiritual world; pated the best sayings of that inspired sion of the deific power; that it was intelligent impressions from a world supe
Under these influences which through the laws of nature alone that the rior to our own in experience and unfold
F ou rth P age .—Get the Best; Questions o f Fact: Not that we are brought into relations with a teacher.
Surprising; Parental Duty: Eternal Punishment; A realm of life which we can not cognize he recognizes as coming from the spiritual Deity was revealed, and that the highest ment, is as manifest as that Jesus was sent
Better Use; Organ nation; The Fashions; A New Age; through the ordinary channels of mind.
world he wrought a work which will live worship was to do good to our fellow-men, of God.
Never Satisfied; Integral Co-Operation; Lyceum
Mediumship forms a link between the in ages yet to come. The import of me and the spiritual voice which spoke through j The import of the mediumship of Mo
Work; Editorial Notes.
visible and the invisible. In every age of diumship four hundred and sixty-nine years Jesus of Nazarenth reiterated these great hammed was a higher and dearer expres
F if t h P age .—Editorial Notes; Cui Bono? ** Facts and the world it has had a direct bearing upon
before Christ was that of a higher moral principles.
sion of the God-idea, and for his people a
Prophecy; Mcdiumship and its Import—Past and
Through the manifestations of that superior moral code. You may remind
Ithe doctrine of a future existence for standard to the Athenians—nay, to all the
Present, continued from first page.
man. No phase of spiritual mediumship world who could hear. It was a doctrine spiritual power his disciples caught a me that he made his converts at the point
S ix th P age . — Was Mr. Lincoln a Spiritualist? Magic by
exists
that has not brought to light some concerning the immortality of man which glimpse of the better world, and imbibed of the sword; so also did the church.
Electricity; Materialised Forms— How Shall we Meet
He taught The sword of Mohammed was more cruel
Them? The Naturalness o f Chiist; Scintillations; truth in relation to man’s existence inde all the physical phenomena of all times faith in a spiritual existence.
has helped to demonstrate as true; it was them that there is no death; that all may than that of Chariemangne. While we see
Future Triumphs o f Electricity: A Sparrow's Feat; pendent of the physical body..
The Clever old Plagi&rest; A Test o f Faith, etc.
We shall only be able to cite a few in the finger-mark of heaven upon the men be raised from the dead and five a new I on every hand human cupidity, selfishness
life, beyona the grave. Thus the medium- and the lust of power attending the gleam
S eventh P age.—A Candid Confession; A Generous Do stances of mediumship, post and present, tality of a wondrous age.
There is one peculiarity in the messages ship of Jesus of Nazareth brought the of inspiration from the heavens, we also
nation; Professional U u w Publications; Advertise as we wish to leave room to draw a few
ments, etc.
inferences as to its import to the world at of the spirit, whether they come from the light which shone through the file of Soc perceive this light streaming down, full of
Perhaps it is as well dark-browed Athenian philosopher, from rates again into the world; refit those stars noble and glorious import to humanity in
E ighth P age .— 1*' The Foolishness ot Preaching;" The the present time.
Disappointed; How Do We Know? Beyond the Gate; for us to begin with Socrates, that mind the gentle Nazarene, or from Appollonius, that had in some respects begun to dim in every stage of human development.
Only Seven; Be Kind; The Redeeming Power of which was the crystal fountain of a spirit or Mohammed, or from the inspired teach man’s mental horizon; re-awakened the
This quality of mediumship, this sub
Affection; A Progress o f a Half Century; Advertise ual philosophy unsurpassed in some re
ers of our own times—they have a unanim sweet echoes from the world beyond, and jectivity to higher intelligence, is the source
ments, etc.
spects to-day, and which has nourished, ity of tone and moral influence. There in his followers the spiritual gifts being re of those sudden floods of light that have
and inspired all succeeding ages. Soc is perfect agreement between the inspira-1 peated (although Jesus built no church come into the world. We can readily con
MEDIUMSHIP AND ITS IM P O R T - rates, the “ self-taught,”’ humble-born tion of Socrates and Jesus; between Swe and qiganized no society) became the I ceive how Luther became an instrument
citizen of Athens, under the inspirations denborg and*our own Andrew Jackson nucleus for the formation of a system of of angel power. How even Calvin and
PAST AND PRESENT.
which came pouring down from the spirit- Davis. There is agreement between the principles which still exists, though not Wesley were unpowered by angels to do
world wielded an influence unparalleled utterances of these spiritual philosophers actualized to any very great extent in the their special work. Swedenborg with his
A L ectu re D elivered b y Mrs. E. L. W atson in his time, and although he taught in no and those of the inspired babes of our early apostolic times; thus the fight of the ripened intellect became a subject to that
a t M etropolitan Tem ple, S u n d ay
fixed place, establishing no school, the own household. When they are left to do spirit shines down through the vista of the influence, leaving a legacy of beautiful
E vening, Jan. 17, 1886.
current of his thought %went coursing their own pure work the breath of sweet years. There is no shadow so thick that spiritual conceptions in his “ Doctrine of
through the^ centuries, p rin tin g a clear fraternity wafts them to^he^ heart of uni it cannot penetrate; there is no confusion ICorrespondence,” which is the key to A
{Reported for the G old en G b rM ijr U. H . Hawes.)
view of man’s ' spiritual relationship, an versal man. Before they are clutched by of tongues which it is not able to over grand philosophy, and full of rare moral
The subject before us for consideration nouncing principles for the conduct of the hand of authority, or paralyzed by come; there is no bitter revolution which suggestions.
Coming down still closer to our own time
is more suitable for a series of lectures life, and giving to the world a system of dogmatism, they flow a golden stream of it is not able to override. And in a thou
than for a forty minutes* address, but in philosophy which, yet remains to be sur- consolation; they whisper encouragement; sand ways it is demonstrated to us that the we can see how this quality of mediumIpassed. What was the secret of the
spiritual power resides in man naturally ship has expressed itself in the different
our ministry we have aimed to instruct by power of Socrates, and from whence did they speak of broader fields of endeavor. and normally, and is the expression of spheres of life. It took possession of the
The inspired teachings of the Nazarene,
suggestion rather than by an elaborate he receive his endowment of mind? seized upon by a Christian Emperor lust qualities that inhere in him as a spiritual Maid of Orleans, a young, untaught girl,
illustration of our themes, leaving the in How was he enabled to impress himself ing for power, are clouded, dragged into being, the legitimate expression of which and filling her with supernatural power
telligence of our audience to pursue our upon Greek history in its golden age of the dust and become the weapon of op will be, in its fullest development, the fife gave her a wonderful influence over the
human and the file divine—the two worlds, dissolute soldiery of France, subduing their
thought into the realm of nature and philosophy, turning the fight of specula-1 pression.
tive science upon the nature of man and
the seen and the unseen, absolutely united. fiery passions, refining and softening them,
Spiritual
mediumship
implies
the
quick
human experience; we shall adhere to bringing down to practical results the best
Imagine, if possible, our human world chastening and drawing them upon a higher
ening of that which is resident in man,
that rule in this discourse.
thought that has ever been given to the the unfoldment of oigans of perception as it exists to-day, without any of these plane of government than they had hitherto
The word mediumship implies a trinity world ?
which are a common inheritance. There inspirations, or communications, or signs known. Under the guidance of her
of powers; it is a link uniting two other
Socrates professed to owe this mental fore mediumship is not a gift from heaven from the world invisible; imagine human “ voices” she left an impress upon her
wise distinct qualities, substances or states illumination to a spiritual being, of whom in the sense that it is subject to an arbi ity without a hope beyond the grave; im time which will never be erased. While
of being.
he spoke familiarly to his friends and to trary will; it is simply a sign of the growth agine intellectuality without spiritual in it may not seem to matter what king should
The impalpable ether of the sideral the world. From early childhood this of a power which' inheres in all. The sight; imagine a human world without rule in France, it is important that we know
heavens is a medium for the conveyance spirit guide warned him against any evil mental gifts expand and express them an accompanying world divine; imagine a through what avenues the spiritual world
to our consciousness of the existence of that was*to befall him; it was as the spirit selves more clearly in one organization human being without the conception of a may choose to voice itself. It does mat?
stellar systems. The atmosphere envel willed whether he answered the questions than another; when in a phenomenal spiritual fife. No race nor individual ex ter to us whether these influences are con
oping the earth is a medium for the re that were put to him on the street, in the manner, for instance the gift of music, ists but has had this glimpse of the im fined to an apostolic succession, or whether
fraction of the rays of sunlight; also for assembly, or wherever he taught. This poetry or any branch of art, it is simply mortal.
From this glimpse, however they are to be disseminated through univer
the conveyance of sound waves, and the demon or genius of Socrates has been ac the anticipation of what shall yet be the faint it may have been, have sprung all sal humanity. It is of consequence to
ear is a medium .for the conveyance of knowledged by all classes of men as real. expression of universal humanity.
the sweetest sentiments of human fife, all know whether mediumship is a special and
these waves to the spiritual consciousness. By Plutarch it was regarded as an inter
Now we come down from Socrates to the strongest incentives for noble action, arbitrary gift, or whether it is a quality ap
pertaining to human fife; whether it is a
The eye is the medium for the convey mediate being between gods and men, by Jesus of Nazareth, and here the expres all the highest and noblest joys.
ance of light to the consciousness.
The mediumship of Jesus of Nazareth light universal, or exceptional expression
the fathers of the church as the devil, by sion of the spirit is similar to that which
Spiritual mediumship implies a duality Ficino and Dacier as a good angel, and was voiced through the Athenian philoso was not exceptional in its nature or in its ot spiritual power. Tracing its history
of man's being. It involves his physio by later writers as a “ personification of pher. Although it takes a different form operation. He saw no more of the down the ages we see that it manifests it
logical and psychological constitution; it conscience.” Modest, eager to learn, and meets the needs of the different ages, spirit-world than did Socrates, and his self in countless ways. Now it comes to
introduces us to the realm of physics and great was his astonishment when the Pyth it is the same power, but in different de doctrine of immortality was not so clear. the front in power expressed through a
metaphysics, a world sensuous and super- ian priestess pronounced him to be the gree. Here, again, the gift is manifest in What gave to the life of Jesus its great little child; now it crowns a sage like
sensuous. The spiritual medium is sub wisest of men. Although he obeyed the early childhood. Jesus appears in the power, perhaps, was the love that flowed Swedenborg with new insight; now it ap
ject to influences which are not ordinarily laws of his country and lived a ‘blameless temple at the age of twelve years disput through his file. It was not his clear in peals to man’s moral sensibilities, and then
conveyed through the five senses. It im-i fife, the charm of his eloquence, the love ing with the doctors; they are astonished tellectual propositions, but he spoke to it shakes existing governments to their
plies, as I have said, a duality in man's liness of his character, the dignity of his at the wise sayings of this mere child. the common need; he lived the lovely very foundation. Now it carries a sword
nature; the five senses introducing him to I mein, impressing itself upon all classes, What is the secret of his power? Here fife that is possible to our common hu | and torch; then, again, it comes asa dove
the world of objectivity—material phe-j he was tried and condemned for impiety— is a selfhood abiding within the physical manity. This spirituality shone resplen of peace brooding the hearts of humanity,
nomena; the psychical introducing him the charge being simply a pretext on the fife which is not of that fife, and which is dent, a blazing sun in a wintry sky. In all together proving to us that there is a
to a realm of thought, objective, also, but j part of his enemies, whose hatred had sensitive to the touch of intelligence be his intercourse with his fellow-beings he bond existing between all intelligencies;
superior to that in which the five senses been aroused by his scorn of their false yond it; here is an organization which be was a spirit embodied; he spoke as a that the universal intelligence may express
operate, and, in a sense, foreign to the systems and by his brave attack upon ex comes the receptacle of spiritual ideas, spirit, and sank his own identity in that of itsell through various forms; that every
material world by which we are sur isting shams. He went before his judges a child voicing highest truth, a phenome the spirit, perhaps, even more than did tongue may utter its mandates and every
rounded.
without fear, feeling that all was well since non, old and yet new, which can not be Socrates. Herein lies the secret of his eye perceive its virions, and that every
Mediumship, or this cognition of a the demon had not warned him, the inner accounted for on any other grounds than power, then and now. He is an ideal of heart may receive its golden dew.
Mediumship, then, in one sense, is a
world other than the sensuous, and to be voice had made no sign, believing, there that of the intervention of a wise intelli that spiritual humanity which we arc striv
ing to attain; the embodiment of benevo universal gift; and are we so blind that we
spiritually discerned, has existed from fore, that good rather than evil was to be gence.
And when he again appears at about lence and unselfish love, suffering death can not see its import to this age ? Can
time immemorial. There is no race of fall. His anxiety was not for himself but
people which has not been conscious of for the good repute of the Athenians. the age of thirty he comes to utter not his for sake of truth, and with his last breath we not see that spiritual mediumship unites
the fact of man's spiritual nature; and When sentence of death was passed, he own thoughts but “ to do the work of him pleading the cause of the ignorant, mur all systems of religion upon a common
basis of great moral principles and of man’s
his possessing senses superior to those expressed satisfaction at his course and the who sent me voicing the spirit in all his derous mob.
History abounds with brilliant illustra fraternal relations?
which are in constant active operation in results, and standing before these judges ministrations, and claiming that the power
The import of mediumship to the time
the material world. There is no age of he announced that he had no fear of was not of himself. He recognizes the tions of the import of the power of me
the world which has not, through medi death; that no man had a reaspn for be variety of spiritual gifts, and acknowledged diumship; of its utility in the development of Socrates was a new interpretation of
umship in some form, cognized that which lieving that death was an evil, but rather that these gifts were possible to others; of human character, and in the establish nature; it was a new fight thrown upon
is impalpable, invisible and inaudible to that it might be a blessing; and during that the things which he did others might ment of moral government in this world. human fife; it was truth formulated into
the physical senses; penetrating to a realm the thirty days spent in prison in chains do also; that it was a matter ot faith, of Take for instance the fife of Mohammed. practical precepts, and by personal magnet
of life superior to this in which we ordi he calmly conversed with his friends, dis trust, and loving confidence—in other I am aware that the Christian Church de ism rendered grateful to the heart of the
narily exist. Spiritual mediumship dem cussing the great question of immortality. words, of *receptivity. Mediumship ns nounces this man as an imposter, while it people.
The import of the mediumship of Jesus
onstrates the existence of an individual And when the time arrived for drinking manifest through Jesus of Nazareth was, claims for itself special endowment of
identity independent of the physical or the fatal draught he bade his friends fare indeed, of vast import. We feel its influ spiritual power; and that at a certain was the blending of human hearts in the
ganization. when I hear with a sense well with a fight of hope upon his face, ence this hour, notwithstanding the cor period in its history it had communication great tie of brotherhood.
other than the physical ear, it is proven leaving the benediction of his love and ruptions which have crept into systems with the spirit world. It denies that Mo
The import of the mediumship of Paul
to me that there is another medium than the memoiy of his character as a living founded in his name; the impartation hammed had this gift. But in the charac was the substantiation of the claims of
of this power through the excitation of ter and career of Mohammed I think we Jesus; the reiteration of his doctrine of im
the physical by which my spirit may take light among them.
It was the mediumship of Socrates, or the higher sentiments in his disciples; have clear evidence ofspiritual intervention. mortality and another maze of spiritual
hold on truth; I know that there is an
organic existence independent of this in other words his susceptibility to spiritual the inspiration he conveyed to his follow The work which he performed for his peo insight; the repetition of the truths which
physical organisation, which at times is intelligencies, which gave him this power, ers, and they in turn passing down the ple, lifting them from the grossest idolatry Jesus taught to listening multitudes, carry
awakened to an active expression and is and crowned him in that moment of trial gifts to others that came after them—me to the worship of one God; the impress ing them forward into the religious litcrabrought tH rapport with this natural world, with a supreme calm. It was this spiritual diumship being transmitted from age to which he made upon the ages, all indicates
(Cm/mW m /\/M
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money would not pay me, because you jtime to come. Doubtless there are plenty '
“ Yes, I had one, but never mind; you
have told me a falsehood.” When the of Spiritualists to whom all these things ‘
I will remember it after awhile. And those
Mrs. Ladd’s Mediumship.
man was about to leave, he said, “ In or are clear, and who rush to conclusions on
I large, white spoons of grandma’s, I want
i
Your readers on the Pacific Coast all I you to have them now; always keep
A young lady, living in San Francisco, der to prove to you that what you have 1grounds that do not appear solid to me.
I read not long since in the Banner of
me is true, I will show you what I
know something more or less about Mr. I them."
went to O. F. Hall, Oakland, and when told
After quitting the seance-room, Sophia there received a test from Mrs. Ladd. have in my pocket.” He then took from Light two so-called messages given through
Mott, the materializing medium of Kansas I remembered
his pocket four twenty-dollar gold pieces Miss Shelhammer—one purported to be
that her sister was right about
City, and formerly of Memphis, Missouri. I the black dress. The “ white spoons ” About two weeks after she came to Mrs. and a handful of change.
from a man with whom I was associated
Years ago astounding reports were current were silver table-spoons which had been Ladd’s room for a sitting. The moment I A woman came from a seance, stating in business for thirty years, and the other
of what had been seen at his seances, but handefl down from _parent to child fori jthat she went into the room Mrs. L. said I that she could not pay. She came the was from a retired clergyman who was a
of late years he has fallen into disrepute by many generations, and Lena being the to her, through her clairvoyant power, I second time,—was given the two sittings near neighbor for several years. I think
alleged exposures, rendered prominent by I elder of the two sisters they had fallen to I“ not to commit that desperate deed that I free of charge. She made her third ap 1 know both intimately, physically and inpearance with the same story, but this]
_ tellectually, but I failed to discover in
analine dyes, etc. Much has been said | her. Sophia requested Lena to appear to
for and against him, and I have heard re-1 her as she was laid out, and she showed | she had contemplated.” This was with- j time, as soon as Mrs. I was in a clair-1 either message anything characteristic, and
ports widely at variance, but after making herself in a night-dress. “ No,” said out. the lady's speaking a word. The ]voyant state, she said to the woman, the message of the first named was de
all allowance for his brusqueness and boor Sophia, “ I do not mean as you were first spirit of her mother came to Mrs. I.add, “ you have money in your pocket. Since cidedly ////characteristic. Soon after the
ishness there seems to be a preponderance laid out, but as you were placed in the | and stated “ that the daughter had con-1 you were here you have had money come Banner o f Light printed a letter from a
of testimony in favor of the genuinenesso f I casket,” and immediately Lena appeared templated committing suicide by drown to you; you have had employment, and lady who declared she recognized the
you are able to pay for this seance.” The parties through the messages; yet I am
his mediumship, at least in many instances, in a maroon-colored satin. It was a dress |
and even the Religio PhilosophicalJournal, that Sophia had purchased for her sister, ing from the Oakland boat on her way woman grabbed hold of her pocket, reply- safe in saying that the writer was not perno longer ago than last summer, which is but which had not been completed before back to San Francisco.” She said it was| ing, “ I did not come here to hear that,” I sonally acquainted with either party, and
usually so careful of what it says,—tacitly her death. The neighbors turned in and on account of being despondent, was out and as Mrs. L. reminded her that her! that she did not know one of them by
gave him a good endorsement. It is not finished it and it was used as a burial robe. of employment and out of means, but for time was money, and that a gentleman sight even.
Sophia’s father next came and begged
was waiting for a seance, the woman, still
So ready are impulsive enthusiasts to see
often that I have been able to verify the
statements of different individuals in re-1 to be forgiven for having made his her to return home, and in a day or two | holding her pocket, started out and down what does not exist. Even some of the
lation to Mr. Mott, but I now wish to re-L children’s lives unhappy. This referred she would get a position, but that she the stairs, tip-toeing along in a hurried, Icooler believers are not free from this
wife, by
|__which act! would not remain in San Francisco but a excited way, and has not put in an appear-1 tendency. Witness the assertions in some
late an occurrence of recent date which I to his takingl a secondI_____
I of the spiritual papers as to the number of
with many goes far to prove that he is a the daughters felt obliged to go out into short time, then she would travel as a ance since, and probably never will.
genuine materializing medium, if he has a I the world to make their own living,
companion to an invalid lady. She told | The above are but a few of the hundreds I Spiritualists in the world. I have seen
mind to be.
I Sophia returned to Denver and her her mother that she would take her advice | of excellent tests that Mrs. L. has given in I them rated as high as ten millions in the
There formely resided in Denver, two I home in Leadville, fully persuaded that for she had contemplated taking her life Oakland since her arrival last May. She United States. Where are the data ? Who
Swedish sisters, Sophia and Lena. The 1she had seen and talked with her fatherl on her way home, but that she would nowj can be found at 855 Washington street, took the census ? Look about among 1
G. H.
your own acquaintances, Mr. Editor, and
former is a single person, the latter was a and sister, and was feeling very happy return and await the result of this com- room 2, Oakland.
O a k l a n d , Jan. 25, 1886.
see how many you can count up ? Does
married woman. From here they went to over it. She is perfectly satisfied with the munication. Two days after she obtained
the number remotely approach one-fifth ?
y * Leadville and opened a boarding-house, tests she has received, and no one will be the position as predicted, and after that)
(Writtrnn for the Golden Gate.]
But I shall weary both you and your
and had good success in their line. Last able to convince her that Mr. Mott is not went as companion with the invalid lady
R. A. R eyd.
reader. In conclusion let me say that this
Winter a new mining town came into prom a good medium.
from the Palace hotel, San Francisco, re
60 Slow.
D e n v e r , Col., Jan. 1 3 , 1 8 8 6 .
new faith, while enough is already devel
inence across the range, and by Spring the
ceiving a good salary ($50 a month), go-j
name of Aspen was in everybody’s mouth.
ing with them from the Palace hotel to
It is now scarcely forty years, since in a oped to give one reasonable satisfaction,
Food, Intelleot and Morals.
their home in Nevada. As the young| small hamlet in western NcwYork, that the comfort and blessedness, I believe will not
The sisters wishing to take advantage of
be entirely unfolded for a long time to
the expected rush to the new mining camp
lady
did not have time to visit Mrs. Ladd
[S. .W Dolds, M. D.J
transferred their boarding-house interests
before her departure, she went to a friend, | first manifestations of spirit intercourse come. It is not the way with nature either
That the character of the food we eat told her the story, and requested her to with mortals were observed. I purposely in the physical or spiritual world to “ rush
there and set up anew. They had not
long been there when Lena was taken bears a very close relation to the quality tell Mrs. L. that every word she had leave out of view what is recorded in the things/’ It takes time for the giant oak
down with pneumonia, and after an illness of tissues made from it, is a fact which has stated had come true; that she was hap Bible, as well as the various visions, ghost to develop from the acorn. The world
of six days died in June last. Sophia andl been frequently stated; it seems indeed pier now than she had ever been in her) stories, etc., accorded from time to time itself has been ages upon ages in coming
to its present state. We are yet in the
her brother-in-law not caring to remain
life before, and would pray for her all the;
there longer, arranged to return to Lead to be fairly well understood, that in order days of her life, and spread her good long since, as being too remote to be of very infancy of this new religion—truly a
ville, where they concluded to open their to develop strong, firmly-knit muscles, the name as far as she was able. The name special value as evidence. Those modern lusty infant, but by no means a full-grown
old stand. Sophia was heart-broken over food eaten must not only be simple, but of the lady is omitted for her sake, but' if manifestations were at first received, as man! “ It does not yet appear what we
the loss of her only relative this side the sparing. But that the dietetic habits of proof of this statement is- required, it can we all know, by the family in which they shall be.” Let us then be content to learn
“ line upon line, precept upon precept,”
big ocean, and she mourned for her in
be obtained by calling on Mrs. Ladd.
occurred with perplexed astonishment, carefully winnow the chaff from the wheat,
cessantly. While ‘living in Denver she a people have anything to do with their in
A business man in this city (Oakland),;
had heard something of Spiritualism and tellectual and moral powers, is a very im came for a sitting in regard to mines. At and it was only after repeated and contin separate the true from the false, not get
had visited mediums for investigation, and portant fact which we seem continually to the commencement of the seance he ued occurrence, that they were at last con several pages ahead of our lesson—in short,
W.
now that her sister was gone she longed to lose sight of. It can not be denied, how-| asked, “ What is my business: what busi vinced of their spiritual origin. Received go slow.
hear from her if such a thing were possible. ever, that the history of the human race, ness do I follow ? ” She stated that he by the outside world with incredulity, conT h e A r t of E arly R isin g . —The
Matters connected with her business! from the earliest to the latest times, fur had mines that he had opened up. He contempt and ridicule, culminating at
were to take her to Denver and Kansasl nishes the best of evidence on this point; asked, “ Will you describe them ? ” She times in violence, the tiny raps made few proper time to rise, says the Lancet, is
City, and she resolved to visit several me and the relation holds, not merely with re did so. She told him he was drifting] converts to the new faith, and it was only when sleep ends. Dozing should not be
diums. On reaching Denver she called spect to individuals, but to nations. Fol-I wrong in his tunnel; that he must drift to after exhaustive experiments had been allowed. True sleep is the aggregate of
on Mrs. Logne, a lady who formerly gave lowing out the history of the latter, we find the right, and he would strike it rich, but made, that any person of note was willing sleeps, or is a state consisting in the sleep
sittings and was respected as a most reli them in the zenith of their power at a time if he continued the way he was drifting, to publicly express his belief in their ing or rest of all the several parts of the
able Jady and medtum but who of late when for successive generations the habits he would lose the color. He left, went supermundane origin. By degrees the cir organism. Some times one and at other
chosen to retire from the occupation from of the people, dietetic and otherwise, had to the mine, continued his own course, cle of manifestations became enlarged, times another part of the body, as a whole,
conscientious motives, i e a repugnance been simple and healthful. On the other! drifting in the same direction, went about and after a few years of halting progress, may be the least fatigued, and so the first
to taking pay for her services, when hand, the decline and downfall of these na 200 feet and lost the color, but at that the new faith spread with great rapidity, to awake, or the most exhausted, and
really she could not afford her time with tions came not until after they had departed time he took iMrs. L .’s advice, as far as and men. of note in social life, thinking therefore the most difficult to arouse. The
out compensation. While telling Sophia from their plain and frugal ways.
this: he marked the place where they were men and scientific men were numbered secret of good' sleep is the physiological
And were we to trace the career of in-1 then working when she told him to drift among the believers. The progress from conditions of rest being established, so to
where she had better go for a sitting,
Mrs. L. was controlled against her will, dividuals eminent for learning or power, [ to the right. As he had lost the color, he that time has been rapid, perhaps more ra work and weary the several parts of the
and told Sophia that her father and sister we should find a like correspondence to thought then he would take her advice pid than healthy. Enthusiasts, cranks, organism as to give them a proportionally
were present. The father wished to exist; men as well as nations reach the and see the result, and he ordered his men skeptics, inconolasts, fanatics, free lovers, equal need of rest at the same moment;
be forgiven for something he had done in acme of their strength, intellectually and to drift to the right from that point. He eagerly hailed the new faith, some because and, to wake early and feel ready to rise,
the past, but as there were other persons morally, before their minds are clouded, did so, running in the direction about ten it was new and some because they thought a fair and equal start of the sleepers should
in the room the medium refrained from and their bodies plethoric by full feeding and feet, and he struck the gravel, striking it they saw in it free license for their depraved be secured; and the wise self-manager
telling Sophia what it was. She was in others voluptuous habits. Those who are rich, just as predicted. In the meantime nature, and for a time “ long haired men should not allow a drowsy feeling of the
formed that if she went to Kansas City, bom in the lap of luxury rarely attain to this extra work cost him about $500.
and short haired woman ” were in the as consciousness or weary senses, or an ex
and should call upon the materializing me any considerable prominence, either as
A singular instance of a gentleman that cendant, and perhapsJt is not too much hausted muscular system, to beguile him
dium there they would try to show them- thinkers or workers. It is also well known never heard of Mrs. L .;—knew nothing of to say there are more than are needed into the folly of going to sleep again when
selves. This was in Answer to a direct that the greatest philosophers, and the | her whatever: This gentleman was passing now. Time however developed believers once he has been aroused. ’After a few
most profound scholars, both in ancient [ her place of residence; went beyond; pro of sober views, fitted by nature and edu days of self-discipline, the man who re
question.
The next day Sophia went to Kansas and modern times, have been men Of bably about a block; was alone and on cation to investigate coolly and philosophi solves not to doze—that is not to allow
City, and on the first evening of her ar-1 temperate and abstemious habits.
business; all at once he stopped, turned] cally, and through whose labors we are in some sleepy part of his body to keep him
rival she sought the residence of Mr. Mott, I In the light of history, therefore, there| around, walked right back and up the] debted for nearly all that we can rely in bed after the brain has once awakened
requested the privilege of attending a is but one conclusion to be drawn in the | stairs to Mrs. L.’s parlors. At the time] upon to establish the truth of the new —will find himself, without knowing why,
seance and was admitted. She found matter, viz: that in order to make the best | she was giving a sitting to a lady. Hej faith. Hare, Sargent, Owen, Edmunds, an early riser.—Popular Science Monthly.
quite a number already .assembled, and use of our*minds, or to develop them to | waited, and when seated for the seance] Crookes, Wallace, Zollnor, etc., afe names
L i n c o l n ’s M e n t a l P r e o c c u p a t io n .—
Mott soon entered his cabinet. Sophia their greatest capacity, the food we eat said: “ I do not know why I have come] that command respect wherever known,
was the first one to be called to the aper must be proper in quality and moderate | here, madame, or what I have come for,] and their patient and exhaustive in-l As an instance of how thoroughly preture when the “ control ” asked her if she in quanity. Indeed, how could it be | because I have never seen you, or heard] vestigations carry convincing weight and I occupied^ was the mind of Abraham Linwas not a Swede, and received an affirma otherwise, when we consider that the brain, | tell of you before.” Immediately the] power, and one feels safe in trusting to coin at all times and on all occasions, the
which is the organ of the mind, is con spirit of a gentleman came, and said: their observations.
following anecdote will illustrate: Upon
tive answer. The control continued :
“ There are friends of yours here who stantly supplied with blood for its special | For God’s sake, go to my family, for) But after all such men have done, how] one of his usual levees he was shaking
wish to speak to you, and especially a growth and nourishment, and that this they are on the verge of starvation, and] much can we safely say we know, save hands with a host of visitors who were
sister, but they have not strength now.” blood is made out of the things eaten ? are in the act of being turned out from this,—that we live after death and un-j passing him in a continuous stream. An
She retired from the aperture and If, therefore, the quality of the food is bad, under shelter. Never mind my body, for] der certain conditions can communicate] intimate acquaintance received the usual
others of the circle were called up, when or if any substance deleterious to the vital that is in the water, but go to my family,| with our earthly friends, and sometimes] conventional handshake and salutation;
presently she was again summoned by the organism is taken with it, the brain will im and take Pete with you.” Then the gen-1 perhaps, appear to them in bodily forms. but perceiving that he was not recognized
control saying that her sister would now mediately suffer; and when this organ is tlernan called the spirit by name, saying,} We do not yet know where the spiritual] kept his ground instead of moving on,
see her. On approaching the aperture, | not in its normal condition, how can we “ Is it you ? ” The spirit answered, “ Yes;| world is. In our indefinite kind of way, | and spoke again. Then the President,
she saw what purported to be her sister, expect it to do good work? In other] and it was me that brought you to this we are accustomed to say, “ it is all about] aroused by a dim consciousness that
though the resemblance was not very per words, bad food, or too much of it, makes medium, to let you know the true condi us,” but it would puzzle the wisest of us] something unusual had happened, per
fect, but after awhile she looked more bad blood; bad blood causes a disordered tion of my family.” Then the gentleman to locate it. Indeed, Rev. Mr. Pierpont, | ceived who stood before him, and seizing
•natural, so that she believes she recog brain; and a disordered brain can not do said to the spirit, “ I will go to-night to (if we can rely upon the genuineness of] his friend’s hand, shook it again heartily,
nized the features perfectly. The form first-class .thinking.
see them.” The spirit answered, “ God the Banner o f Light circle) distinctly; saying: “ How do you do? How do
The ill effects of stimulants in food, are will reward you for being kind and chari says it is not best for us to know. So asl you do ? Excuse me for not noticing you
said: “ O Sophia, Sophia, how glad I
am you have come; I wanted to see you manifold; they .send an increased quanity table to the poor and the needy.” He to the occupations and surroundings of] at first. The fact is, I was thinking of a
so much. Don't mourn for me any more; of blood to the base of the brain, causing asked the spirit “ if he had committed the other life, most of our information] man down south.” He afterward pri
I'm glad I'm here, for my children are all congestion of the cerebellum. This con suicide ?” The spirit was reluctant in ans comes from trance mediums, so called, j vately acknowledged that the man “ down
with me now. Tell my husband not to gestion creates excitement or preternat wering the question;—another spirit spoke whose statements should be received with south ” was Gen. Sherman, then on his
grieve for me. When you were out in the ural action of the animal propensities, in up and said, “ Yes, you committed suicide, the utmost caution, not that the mediums march to the sea.—Brooklyn Afagasine.
back kitchen, Sophia; taking on so about ducing in the individual a desire to'fight, and there is no use in your wavering.” are dishonest, but are so liable to mistake]
me, I was with you and tried to comfort commit murder, and do all sorts of im Then the spirit admitted that he had com their own ideas as communications fromj
O, liberty, thou art the God of my
you, but I could not make you feel my moral or unlawful things. But the evil mitted suicide, for he could not face the the spirit world. They tell us of beauti-j idolatry. Thou art the only deity that
does
not
stop
here;
the
habitual
taking
of
presence. I am glad you exchanged
world in poverty, but at the same time he ful homes, schools, velvety turf, ravishing hates the bended knee. In thy vast and
rings with me. Do not go to the grave stimulating substances, even in limited was suffering the pangs of hell for so do flowers, rose-colored light in place of night, unrivalled temple, beneath the roofless
any more, for I am not there except when quanity, causes an increased growth of ing, for he had left his family destitute to and a thousand beautiful and entrancing dome, stargemmed and luminous with
those organs that are located in the base of face the cold, heartless world alone, while
you go to visit it.”
sights. How utterly sensual. How can suns, thy worshipers stand erect. They do
In explanation of the above, Sophia the brain ; and this, with the greater activity he shrank from facing it and assisting them. we possibly comprehend all this, (which not bow or cringe or bend their foreheads
says that after her sister’s death she went that necessarily follows, leads to intense Then the gentleman asked the medium is all spiritual, if it is anything,) tied and to the earth, The dust has never borne
out into the back kitchen alone to give passional emotions, and excesses of every “ how many there was in the family that bound as we are to our own bodily senses. the impress of their lips. Upon thy sa
vent to her grief; that when the under description. So that murder, theft, and all he had left,” and the spirit gave him the
How is it that when we go to a medium cred altars mothers do not sacrifice their
taker was placing the remains in the manner of evil doings, are the legitimate correct number, thanked him for his atten and write the names of our departed babes, nor men their rights. Thou askest
results
of
the
introduction
into
a
commun
casket she asked him to take the ring from
tion during the communication, and with friends on a pellet, we receive upon a slate nought from man except the things that
her sister’s finger, which he did; and she ity of stimulating foods and drinks.
the promise that the gentleman would go or through tiny raps an intelligent com- ] good men hate, the whip, the chain, the
replaced it with her own, and thus the
munication? Do our spirit friends contin dungeon key. Thou hast no kings, no
A n t h r a c it e in C h i n a . —Pears that the that night to see his family.
exchange was made; that she had been in world’s supply of coal would be exhausted
A fine, aristocratic looking, well-dressed ually attend us, or arc they attracted by popes, no priests to stand between their
the habit of going frequently to her sister’s a century hence or thereabouts, is some man, made his appearance one day, stated our unspoken thoughts ? If so, how ? If fellow men and thee. Thou hasts no
grave to weep over it; that no one in the what modified by the discovery of enor that he had no money, but would like a they are so easily attracted and are so con monks, no nuns, who, in the name of
seance-room knew her, or that she had a mous deposits in China, including a dis seance. Mrs. Ladd replied that he was stantly near us, why do they not find a duty, murder joy. Thou carest not for
sister, much less that that sister was mar trict larger than the coal fields of Pennsyl welcome to a seance under such circum-1way to cheer us in our depression, comfort I forms of mumbled prayers. At thy sastances;” but when seated, the first thing us in our sorrows, assist us over our diffi-1 cred shrine hypocrisy does not bow, fear
ried and had had children. Sophia was a vania, yielding the best anthracite.
complete stranger to every one present,
she said to him was, “ In your pocket you culties and manifest their affection in some I does not crouch, virtue does not tremble,
Love and practical kindness are the have four twenty-dollnr gold pieces and a way. I confess these last unanswered superstition’s feeble taper does not burn,
and had never been in Kansas City before.
Further conversation occurred between two great elements that must bring the handful of change; you have deceived me, questions cause me more doubt than all] but reason holds aloft her unextinguishhuman race into that sublime atonement but, as I have promised, I will give you else combined. These thousand and one able torch, while on the ever-broadening
the sisters as follows:
“ Sophia, what did you do with my of sweet harmony, so much sought after this seance free of charge. “ Oh,” he i unsolved problems w ill rise up and con brow of science falls the ever-coming
by the best men and women through the said, “ I will willingly give you two dol front us in spite of ourselves, and I appre morning of the ever-better day.—R . G.
black dress ?”
“ Why, Lena, you had no black.dress.v ages.—-J. B . Fayette.
lars.” “ No,” replied Mrs. L., “ your | hend will remain unanswered for a long Ingersoll.
Mr. Mott's Medinmship.
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Working Women in London.
and before he was twenty-one had I
t
Id at large. (be these1opin:ions
iring ] More of E. J. Northcutt’s Mediumship. teen,
produced “ The Coronation of the Vir
, dress, health
ITWQw*n.)
gin,*’ now in the Vatican, and the “ Mar
. diet, etc.,) and that whien :?uch [
ight is so presented 1withoilit wTangling
Th< number o f women earning their
In a former letter I gave an account of riage of the Virgin,” now in Milan. He
:icie
In res
1 of argument.uion whi ch <:nds j| some of the wonderful manifestations of died at the age of thirty.
the Got ex G a t e of October 24, 1SS5, in n tax kin«ind
Michael Angelo — sculptor, painter, own living, and often assisting to keep the
angry debate. there is*31C* | spirit presence through the medium, K. J .
concerning the Fraternity of the White com plished1a three-fold 1result:
scholar and poet—was so highly distin family, in l-ondon is increasing every day.
Northcutt. As 1 believe these visitations of guished that in 1490, at the age of six I Hundreds are employed in the Postoffice,
Cross, letters have been received bv us,
Fi rst. Sttch harmoniotis ore#m
Mrs your own minds. It e x - ;the spirits at this age of the world might teen, he was invited, by Lorenzo the Mag tin some of the insurance companies, as
from individuals in Texas, Iowa, Pennsyl opin
old thought and replace:s it be likened to a great tidal wave that when nificent to live in his palace at Florence Icashiers and bookkeepers, in tracing envania and California, asking for additional pels your
with new \new s ot the same sut>jeci: or | subsiding may not again appear for many land there pursue his art. . raost wonder- ginecis’ plans, in type-writing, in telephone
information concerning the order. To subjerets. As when you «clean out the old years, it seems that it is our duty to make
Nicolo Paganini was th
such we would say first that the chief pur well the 1fresher water from th e spring some record of the leading incidents, if Ifill player on the violin, not only in his I work and cigarette-making—all employpose of the fraternity is the improvement take •the piace of stagnainor.
for nothing more than a matter of refer ow , day, but of all rime. When he was Iments of comparatively recent date, for it
twenty-one years old he made a ptofes-1 ^ not ^ nianv years ago since the trial of
condlv . When thoue;ht is SO (:xpclied ,ence.
of the individual mentally, physically and
___ ..___
tour through Italy, beginning at r
,
, , . ,
.
.
,
About the time to which I refer Peter sional
.
,• , ' •
* r £,,,-1 female clerks in the deanng®house of the
spiritually, and that through advice and or vocalued, it is in a sense materialized.
The vocalization of thought puts that Saxe and his wife were visiting Oregon, Lucca, in which city, at the age of four-1
suggestion received from the higher world thought in a certain form which did not and learning that I was an out-spoken teen years, he had first played in public Postoffice was thought a wonderful mnovaof spirit such improvement can be made ’exist as it lay unspoken. In such form it Spiritualist called on me at my rooms in with great success, and was considered a Irion, and one which many wise heads pre
I dieted much evil of. There are besides,
more rapidly than by old methods. The ; can be carried by spirits to impressional Salem, bringing along with them two gen musical wonder.
William Chambers, the founder of the ofcourse t|)e
Ut~ number of workorder will here, when frilly organised, be a 1 minds tar and near, and be placed in 1tlemen—Englishmen — from Australia,—
great publishing house of Loinburgh, I.
. .
.
those
minds.
Such
impressional
minds
1
one
a
Mr.
Mitchell,
the
other
Mr.
duplicate of one in the spirit-world which 1
otOuaiy sensemay speak from the pulpit. They may | Osborne, 1 believe. Our conversation coming out of hts apprenticeship at nine- H '™men >» the
has long existed. Its work is altogether I wield the pen. They will never know turned upon the great phenomena. Neither teen years with fire shillings capital, set the dressmakers, milhneis and shop asstimpersonal; its officers receive no salaries; I:from whence came the idea which may in- 1 of the two Englishmen were Spiritualists, up a book-stall with fifty dollars’ worth of | an*s* Among the latter, perhaps, it is
I truest that
— . we know little of how they live.
its impulse is love for the work and those fluence or tinge thetr old opinion. But no Iand one of them, Mr. O., was entirely books, all bought on credit.
Byron’s
first
relume,
called
“
Houts
of
°
ne
*
«
« « nothtdr enough known about
worked for; and its work extends to every group of people can meet together in any Iskeptical, believing it to be the sheerest
field of effort whereby the race can be place, be it store, parlor, shop or street, I nonsense. Mr. Saxe and his wife were Idleness,” early and rather indifferent »he1m- and that “ the large number of girls
benefited whether within or without the and exchange opinion in good nature and Iadvanced to that peculiar stage where poems, appeared when he was nineteen la"d ,tom<:n employed in London at a rate
perfect harmony for an hour, without gen- knowledge is power, and talked as such year of age. He was twenty-one yeais of payment which is quite inadequate for
order.
old when, roused to anger by a very sar- ,hem *° >"*,up°n. however careful they
Phenomenal Spiritualism merely paves Icrating a thought-power'which may travel (persons only can, “ with authority.”
the way to a better understanding of life, |o r be carried from Maine to Mexico, or J While we were thus engaged there en- castic notice in the Edinbutgh Xtrittc. he ™a5’ be- They are generally machinists
Itered the room Mr. Northcutt, the mc- produced that vehement and able respon- or dressmakers or mdlinets assisunts,
and the laws which govern it, to the end farther.
Thirdly, By so doing
re-create dium, dressed quite roughly, wearing a sire satire, “ English Bards and Scotch I*»»««ncs attendants in second-rate shops.
that life may be made happier. The
higher world of spirit can. give us I yourselves physically and spiritually; be- well-worn army overcoat, slouched hat Revieweis.” Then he spent some time in “ 15 a ™m™0F>lhlnS for >hese women to
these laws—not that they are new. They I cause new thought is new life. This is land heavy boots. I immediately intro foreign travel, and on his return, in 1812,I paid 8s ($2) a week, or less—they think
are at work constantly among us, and their I not implied in any figurative sense. It is duced him as my friend, saying as I did his “ Childe Harold” was published. I themselves well off when they cam 9s
25
the work is not constant; beresults for good or ill are everywhere seen; I meant that with constant accession of so, ** This gentleman is a medium and He did not exaggerate when he said of
but our eyes are not yet opened to them. I new thought and new views on old sub- may be able to convince our friends here that poem: “ I awoke one morning and |Qtuse, when times are bad, or the slack
found myself famous.” He died at the season sets in, they are turned off. They
What is involved in these laws?”
Meets, both body and mind are renewed. that Spiritualism is not all a humbug.”
age
of thirty-six years, at which early age 1will go day after day to some of the shops
Among the relatively few things now I Recreation means re-creation,
Mr. Saxe at once commenced a conver
known are these facts: that thought is a I If such groups or circles would meet sation with the medium, while our English Robert Bums, the great peasant bard of where their work is known and sit in the
substance and a power composed of highly I for agreeable conversation or agreeable friends looked as much as to say, *' By Scotland, had also “ shuffled off this waiting-room on the chance of an odd hand
being wanted. If these earnings are only
ratified element; that thoughts can be I presentation of individual opinion (be Jove! this is a rough customer to deal mortal coil.”
Pope's “ Essay on Criticism ” was pub part of the household's means it is well
and are constantly transmitted from mind j they in number, two, five, ten, or twenty with the spirit-world.” Mr. Northcutt
to mind, far and near, with results, good I persons), at any set time and place, so said to Mr. and Mrs. Saxe, “ I see you lished before his twenty-first year, and his | enough; the girl's work pays the rent if it
does not, always
_ keep
,M i her, .and she. is not
or bad, according to the character of the I much the better. Because, if at a set have a son and daughter in the spirit- most successful effort, the “ Rape of the, . .
thought transmitted; that in proportion to I time, such groups assemble, no matter world, and they say they are already famil Lock,” assumed its complete shape in his " ithout tood or shelter during the time the
work foils. But it is wholly different with
purity of motive and unselfishness is the I how far distant, there will be a thought- iar with the law of return, and desire to twenty-sixth year.
The
“
Pleasures
of
Hope
”
was
writtenIthe
y°un* EQffian who has -no home but
thought-power of any individual mind; I power sent from each to each, and this avail themselves of this opportunity to
W 8 ^or*
s^ f jj clu*et. ?n<* re~
that what the theologians call “ prayer ” 1thought-power will gather strength as it have a little talk with you.” Mr. and by Thomas Campbell before he was I
is an instinct, or rather law of nature, I travels from circle to circle. Each group Mrs. S. assured the medium that he was twenty years old, and “ Gertrude of Wy- spectable she generally lodges with some
fellow-worker older than herself who has
which obtains expression through every I would be as a distinct battery in an elec-J quite correct, and that they were glad to oming ” when in his thirtieth year.
Schiller, at the age of twenty-two, gave Himiture. She pays 2s or 2s 6d a week
material form, be it mineral, vegetable or trical circuit, and this power would confer! meet them at all times, and especially at
to the world his tragedy of the “ Rob- *9 r a
ia tae. same room and for her
animal; that such expression is ever going I physical and mental benefit for all in the this time.
on, consciously or unconsciously; that I circle.
Then followed a conversation, such as hers,” (composed when he was only ?”are o*lhe firing and light. She buys
wish, desire, demand and prayer mean the | Let it again be said that any wrangling j parents would have on meeting their chil seventeen). The public received it with 1 “**; own '°°d and cooks it herself. Six
same thing; that prayer or wish, as a law, or inharmony would prove damagin|__to dren; their recognition was grand and great enthusiasm. He died at the age of shillings for seven days is not very much,
fortv-five.
Ievery one will allow; but when we show
can bring either good or evil results; that its authors.
complete, each of the children calling
“
Thanatopsis,”
of
William
Cullen
Bry* * the reciipmt is expected to dress well
For never does a meeting in society, in each other by their proper names
every individual mind is a concentration
of power built out of the elements and an politics, in the church, or elsewhere, take
This so interested our English friends ant, appeared when he was twenty-two, IT"™* is, respectably and find hereelf m
boots; that in gomg out in all weathers her
evolution of many previous existences; place where personal animosity and bitter- that Mr. Mitchell remarked that if that and was written at nineteen. His
that each mind is also a power to effect I ness of feeling are displayed, but that a was the way spirits returned they were wel publication was a satire, when he was I clothes wear outsmore quickly,,no one need
be surprised that her wages alone can not
results for beyond its immediate sphere of wave of unpleasant and destructive thought come to convince hitn, whereupon Mr. only fourteen.
The
late
S.
S.
Prentiss,
who
died
at
the
I
beep her and d re s her.
personal contact; that when mind is per-1 is generated and goes out from such meet- Northcutt turned partially around and fac
sistently fixed on any purpose it attracts I ing to affect every sensitive organization, ing Mr. Mitchell said, “ I see standing by early age of forty-two, achieved a success . ^n. mos* ot riie large shops the assistants
live m
agencies for accomplishing such purpose I which is in utter ignorance of the cause, you a young man who says he is your when he exhibited great powers of oratoiy *”* >" house,s Ponded for them under
without making any external or physical I and therefore utterly unable to cope with brother. He wears a black dress-coat, in Congress, to which he had been elected Ithe charge of a matron or housekeeper,
but there is a very large number of women
effort; that as any one mind possesses such it. Fire, when wisely used, becomes man’s white vest and black pants—says his name at the age of twenty-five.
Pitt
was
Prime
Minister
of
England
at
j" London employed during the day who
power so can fifteen or twenty minds by most useful servant. Thoughtlessly han- is John; that he died iivthe Indies, and
merely wishing or praying in concert for died, it carries destruction. Thought that you know that this is true and will the age of twenty-four, and Macaulay ^ave to find homes for themselves as best
By combination good, wholeany particular purpose, through their com- power is subject to the same conditions.,
not deny it.” Mr. M. replied: “ I have became a member of Parliament at thirty, the)’
bination of mental strength, exercise or
In these harmonious groups so assem- no inclination to deny that, for the facts and established a high reputation for elo- ?°“ e food can be obtained at a rate which
B “ “ P1? impossible to separate a tten n g send out a proportionately greater power to bled, you have the basic principle of the and description are correct.” Then fol quence by his maiden speech.
It is worthy of notice that two great a fact which is, of course, self-endent, aleffect such purpose; that through such order for affecting any and every result lowed a conversation between the two
combination persons can be and are to- beneficial to humanity, namely, «that all brothers, the one on this side weeping for warriors of the present century were bofn , h o u g h few . a r e a w a r e o f . , h e fiSutes w,hlc?
in 1769, doomed to compete with each Irep^sent this raying. As an example, I
day relieved of pain and healed though I individual harmonious thought is a workat a distance from the group so fixing their ing and constructive power. That co
The other Englishman, on stolidly re- other, and distinguished themselves early. maY mention that, to my own knowledge,
minds upon them; that the silent power I operation o f individuals in such thought marking to me that it was all Greek to Napoleon Bonaparte was commander 0 f » dinner consisting of soup, a cut from a
of concentrated and co-operative thought develops a proportionately greater power; him, Mr. S., still turning further around the army of Italy in Februaiy, >796, 1 freshly-cooked joint, two vegetables and a
cosl somethmg under fivepence a head,
is continually effecting results in the worlds I that all these little centres for discussion and facing Mr. O., said: “ I see standing before he had reached the age of twentyof business and politics, though they who I attract spirits like in character and pur- beside you, sir, a young woman in the seven, and first consul at the age of thirty; wh,en. supplied to forty people for the actexercise it never dream that such power pose, and that such meetings are of the very morning of life, only about twenty while Wellington had established his m ili-M food >done-tlrat is to say, without
underlies and is the source of all other greatest use and profit to many in the years of age. She is very beautiful, slightly tary reputation in India by the time he chaige for kitchen fire or attendance, and
effort—in brief that thought is the power I spirit-world.
above medium height, light complexion, was thirty-four. When the great com- »•“ » when fire or six people join together
that moves the world, and that thought I Because many, very many, in that full blue eyes, golden hair hanging in manders met on the field of Waterloo fo™ * « costsJ them> “ d u * '¥ “ 8 " ^
milk, about 3d per week It is easy to see
emanating continually from mind is a sub- world are much more dependent for relief beautiful tresses around her shoulders. neither was forty-six years old.
Gourecneur Morris was admitted to prac- h° w cheaply a number of women could be
stance which, though unseen and unfelt by from wretched states of mind through She has a round, full developed form.
our “ outer senses,” is an element as real I spirits in the flesh than is now realized, She seems very much attached to you, and rice at the New York bar at the age of Pro« ded for ,f the food were well man. ..
.
. .
as is electricity, and is felt and effects re and these gatherings would afford the first says she was your wife,—that she died in nineteen. At twenty-four he was in the a§” ‘ . . .
f " the dubs or lodgings where the pkn
sults on our unknown or “ inner senses,” means for such relief.
child-bed while at sea, and she wishes to New York Legislature and at twenty-fire a L
You would then be working for good assure you that your Martha still lives and member of th ! Continental Congress, and has been adopted of a common kitchen
which are the belongings of every spirit
according to a law and in harmony with is with you daily.” At this juncture, Mr. served on important committees. He it ha« Jb^ n eminently successful, and the
whether in the flesh or out of it.
T he order welcomes all who desire to the principles of our order, as that is the O ., clasped his hands over his face and was who first conceived the idea of our ad-1 o"1)’ difticuUy is that there^are not nearly
ally themselves with it, and asks no other exponent of that. law. Your group could, rushed out of the room, leaving his hat mirable decimal currency, which has been enough of them, and that there are never
any vacancies in those which exist. In
qualification than the sincere desire to im if you desire, become the nucleus of a and duster behind. Mrs. Saxe said she adopted in the United States. He also
prove themselves and others. It argues White Cross Lodge, and as such would be knew that the description was perfect, for played an important part in making the some of these an excellent hot dinner of
that as self-improvement goes on with the better placed for receiving from rime to Mr. O. had told her the facts only a few Constitution under which we now lire. meat, two vegetables and bread is served
He served as Minister to France, and was in the rooms at the rate of Sd per head,
individual the natural and inevitable re rime valuable suggestions relative to self- days before.
than which nothing better or cheaper could
sult is his or her effort to help others. It improvement from the head of the Order.
Mr. N ., continued to tell what he saw the only member of the Diplomatic Corps
But understand; it is first your sympa and what the translated wife said, and who remained in Paris during the reign be desired. For 4s Sd per week a woman
promises greater power and help in the
work of self-improvement for those who thy we court, and your openers of ear, to thus the moments flew by, when we found of terror, an act the more courageous can thus hare the food without which she
ally themselves and work in spirit with it. hear concerning these great and all-em our friend did not return, on searching I because he was known to be in cordial can not continue to work, and her break
It asks for sympathy and good-will for be bracing principles, which we desire should found him secreted in a closet under the sympathy with the fallen king. In a let fast and tea are small items in comparison
to dinner. This is, of course, only to be
yond material aid. It holds that money be known far and wide.
stairs weeping as if his heart would break. ter to John Parish in 1S01 he distinctly had in residential clubs for a higher class
H eadquarters
given or service rendered grudgingly does
suggests
the
Erie
Canal.
He
died
in
1S16,
I tried to persuade him to return, but he
of women than the milliners*assistant, who
W h i t e C r o s s F r a t e r n it y ,
more harm than good; that such money
would not, saying that it was too much for aired sixty-five. Among the curious pro- l------ —----------------- ---------------------- «of her scanty earnings could nererafand service carry with them a spiritual No. 12 Pemberton Square, room 9, Boston, him, and begged for his hat and duster, visions of his will was the following: - !n
Massachusetts.
power which works harm; that money or
saying, as I hand them to him, “ Please case my wife should marry, I gire her fo^ .4 s S d a week for her dinners. The
service given cheerfully and gladly carry
have the gentleman call at my room, No— , $600 more per annum to defray the in-1 ev“ ln these cases ls *h*t the dinners are
ln the middle of the day. and
with them a spiritual power which does
A C a n d i d C o n v e r s a t io n a l is t . —Gil at the hotel,” all of which was subsequently creased expenditure which may attend loob*
that
connection.”
many
of
the
workers who cannot get home
good.
hooly dropped into the office of Judge done, and I understood much to his satis
When Walter Scott was eleven years old I dinner are unable to benefit by them,
By “ spirit ” and “ spiritual power ” is
faction.
C
.
A.
R
e
e
d
.
he attended the High School of Edinburgh. “ is not by any means, however, among
here implied ratified element and power Pennybunker, a few days ago. After that
Portland, Or., Jan. 18. 1886
they talked about local politics, the
Dr. Adam, the head master, would con- this class of women only that there are
eoming of such element.
stantly refer to him for dates, the particulars "'ptkers struggling hard to keep their heads
T he order works on the basis above im weather, etc., Judge Pennybunker re
A chievem ents b y Y oung Men.
plied. Its great desire is to bring these marked:
of battles, and other remarkable events above water. It is no exaggeration to say
“ You come to me very frequently,
and other truths to the norice of such as
alluded to in Horace, or whatever author that in London there are hundreds of gently
(Thomas J. Bowditch in Tfoy Times.]
bred and cultured women living actually
will receive them as well as to confirm | Gilhooly but there is one thing about
Many great deeds, whether of mind or the boys were reading, and used to call
alone, going forth to their daily work ana
their belief to many who in secret and 1your visits that I can’t understand.”
him
the
historian
of
the
class.
His
first
action, have been performed by young
“ What is that?”
solitude have already thought of them.
great poem, **The Lay of the Last Min returning to their lodgings in the evening,
“ Well, it is the fact that you have men, as the following example will show: strel,” was written in 1806, when he was with perhaps a stinted fire or bad light.
Its work is entirely constructive. It wars
with no existing institutions. It aigues never yet invited me to call on you.”
David, son of Jesse, was only twenty- thirty-five. Nine years later he published Many of these are quite young, and, to
“ That's easily explained," said Gil two years old when he took with him only “ Waverly,” and he was nearly fifty before their credit be it spoken, they live as
that antagonistic thought is very apt to be
blameless lives, though cut off from all
carried too far; that already too mucl) hooly, yawning and stretching himself; his shepherd's sling and five smooth his “ Ivanhoe ” appeared.
supervision, as their carefully guarded
strength is expended in attacking and tear “ you see, when I come to visit you, if stones, selected with care, and slew the
ing down old beliefs; that the time has you make me tired with your talk I can giant, whom he beheaded with his own
A remarkable instance of religious de sisters, whose parents surround them with
now come for builders to erect the new get up and go, but if you call on me at great sword.
votion was exhibited the other day at In every possible protection, and would fain
Alexander the G reats accession to the dianapolis by an old couple named Stien- have them ignorant that evil exists.
and prove by results the good of the new, my home I may not be able to get rid of
and that antagonism earned to excess on you without being impolite. See ?”— throne took place When he was only beig, who permitted themselves to die
twenty years old. Having crossed the from suffocation by coal gas, because they I Peddler (to a woman at the door)—-can
the part of the individual begets only the TTtxas Siftings.
Hellespont, he won the battle of Granicus would not lift a hand on the Sabbath to I see your mother, miss ?
increasing tendency and habit of antago
“ Rapid Transit Lager Bier ” is the sign when he was twenty-two, and having con adjust the stove-pipe which had fallen.
nism or destructive thought—destructive as
\\ Oman—my mother ?
much in the end to the individual as to over a saloon in a neighboring city. “ We quered the world—until, it is said, he When their neighbors found them they
Peddler—Yes, miss, the lady of the
know of nothing more appropriate;” says wept because there were no other were so far gone that it was impossible to house. I ^ have some beautiful articles
the enemy attacked.
It is a truth that when two or three peo an exchange; “ it affords a quick passage countries to subdue—died at the early age resuscitate them. Some clergymen we that she will be glad to see.
ple, who are agreeable to each other, from wealth to poverty, respectability to of thirty-three.
know would rather die than read a Sunday
Woman (graciously)--WeH—er—1 am
Raffaele Santio, the most illustrious of newspaper. Some day it is to be hoped the lady ol the house, sir, and if you step
meet together and state to each other disgrace, healthy to bloated bodies, and
their respective opinions on any subject from this world to one of reckoning be painters, produced one of his finest works that we shall get beyond such [absurd fa into the parlor I will be. glad to look at
—a “ Holy Family ”—at the age of seven- naticism.— JiostiM
bearing on the interests and welfare of the yond.”
what you have cot.
White Cross Principle;
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W o rk in g W omen in London.
•rid at large, (be these opinions relating M ore o f E. J. N o rth c u tt's M edium ship. teen, and before he was twenty-one had
produced " T h e Coronation of the Vir
religion, dress, health, exercise, recrea
IThe Queen.]
gin," now in the Vatican, and the “ Mar
nt diet, etc.,) and that when suchi
riage of the Virgin,” now in Milan. He
>ught
is
so
presented
without
wrangling1
In
a
former
letter
I
gave
an
account
of
The number of women earning their
In response to an article! published in
that kind o f argumentation which ends some of the wonderful manifestations of died at the age of thirty.
wn
living, and often assisting to keep the
the G o l d e n G a t e of Octo « r 24, 1S85,
Michael Angelo — sculptor, painter,
heated and angry debate, there is ac
spirit presence through the medium, E. J. scholar and poet—was so highly distin - 1 family, in I«ondon is increasing every day.
concerning the Fraternity f the White complished a three-fold result:
First, Such harmonious presentation of Northcutt. As I believe these visitations of guished that in 1490, at the age of six Hundreds are employed in the Postoffice,
Cross, letters have been received by us,
opinion
clears your own minds. It ex the spirits at this age of the world might teen, he was invited by Lorenzo the Mag in some of the insurance companies, as
from individuals in Texas, Iowa, Pennsyl
pels
your
old thought and replaces it be likened to a great tidal wave that when nificent to live in his palace at Florence cashiers and bookkeepers, in tracing en
vania and California, asking for additional
with new views of the same subject or subsiding may not again appear for many and there pursue his art.
information concerning the order. To subjects. As when you clean out the old
Nicolo Paganini was the most wonder gineers' plans, in type-writing, in telephone
years, it seems that it is our duty to make
such we would say first that the chief pur well, the fresher water from the spring some record of the leading incidents, if ful player on the violin, not only in his work and cigarette-making—all employ
pose of the fraternity is the improvement takes the place of stagnancy.
for nothing more than a matter of refer own day, but of all time. When he was ments of comparatively recent date, for it
twenty-one years old he made a profes is not so many years ago since the trial of
Secondly, When thought is so expelled ence*
of the individual mentally, physically and
sional tour through Italy, beginning at
or vocalised, it is in a sense materialized.
About
the
time
to
which
I
refer
Peter
spiritually, and that through advice and |
T he vocalization of thought puts that Saxe and his wife were visiting Oregon, Lucca, in which city, at the age of four female clerks in the clearing house of the
suggestion received from the higher world j thought
not land learning that I was an out-spoken teen years, he had first played in public Postoffice was thought a wonderful innova
_ a certain form which did___
_ ____in
of spirit such improvement can be made exist as it b y unspoken. In such form it Spiritualist called on me a t my rooms in with great success, and was considered
tion, and one which many wise heads pre
more rapidly than by old methods. T he in be carried by spirits to impressional Salem, bringing along with them two gen - 1 musical wonder.
dicted much evil of. There are besides,
order will here, when fully organised, be a m ind far and near, and be placed in| tlemen— Englishmen — from Australia,— I William Chambers, the founder of the of course, the very large number of work
those minds. Such impressional minds one a Mr. Mitchell, the other Mr. g « aJ publishing house of Edinbutgh
duplicate o f one in the spirit-world which
may speak from the pulpit. T hey may Osborne, I believe. Our conversation coming out of his apprenticeship at nine ing women in the most ordinary sense—
has long existed. Its work is altogether wield the pen. T hey will never know turned upon the great phenomena. Neither ]
years with five shillings capital, se the dressmakers, milliners and shop asistimpersonal; its officers receive no salaries; from whence came the idea which may in- o f the two Englishmen were Spiritualists, up a book-stall with fifty dollars' worth of ants. Among the latter, perhaps, it is
| truest that we know little of how they live.
| its impulse is love for the work and those | flucnce or tinge thetr old opinion. But no and one of them, Mr. O ., was entirely books, all bought on credit.
Byron's first volume, called " Hours of JOne thing is not half enough known about
Igroup o f people can m eet together in any skeptical, believing it to be the sheerest
worked for; and its work extends to everyH
field of effort whereby the race can be Iplace, be it store, parlor, shop or street,] nonsense. Mr. Saxe and his wife were Idleness,” early and rather indifferent them, and that is the large number of girls
benefited whether within or without the and exchange opinion in good nature and advanced to that peculiar stage where poems, appeared when he was nineteen and women employed in London at a rate
perfect harmony for an hour, without gen- knowledge is power, and talked as such year of age. H e was twenty-one years of payment which is quite inadequate for
order.
old when, roused to anger by a very sar them to live upon, however careful they
Phenomenal Spiritualism merely paves] 1era ting a thought-power which may travel persons only can, " with authority."
the way to a better understanding of life,! o r be carried from Maine to Mexico, or
While we were thus engaged there en  castic notice in the Edinburgh R e v in v . h< may be. They are generally machinists
I
farther.
and the laws which govern it, to the end
tered the room Mr. Northcutt, the me produced that vehement and able respon or dressmakers, or milliners’ assistants,
Thirdly, By so doing you re-create dium , dressed quite roughly, wearing a sive satire, " English Bards and Scotch sometimes attendants in second-rate shops.
that life may be made happier. T he
higher world of spirit c a n . give us yourselves physically and spiritually; be well-worn army overcoat, slouched hat Reviewers.” Then he spent some time in It is a common thing for these women to
these laws—not that they are new. They cause new thought is new life. This is and heavy boots. I immediately intro foreign travel, and on his return, in 1812 be paid 8s ($2) a week, or less—they think
are at work constantly among us, and their not implied in any figurative sense. It is] duced him as m y friend, saying as I did his " Childe H aro ld ” was published themselves well off when they earn 9s
results for good or ill are everywhere seen; m eant that with constant accession of so, " This gentleman is a medium and H e did not exaggerate when he said of ($2 25)—and the work is not constant; be
but our eyes are not yet opened to them . new thought and new views on old sub may be able to convince our friends here that poem: " I awoke one morning and cause, when times are bad, or the slack
found myself famous.” H e died at the season sets in, they are turned off. They
jects, both body and m ind are renewed. that Spiritualism is not all a humbug.” I
W hat is involved in these laws ? ”
Mr. Saxe at once commenced a conver- j a8e of thirty-six years, at which early age will go day after day to some of the shops
Among the relatively few things now Recreation means re-creation.
If
such
groups
or
circles
would
meet
sation with the medium, while our English Robert Bums, the great peasant bard of where their work is known and sit in the
known are these facts: that thought is a
substance and a power composed of highly for agreeable conversation or agreeable friends looked as much as to say, " By Scotland, had also "shuffled off this waiting-room on the chance of an odd hand
being wanted. If these earnings are only
ratified elem ent; that thoughts can be presentation of individual opinion (be Jovel this is a rough customer to deal mortal coil.”
and are constantly transmitted from m ind they in num ber, two, five, ten, or twenty with the spirit-world.” Mr. Northcutt I Pope’s " Essay on Criticism ” was publ part of the household’s means it is well
to mind, far and near, with results, good persons), at any set time and place, so said to Mr. and Mrs. Saxe, " I see you Hshed before his twenty-first year, and his enough; the girl's work pays the rent if it
or bad, according to the character of the much the better. Because, if a t a set have a son and daughter in the spirit- 1 most successful effort, the " Rape of the does not always keep her, and she is not
thought transmitted; that in proportion to time, such groups assemble, no m atter world, and they say they are already famil Lock,” assumed its complete shape in his without food or shelter during the time the
work fails. But it is wholly different with
purity of motive and unselfishness is the how far distant, there will be a thought- iar with the law of return, and desire to I twenty-sixth year.
T he " Pleasures of H o p e” was written the young woman who has *no home but
thought-power of any individual m ind; power sent from each to each, and this avail themselves of this opportunity to
that what the theologians call " prayer” thought-power will gather strength as it have a little talk with you.” Mr. and | by Thomas Campbell before he was that she pays for. If she is quiet and re
is an instinct, or rather law o f nature, travels from circle to circle. Each group Mrs. S. assured the medium that he was | twenty years old, and "G ertrude of Wy- spectable she generally lodges with some
fellow-worker older than herself who has
which obtains expression through every would be as a distinct battery in an elec quite correct, and that they were glad to oming ” when in his thirtieth y e a r .^
Schiller, at the age of twenty-two, gave furniture. She pays 2s or 2s 6d a week
material form, be it mineral, vegetable or trical circuit, and this power would confer meet them at all times, and especially at
to the world his tragedy of the “ Rob- for a bed in the same room and for her
animal; that such expression is ever going physical and mental benefit for all in the this time.
circle.
T hen followed a conversation, such as bers,” (composed when he was only share of the firing and light. She buys
on, consciously or unconsciously; that
Let it again be said that any wrangling parents would have on meeting their chil- seventeen). T he public received it with her own food and cooks it herself. Six
wish, desire, dem and and prayer mean the
same thing; that prayer or wish, as a law, or inharmony would prove damaging to dren; their recognition was grand and ] great enthusiasm. He died at the age of shillings for seven days is not very much,
every one will allow; but when we show
can bring either good or evil results; that its authors.
complete, each of the children calling forty-five.
that
the reciip;nt is expected to dress well ,
“ Thanatopsis,” of William Cullen Bryevery individual mind is a concentration] For never does a meeting in society, in each other by their proper names.
of power built out o f the elem ents and an politics, in the church, or elsewhere, take
This so interested our English friends anL appeared when he was twenty-two, —that is, respectably—and find herself in
evolution of many previous existences; place where personal animosity and bitter that Mr. Mitchell remarked that if that and was written at nineteen. His first boots; that in going out in all weathers her
that each mind is also a power to effect ness of feeling are displayed, but that a was the way spirits returned they were wel- publication was a satire, when he was clothes wear outjmore quickly, no one need
be surprised that her wages alone can not
results far beyond its immediate sphere ot wave of unpleasant and destructive thought come to convince him, whereupon Mr. onty fourteen.
keep
her and dress her.
T he late S. S. Prentiss, who died at the
personal contact; that when m ind is per is generated and goes out from such m eet Northcutt turned partially around and facIn most of the large shops the assistants
sistently fixed on any purpose it attracts ing to affect every sensitive organization, ing Mr. Mitchell said, " I see standing by early age of forty-two, achieved a success
agencies for accomplishing such purpose which is in utter ignorance o f the cause, you a young man who says he is your I iyhen he exhibited great powers of oratory live in houses provided for them under
without making any external or physical and therefore utterly unable to cope with brother. H e wears a black dress-coat, I *n Congress, to which he had been elected the charge of a matron or housekeeper;
but there is a very large number of women
effort; that as any one mind possesses such it. Fire, when wisely used, becomes man's white vest and black pants—says his name at the age of twenty-five.
in
London employed during the day who
P
itt
was
Prime
Minister
of
England
at
most
useful
servant.
Thoughtlessly
han
power so can fifteen o t twenty minds by
is John; that he died inH he Indies, and
merely wishing or praying in concert for dled, it carries destruction. Thought that you know that this is true and will the age of twenty-four; and Macaulay have to find homes for themselves as best
became---------------a member of Parliament-----at thirty, they may. By combination good, whole
any particular purpose, through their com power is subject to the same conditions..
not deny it.” Mr. M. replied: " I haveL—
In these harmonious groups so assem no inclination to deny that, for the facts and established a high reputation for elo- some food can be obtained at a rate which
bination of mental strength, exercise or
is simply impossible to separate catering—
send out a proportionately greater power to bled, you have the basic principle of the and description are correct.” Then fol- 1 Quence by his maiden speech,
effect such purpose; that through such order for affecting any and every result lowed a conversation between the two I ^ ^ w°rthy of notice that two great a fact which is, of course, self-evident, al
combination persons can be and are to beneficial to humanity, namely, fthat all brothers, the one on this side weeping for warriors of the present century were born| though few are aware of the figures which
I in 1769, doomed to compete with each represent this saying. As an example, I
day relieved of pain and healed though individual harmonious thought is a work joy.
may mention that, to my own knowledge,
at a distance from the group so fixing their ing and constructive power. T h at co
The other Englishman, on stolidly re- other, and distinguished themselves early,
minds upon them ; that the silent power operation o f individuals in such thought marking to me that it was all Greek to I Napoleon Bonaparte was commander of | a dinner consisting of soup, a cut from a
.of concentrated and co-operative thought develops a proportionately greater power; him, Mr. S., still turning further around the army of Italy in February, 1796,1 freshly-cooked joint, two vegetables and a
is continually effecting results in the worlds that all these little centres for discussion and facing Mr. O ., said: " I see standing I before he had reached the age of twenty- roll cost something under fivepence a head;
of business and politics, though they who attract spirits like in character and pur beside you, sir, a young woman in the seven, and first consul at the age of thirty; when supplied to forty people for the act
exercise it never dream that such power pose, and that such meetings are of the very morning of life, only about twenty j while Wellington had established his mili-J ual food alone—that is to say, without
underlies and is the source of all other greatest use and profit to many in the years of age. She is very beautiful, slightly j ^ y reputation in India by the time he charge for kitchen fire or attendance; and
that when five or six people join together
effort— in brief that thought is the power spirit-world.
above medium height, light complexion, was thirty-four. When the great corn- for tea it costs them, including sugar and
Because many, very many, in that full blue eyes,
that moves the world, and that thought
eyes golden hair hanging in I manders met on the field of W ^g jto ^ milk, about 3d per week. It is easy to see
emanating continually from mind is a sub world are much more dependent for relief beautiful tresses around her shoulders. neither was forty-six years old.
Gouverneur Morris was admitted to prac how cheaply a number of women could be
stance which, though unseen and unfelt by from wretched states of mind through She has a round, full developed form.
our " outer senses,” is an element as real spirits in the flesh than is now realized, She seems very much attached to you, and tice at the New York bar at the age of Prov*ded f°r & the food were well mant
as is electricity, and is felt and effects re and these gatherings would afford the first says she was your wife,—that she died in nineteen. At twenty-four he was in the M *
So far the clubs or lodgings where the plan
sults on our unknown or " inner senses,” means for such relief.
child-bed while at sea, and she wishes to New York Legislature and at twenty-five a has been adopted of a common kitchen
You would then be working for good assure you that your Martha still lives and member of the Continental Congress, and
which are the belongings of every spirit
according to a law and in harmony with is with you daily.” At this juncture, Mr. served on important committees. He it have been eminently successful, and the
whether in th e flesh or Out of it.
T he order welcomes all who desire to the principles of our order, as that is the O ., clasped his hands over his face and was who first conceived the idea of our ad only difficulty is that there are not nearly
ally themselves with it, and asks no other exponent of thaLlaw. Your group could rushed out of the room, leaving his hat mirable decimal currency, which has been enough of them, and that there are never
qualification than the sincere desire to im I f you desire, become the nucleus of ; and duster behind. Mrs. Saxe said she adopted in the United States. He also any vacancies in those which exist. In
prove themselves and others. It argues White Cross Lodge, and as such would be knew that the description was perfect, for | played an important part in making the some of these an excellent hot dinner of
that as self-improvement goes on with the better placed for receiving from time to Mr. O. had told her the facts only a fewl Constitution under which we now live[ meat, two vegetables and bread is served
individual the natural and inevitable re time valuable suggestions relative fo self- days before.
He served as Minister to France, and was in the rooms at the rate of 8d per head,
sult is his or her effort to help others. It improveaient from the head of the Order.
the
only member of the Diplomatic Corps) than which nothing better or cheaper could
Mr. N ., continued to tell what he saw
But understand; it is first your sympa and what the translated wife said, and who remained in Paris during the reign be desired. For 4s 8d per week a woman
promises greater power and help in the
work of self-improvement for those who thy we court, and your openers of ear, to thus the moments flew by, when we found of terror, an act the more courageous can thus have the food without which she
ally themselves and work in spirit with it. hear concerning these great and all-em our friend did not return, on searching I because he was known to be in cordial can not continue to work, and her break
It asks for sympathy and good-will far be bracing principles, which we desire should found him secreted in a closet under the sympathy with the fallen king. In a let fast and tea are small items in comparison
to dinner. This is, of course, only to be
yond material aid. It holds that money be known far and wide.
stairs weeping as if his heart would break. ter to John Parish in 1801 he distinctly had in residential clubs for a higher class
H eadquarters
given or service rendered grudgingly does
the Erie Canal. He died in 1816,
I tried to persuade him to retnm , but he suggests
_
of women than the milliners'assistant, who
W h i t e C r o s s F r a t e r n it y ,
more harm than good; that such money
would not, saying that it was too much for I aged sixty-five. ^ Among the curious pro- out of her scanty earnings could never af
and service carry with them a spiritual No. 12 Pemberton Square, room 9, Boston, him, and begged for his hat and duster, I visions of his will was the following: " In
ford 4s 8d a week for her dinners. The
Massachusetts.
power which works harm; that money or
saying, as I hand them to him, " Please case my wife should marry, I give heri evil in these cases is that the dinners are
service given cheerfully and gladly carry
have the gentleman call at my room, No—, $600 more per annum to defray the inwith them a spiritual power which does
A C a n d i d C o n V e r s a t io n a l is t . —Gil- at the hotel,” all of which was subsequently creased expenditure which may attend^ only served in the middle of the day, and
many of the workers who cannot get home
good.
hooly dropped into the office of Judge done, and I understood much to his satis-1 that connection.” )
By " s p ir it” and "spiritual power” is Pennybunker, a few days ago. After that faction.
When Walter Scott was eleven years old to dinner are unable to benefit by them.
C. A. R e e d .
It is!-------P—
not by any
however, among
here implied ratified element and power
- means,
, —z-----P—
he attended the High School of Edinbutgh., ——
Portland,
Or.,
Jan.
18.
1886
they talked about local politics, the
coming of such element.
Dr. Adam, the head master, would con- th,s class of women only that there are
stantly refer to him for dates, the particulars I workers struggling hard to keep their headS|
The order works on the basis above im weather, etc., Judge Pennybunker re
A chievem ents b y Y oung Men.
of battles, and other remarkable events [above water. It is no exaggeration to say
plied. Its great desire is to bring these marked:
" You come to me very frequently,
alluded to in Horace, or whatever author I*bat,ln London there are hundreds of gently
and other truths to the notice of such as
[Thomas J. Bowditch in Troy Times.]
will receive them as well as to confirm Gilhooly, but there is one thing about] Many great deeds, whether of mind or the boys were reading, and used to call I hred and^cultured women living actually
their belief to many who in secret and your visits that I can’t understand.”
him the historian of the class. His fiist alone, going forth to their daily work and
action, have been performed by young great poem, " The Lay of the Last Min- 1 returning to their lodgings in the evening,
" What is that?”
solitude have already thought of them.
"W ell, it is the fact that you have] men, as the following example will show: j strel,” was written in 1806, when he was Wlth perhaps a stinted fire or bad light.
Its work is entirely constructive. It wars
with no existing institutions. It aigues never yet invited me to call on you.”
David, son of Jesse, was only twenty- 1 thirty-five. Nine years later he published I Many of these are quite young, and, tol
" That's easily explained,” said GiH two years old when he took with him only " Waverly,” and he was nearly fifty before J lheir credit be it spoken, they live as]
that antagonistic'thought is very apt to be
carried too far; that already too mucj) hooly, yawning and stretching himself; his shepherd's sling and five smooth his " Ivanhoe ” appeared.
I blameless lives, though cut off from all
^supervision, as their carefully guarded
strength is expended in attacking and tear " you see, when I come to visit you, if stones, selected with care, and slew the
A remarkable instance of religious de - 1 sisters, whose parents surround them with]
ing down old beliefs; that the time has you make me tired with your talk I can giant, whom he beheaded with his own
votion was exhibited the other day at In - 1every possible protection, and would fain!
now come for builders to erect the new get up and go, but if you call on me at great sword.
Alexander the Great’s accession to the I dianapolis by an old couple named Stien- 1 have them ignorant that evil exists.
and prove by results the good of the new, my home I may not be able to get rid of
and that antagonism earned to excess on you without being impolite. See ?”— throne took place wnen he was only berg, who permitted themselves to die
twenty years old. Having crossed the from suffocation by coal gas, because theyl Peddler (to a woman at the door)—can
the part of the individual begets only the vTexas Siftings.
Hellespont, he won the battle of Granicus would not lift a hand on the Sabbath to] I see your mother, miss ?
increasing tendency and habit of antago
“ Rapid Transit Lager B ier” is the sign when he was twenty-two, and having con adjust the stove-pipe which had fallen./ Woman—my mother?
nism or destructive thought—destructive as
much in the end to the individual as to over a saloon in a neighboring city. " We quered the world—until, it is said, he When their neighbors found them they] Peddler—Yes, miss, the lady of the
know of nothing more appropriate;” says wept because there were no other were so far gone that it was impossible to] house. I have some beautiful articles
the enemy attacked.
It is a truth that jwhen two or three peo an exchange; " i t affords a quick passage countries to subdue—died at the early age I resuscitate them. Some clergymen wel that she will be glad to see.
ple, who are agreeable to each other, from wealth to poverty, respectability to of thirty-three.
know would rather die than read a Sunday) Woman (graciously)—Well—er—I
Raflaele Sanzio, the most illustrious of newspaper. Some day it is to be_ hoped!
meet together and state to each other disgrace, healthy to bloated bodies, and
...__ Jthe lady of the house, sir, and if you step
their respective opinions on any subject from this world to one of reckoning be- painters, produced one of his finest works that we shall get beyond such (absurd fa-[into the parlor I will be.glad to look at
Hoiy Family ”1—at the age of seven-1 naticism.—Boston Herald.
I what you have got.
bearing on the interests and welfare of the yond.”
White Cross Principles.
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Gr-A^TE.

L yc eu m W o r k .—The Children’s Lyceum at
the Temple is one of the good works handed
The papers talk as calmly about the fashion of down from the First Spiritual Union. It ows its
Church people generally, as well as most super
ight-lacing,
as they do concerning the state of life and efficiency, mainly, to that grand worker
ficial thinkers, and some consequential scientists,
MN GA
Pubibhed tw iy Saturday by ike
the weather. The amount of suffering it involves, and noble-souled woman, Mrs. Lavina Mathews,
P u n t i n g a n d P u b l ish in g C * '« «
are still disposed to treat the claims of Spiritual
to say nothing of the chronic ailments it fosters, who never tires in her faithful efforts in behalf of
f j4 M ontgom ery S tm t, Sam F ra ncisco, C a l.
ism either as fraudulent or unworthy of serious
do not seem to occur to them, if it does they dare the children, for whom she has a mother's tender
not express their protest. It is announced that solicitude. Spiritualism with her is an cver-active,
consideration,—and this, notwithstanding the
E m t o i a n d M anage
J. J. OWEN.
•
•
• Ah h u i vast array of careful research, by many of the
all the newest dresses from over the water are living principle—a divine reality. It embraces
l l o . M a t t i b P. O w n ,
General Agent
R. B. H aul.
•
growing tighter and tighter, and can only be all intellectual and spiritual unfoldment—all
ETERNAL
PUNISHMENT.
most eminent thinkers, philosophers and scien
fastened by a great deal of patience and a button graces and virtues of character. And not alone
tists the world has ever produced, all resulting in
Who does not see that an infinite duration of hook. Young girls whose “ forms” have been to the children is ber work confined; her cultured
T eems :—J<.jo per annum, payable in advance: $
for sis months. Chiba of five(maOed to separate »ddn*r<| the most positive confirmation of the central punishment for a finite offence would be an act of too long neglected are made to sleep in their cor
mind, and clear conception of truth, render her a
Sio, and extra copy to the sender. Send money by poaral
farts that constitute the basis of the Spiritual infinite injustice—out of all proportion to the of sets, the strings being drawn a little tighter each power in the dissemination of the light and knowl
order, when poraiMe; otherwise by express.
night as Nature gradually gives up the contest for edge of the spiritual philosophy among those of
philosophy.
fence, however great it might be ?
her outraged rights.
JVAQ letters should be addressed: "G aum * Gate.
older growth. Our young people should not miss
Well, this is not to be wondered at, when we
Suppose a man’s life to be a perpetual iniquity
Ho. 734 Montgomery Street. San Francisco. Cal.
It is true that all society women have not the
consider that most people of the first class men from the cradle to the grave—that there ,was no fortitude to thus crucify themselves for fashion’s the grand opportunity for instruction afforded
them by the Lycenm over which Mrs. Mathews
SA TU R D A Y , JA N U A R Y 30, 1886. tioned are firmly of the conviction that the uni good thing in him, and all of his acts were wholly sake, and we would like to believe their good presides. There arc groups for all ages, from the
verse was created on the first six days of the vile (a condition of things that could only apply sense superior to such customs; but so long as little “ we tots” upwards.
week, and that the Creator rested on the seventh; to a moral and physical monster), even then—as-; they admire a “ small waist,” we can not. They
G ET TH E BEST.
also admire the Venus of Milo, and the thousand
EDITORIAL NOTES.
No religion, philosophy or science, that is not that the earth ceased its revolution upon its axis suming that he was wholly answerable for his con-1 and one beautiful forms of sculpture in the vari
calculated to make man better—to illuminate hi for a certain period at the command of an ancient duct, which is an absurdity,—there would be no ous art collections of the two worlds. But they
—Now comes The L ig h t in the W est, a new
intellect and to purify and exalt his moral and general; and that the race descended from a justice in endless punishment. A few hundred somehow excuse themselves with the idea that
spiritual semi-monthly journal, published at St.
these
are
only
the
artist's
ideals
in
the
nude,
and
ingle
pair,
said
to
have
been
created
perfect
at
iqillions of years, more or less, surely, ought to
spiritual nature,—is worth wasting much thought
if clothed would look quite clumsy and dowdy Louis by the St. Louis Spiritual Association,
upon. The old adage that “ a tree may be the start, the woman being constructed from a satisfy the most exacting Omnipotence.
like. Yet, they know they were the exact pat Thomas B. Wilson, editor. It is brimming over
known by its fruits," applies to all religious sys spare-rib dissected from the anatomy of the man.
And yet, almost the entire Christian world be terns of living models, whom fashion had not with good things. Terms, $l per year.
We are not surprised that this class should be lieves that man’s conduct during a few years of lured into eighteen-inch waist dresses and toetems—to all codes of morality.
—We have received a long rejoinder from Mr.
Now, there are natures so finely wrought, so lieve anything they please of Spiritualism. If earth existence, regardless of the bias of birth or deforming shoes.
B. F. French, of Los Angeles, concerning the
“ Well, there are fashionable men who lace. Banning-street materializations, the publication
pore, so spiritualized, that they can not go far eighteen hundred years of growth and civilization training, shapes his destiny for all eternity. No
I too,” say the women. So there are, but they do of which, it-seems to us, can accomplish no good.
could
not
eliminate
such
strange
nonsense
from
astray, no matter what church they may or may
chance to repent, no possibility of reform, but for nothing else more important to themselves or the
is simply a question of “ she did" and “ she
not attend. They may believe anything, every the enlightened religious thought of the world, it ever and ever more torment unutterable as a penalty world than attending to their corset strings and
didn’t,”
charges and counter charges, “ sass”
thing, or nothing, as regards a future state of ex can not, surely, be expected that a bare forty for disobedience! What a monstrous conception of the cut of their mustache. These same men and
and “ sassing * back; so what’s the use of follow
istence;—they may believe in a God or in no God years of research, even though teeming with the Creative Power, of the All-Father, who is women took a regular course of study in their ing it up? Let us believe that one side or the
young lives that included physiology. The money other is deceived, andboth sides honest, perhaps,
—in Christianity, Budhism, or Spiritualism, or mountains of evidence of the truths of Spirit ever working to perfect ends!
thus spent would have been better layed out in
in no sort of ism,—their lives flow on without a ualism, could make much impression upon such
The distorted Christianity taught in all ortho leaving them a handicraft that would require a and let it go at that.
ripple, ever tending toward the highest and best. minds.
dox or evangelical pulpits to-day makes no allow normal chest for breathing purposes.
—In Madrid the municipal authorities have
And
then
we
must
remember
that
all
new
With kind hearts in their bosoms—with thoughts
ance for misshapen or undeveloped moral natures
extended the right of suffrage to women. It
would be difficult to find more conservatism any
A N E W AGE.
ever welling over with sympathy for others in ideas are of slow growth. It has only been a —for inherited tendency to evil—but it condemns
where than in Spain, but it is certainly not of a
affliction, or overburdened with woes—with an few years since the most enlightened human mind alike all sinners, consigning them to everlasting
Switzerland is a land of new and quaint dis political kind. The leaven of equal rights is
outreaching tenderness and charity for even the could grasp the thought of the sphericity of the punishment, and saves all so-called saints who
coveries,
of a scientific kind, that are generally working pretty much all over Europe, and though
worst of the erring ones of earth—they are the earth; and some there are to-day, who consider “ believe and are baptised,” whether they are
interesting. Since the remains of the abodes of there is less demonstration over the matter than
instruments and companions of angels, although themselves well informed on many subjects, who worth saving or not!
the lake dwellers were found and speculated upon in our own country, it is more than likely that
have no more conception of spiritual things than
they may know it not.
How vastly different and more reasonable are by geologists, the finding of a variety of horn the wpmen of the United States will be last in
gaining their victory of suffrage. But they will
an
oyster
has
of
its
own
existence.
To
them,
fig
Such' souls may often be found within the
the teachings of Spiritualism on this subject. All articles—amulets, cups, knives, daggers, rings,
appreciate it all the more when it comes.
buttons,
bracelets
etc.,—in
a
stratum
five
feet
churches, and the churches are all the better for uratively speaking, the world is flat, and will con intelligent Spiritualists hold that nature, of which
deep
in
the
mud
of
Lake
Neuenburg,
is
next
in
—There is a biting sarcasm in this from the
their fellowship. There are many religionists tinue so for ages.
man is a part, is ever pushing outward and up curiosity. Herr G. Kaiser, the discoverer, is of
Woman's
World, of Chicago: “ Now that the
We
once
heard
an
intelligent
gentleman
say
who are better than their creeds, and this fact is
ward towards perfection; that ipan is a creature the opinion that they are older than the stone
bitter cold weather has eome, and thousands of
made use of by the churches to extol the virtues that no amount of evidence could convince him of birth and environment, with but very limited and bronze implements of the same locality, and
wretched men and women and children out of
of their creeds; when the fact is, their members of the truth of the claims of Spiritualism. A n power of volition at best; that he needs to be he proposes to call the period to which they be employment, it is pleasant to think how warm
other intelligent gentleman—no less a personage taught—to be lifted up—to be redeemed; that long, “ the age of horn.”
are often good in spite of their beliefs.
and comfortable they can keep, leaning up against
Another curious thing found in this same conn the outside walls of the magnificent church build
What religion actually does for one should be than Bro. Mendum, publisher of the B oston I n  this can not be done by exciting his fears, but
try, is a bright green moss growing on calcarious ings of this and other cities. If it were not for
set down to its credit; but it should set up no vestigator,—said, in a conversation with us on rather by stimulating his higher or spiritual
rocks two hundred feet below the surface of Lake this they would be tempted to warm themselves
spurious claims. Its votaries should consider the subject of Spiritualism, virtually the same— nature, and teaching him the better way.
Lemon. What is strange about this is, how about the stoves in the saloons and dance
carefully whether or not the real goodness in the that he would not accept any evidence of his
And, then, Spiritualism teaches that man’s op chlorophye, the green coloring matter, could be houses. What a glorious boon to humanity the
individual was not there before— whether it was senses as to the existence of spiritual beings, or portunity for improvement does not end with his ■so richly developed in a place so devoid of light religion of the churches of to-day is, anyway.”
not inbred in the heart and soul before the man spirits independent of the m ortal body, as there mortal existence; but that released from his phys This may lead to the farther discovery that this
—The official bootblack of New York Produce
element of color may be otherwise produced than
or woman came within the sphere of the church. could be no such beings!
ical body, with its animal appetites and impulses, through the agency of light. But water is not Exchange pays six hundred and fifty dollars a year
There is no system of religion, to our mind, so
Now, no one can say that these gentlemen are his chances for reforriiation are greatly increased; altogether opaque,, and it is not known how for the exclusive privilege of having his assistants
go on the floor of the exchange at certain hours
well calculated to call out the best in man—to wanting in intelligence, or common sense. They
that none are wholly bad, and all arc capable of small a degree of light would suffice to produc
of the day to “ shine” the boots of the brokers.
chlbrophye.
inspire him with all good thoughts, and fill his simply belong to that class who know that the
spiritual unfoldment.
These bootblacks and the newsboys’ fraternity are
soul with brotherly love, kindness and charity for world is flat, and does not turn over every
Time and opportunity only are wanting to
N e v e r S a t is f i e d . —Some people are never Icoming to be a power in the great cities, and the
all—as the religion of Spiritualism. It dispels the twenty-four hours. They have demonstrated this
make a fair article of saint out of the worst of satisfied. Our neighbors of the San Jose dailies five and ten-cent pieces they accumulate will es
dark clouds of doubt concerning a future life, fact by placing an imaginary pumpkin upon a
sinners; and both will, no doubt, be afforded have whooped themselves wild over the Chinese tablish most of them as substantial and thrifty
laundry curse, , They made the poor Councilm^ property holders of its near future. But this Re
that the teachings of Christianity cannot always figurative stump, and finding it there the next day!
sometime and somewhere.
gray-headed
with their din—giving them no peace public is becoming so proud that their descend
remove. It gives hope and an abiding trust in
We can afford to be charitable with all such,
night
or
day
until, to save themselves from in ants in affluence will never tell their children how
A BETTER USE.
the goodness of the All-Father, which are the for their minds are so peculiarly constructed that
sanity, they passed an iron-clad ordinance virtu they come by it.
<heet anchors that hold one steady to duty. It they can not well think otherwise than as they do.
Speaking of a certain wealthy young lady, who ally closing up all the Chinese laundries in the
—In Boston there is still existing a law against
shall
be nameless here, a S t. Louis paper says, city. Then, for a brief period our journalistic
paves the way to |n immortality of existence
But there is another class of men who deny the
smoking in the streets, though not strictly en
with happiness ever possible for all. It holds out facts of Spiritualism, who really ought to know “ She is.extremely homely and has $2 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 in friends were happy, until they needed a change of forced. It is a pity the law does not prevail
her own rig h t.” The N orristm on H era ld adds linen; but their other shirt was “ in the wash
throughout the land. If there is one place be
no inducement to the lazy soul, of a heaven of better. We allude to certain scientists who
an equally unkind fling that we will not repeat. and so they stuck (we speak advisedly) to the onej
sides one’s home where smoking should not be
eternal psalm-singing idleness; but teaches that ignore the whole subject as one unworthy of in  The press takes a personal liberty with individuals
they had on for another week or two, until some allowed, it is the streets of cities and towns.
honest and persistent work is the only means of vestigation. They deny captiously and unreas of wealth that is a disgrace to i t . . T h at one’s white laundries could be established. Now thd
Half the moving throng of our public walks are
salvation here or hereafter.
onably, thereby proving themselves unworthy of misfortune of plainness should be publicly com are talking of being “ bankrupted,” “ suspend women, children and infants. The air they
Spiritualism takes the intelligent materialist
mented upon just because that one happens to ing payment for want of funds, ” and so forth, all
breathe is laden with nicotine poison, that to
their high calling. The truly scientific mind ever
and free-thinker—the thoughtful doubter—and
possess riches is shameful and should be resented on account of the magnitude of the bills they are
most women is sickening to faintness, and what
brings him face to face with a class of facts that denies cautiously, and only after the most careful in a manner that would m ake these too familiar required to pay for their washing. Families,
must it be to delicate and helpless little ones?
revolutionizes all his modes of thought, turns his demonstration. It feels its way inch by inch, newspaper men more respectful in the future. whose laundry work had been neatly done for
What is worse, is the fact that there are met J>ut
very nature inside ont and sets his feet, figura and affirms or denies only after the most rigorous When a woman is rich she is held responsible for dollar a week, are now required to pay four and|
few men who hesitate to puff their vile fumes
tively speaking, on the Hill of Zion. It gives
looks; a t least one would th in k it is a belief that five dollars.
And yet, notwithstanding thi into one’s face.
research.
him “ the oil of joyjfor mouring, ” and the assur
money and beauty are inseparable, since the first great advantage to white labor, our San Jose
None of the scientists who reject the facts of
ance of a life and companionship with his loved
—There is something everlasting and inde
is the one idea that wealth carries, in the case of] patriots are not happy! Can not some scientist
ones beyond the gateway of death. W hat more Spiritualism pretend to have given the subject women. W e wish those young ladies, who are so tell us how wc can have white labor at Chinese structible in the pioneers of California. “ One
can any religion do than this?
anything more than a superficial examination. unfeelingly and ill-mnnneredly criticised, would prices? for that appears to be the sticking point of the lew remaining pioneers” has died every
month for the last twenty years and yet there
Hence, wc have the right to reject their opinions find some better use for their wealth than that of] with our neighbors.
Q U ESTIO N S O F FA CT.
are still enough surviving to hold their annual re
endowing a brainless fop w ith their hand and
upon the subject as not of the slightest weight.
unions as of old. But it is doubtful if there are
fortune. The world is full of need, and misery
I n t e g r a l C o -O p e r a t io n . —A plan for
We have received several communications from Their testimony is simply o f a negative charac
any more of these occasions in the land of their
is always grateful to its benefactors.
grand colonization scheme, inaugurated by
Oakland denying in toto the statement of “ Ob ter—like that of the witness who testified that
progressive thinker named Albert K. Owen labors. They seems to have betaken themselves
server " in the last issue of the G o l d e n G a t e ,
O r g a n i z a t i o n .— Last Sunday morning, at
he did not see the prisoner steal the sheep,—and
(embodied in a large pamphlet with numerou to Eastern cities especially to New \ ork; that
entitled “ Facts and Prophecy,” in which Mrs.
the Temple, the question of organization occu
seems the safest and best place for recruiting their
Ladd of that city is credited with being the in is entitled to no more consideration. A witness pied the hour. The editor of this journal, who maps, etc.,) has reached us. A large section c
depleted ranks. There, on the 18th inst., they
strument through whom was predicted the publi who know s the phenomenal facts of Spiritualism was invited to participate in the deliberations of country in Sinaloa, Mexico, embracing a beauti
held a rousing reunion, all present claiming full
cation of the Carrier Dove in its present magazine to he true, even though an untutored child, is en the Executive Committee to wham was assigned ful site for a city, with a large extent of ric
experience of the days of *49garden
lands,
has
keen
secured.
The
town
site
i
form, and upon which prediction the editor and titled to a thousand times more weight than the the task of proparing a plan of organization, re
located
on
what
is
known
as
Topolobambo
Bay
publisher of said magazine, Mr. and Mrs. Schlcs-I
—No little complaint is heard from Liberals
blind and prejudiced negations of a Tyndall or a ported progress, and spoke encouragingly o f the off the Gulf of California. The harbor is claimed
singer, proceeded to act. Two of these commu
and Spiritualists because of the figure of the cross
outlook for an organization that shall be strong
Carpenter.
to be one of the finest in the world, and the that adorns the main entrance of the Spiritual
nications arc from the pens of the two last named
and efficient for good work in this city. Mrs.
climate, wc all know, must be delightful. The Temple of Boston. In our opinion the emblem
persons, one of which—that of Mrs. Schlessinger,
Watson
followed
in
a
few
words
inviting
Mrs.
P A R E N T A L DUTY.
together with one by Mrs. Mason—covering as
Mathews to the front. This lady, who had been number of colonists is said to have already was never more appropriately used. It signifies
Since
the
days
of
Cain
and
Abel,
young
hu
they do the entire ground, we publish elsewhere.
one of the pillars in the F irst Spiritual Union, reached 1340, and the amount of funds in th persecution and trial. If Spiritualism and Spirit
Now, while we are always willing to assist all manity has been ledtured on filial duty, and it is ■spoke feelingly in favor o f rehabilitating that company's treasury something over $200,000 ualists have notahecn persecuted and most severely
honest mediums, by publishing any good thing we cry recent indeed that wc are beginning to hear society, and taking up the thread of work where The shares arc held at $10. The scheme look tried no sect ever was. Were the power suffi
cient the feeling against mediums in some quar
may know of their mediumistic gifts, or that something on behalf of children—the duty of they had laid it down, a few years ago. Mr. entirely practicable on paper, and seems to be
Woods and C apt. Roberts offered some timely grand step in the direction of harmonious co ters is bitter enough to-day to put them to death
- others may choose to send us concerning them, parents toward their offspring. ,
In a late address to the Yale Kent Club, Prpf. remarks, after which Spirit Prof. Lambert took operation. It is worth looking into. A. A. as were the supposed witches of a hundred years
we are not willing that correspondents should use
our columns to build up one medium by pulling Sumner spoke very sensibly and radically on this control of Mrs. Watson, prompting the right Fuller, Mattnwan, Van Buren county, Mich., ago. Let the cross stand.
down another. Neither would we knowingly al subject, expressing ideas that the world would be words at the right tim e. He favored a new writes to us in regard to the matter. He will no
—Mr. and Mrs. Mozart left the city last Tues
low any misrepresentations to appear over the sig far better for entertaining, though they do not name ns the necessary outgrowth of new thought, doubt be glad to furnish all who may address him
day
for New York via the southern route. They
with
full
information
on
the
subject.
natures of correspondents or otherwise. But, inj possess the same convenience ns the old ones. and new additions to the spiritual ranks. The
will
stay a month at New Orleans and also visit
He
said
that
“
no
State
should
be
called
upon
to
final report of the Committee will probably be
the preparation of copy for our paper,—especially
— “ More light,” is the cry of the times; and it other prominent cities on the Atlantic sea-board.
educate
the
children
of
its
citizens.
And
no!
ready
for
presentation
on
Sunday
morning,
the
in th : matter of original communications from
is doubtful whether the world will be satisfied Mrs. Mozart has promised her many friends both
c resp o n d e n ts with whom we are personally uni man should marry unless he can afford to support 3 1 st instant.
until the darkness of night is quite overcome. If here and in Oregon, to write to them through
and
educate
his
possible
children.
People
talk
acquainted,—wc can not always judge correctly
a certain Boston astronomer is correct, the elec the columns of this paper. After the Summer
—
Men
have
toilet
secrets
ns
well
as
women,
about
the
right
of
the
parent
and
the
duty
of
concerning their alleged facts. Hence, in cas
tric light will not be given this privilege, and but camp-meetings in the East, Mr. M. and wife will
of miitatcment of facts the best we can do is to the child, but I tell you that a man who is the and it has come out that Byron's beautiful curls
short time in which to gain new glory. The as make a pleasure tour of Europe. Our readers
was
one
of
them.
A
familiar
friend
of
the
great
cause
of
his
child's
existence
owes
the
child
publish a dental or correction thereof, and en
deavor to keep a sharper lookout the next time everything instead of being owed everything by poet one morning entered his sleeping-room rather tronomer, whose name is Johnson, states that in may expect some interesting letters from foreign
Mrs. M. is a fine inspirational
Correspondents who m ak: misrepresentations the child. Birth is a dire misfortune for many too early and found his hair in curl-papers. Of stead of having but one sun the solar system has countries.
eleven,
and
that
the
other
ten
are
about
to
come
speaker.
She
has frequently lectured for the
course
Byron
was
angry
both
at
himself
and
his
of this character, w hither Intentionally or other children, and their parents can not do enough for
into
service;
that
we
shall
then
need
no
artificial
cause
of
Spiritualism,
and given otherwise of her
intruder,
whom
he
swore
to
silence,
but
owned
that
them
in
return
for
the
inherited
diseases
and
mis
wise, may reasonably expect to be brought fac? I

GOLDEN

GATE.

N O T S U R P R IS IN G .

face with their misstatements, and sometimes ( fortunes which they bestowed upon them.”
A poor, diseased bo’.ly is th e birthright of fivereceive such wholesome castigation as may hcl]
them to a better appreelation of the truth in th eighths of the children born, worth far less than
the scriptural paltry mess of pottage, and Which

future.

in these days does not bring so much to many of
them. The newspaper is the chronicler of the
disregarded rights of children, but they arc
called by so many different names that but few
persons, who are shocked by their perusal, ever
get it through their heads that their reported
authors of all the horrid crimes of the day are
not responsible for them.

his lovely curls were due to paper magic. Poor
Byron had to find tom s attraction in himself to
atone for th : mortification that h it club-loot caused
his whole life.

THE PA8HIONS.

light, for by a division of labor these suns will
shine for all hours in the twenty-four. We are
not sure that we should like the new arrange
ment.

beautiful mediumistic gifts for the feeding of the
heart-hungry. We wish them a pleasant voyage
and a safe return to their home on the Pacifio
Coast.

January 30, 1886.J
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TO FRIENDS OF THE GOLDEN GATE
W hy J e w s L ive so L ong . —The New
England Medical Monthly comments very
For the purpose of placing the G o l d e n G a t e
ture of his time, until the spirit finally favorably on the proverbial long and
gained recognition among the wise and healthful lives of the Jews. Dr. Picard upon a basis that shall inspire public confidence
learned of every nation. There is no holds that this superiority is due to their in its stability, and also for the purpose of ex
[branch of knowledge which has not re stringent health laws. The Mosaic, like
ceived light from this other and higher the older Egyptian code, is very stringent tending the field of its usefulness, a number of
sphere of thought. Christopher Columbus, regarding the eating of flesh and other prominent and influential Spiritualists have orthrough the inspirations and encouragement! articles o f food. O f the anim als ex-1 ganiied themselves into a Joint Stock Company
of a spirit voice, set out on a voyage of] am in ed , a large proportion are always con-1 known as the "Golden Gate Printing and Pubdiscovery with a confidence which all thel
ned as unfit for food. People who lishing company,” with a capital stock of $15 ,Incredulity, bitterness, discouragement and] dem
eat m eat indiscrim inately are very prone I
......
,
, .
.
weary waiting could not qnench, and to disorders o f th e blood an d of th e kid- °°°' i m M m'° 3'°°° sharcs of rach- Thc|
under this spiritual baptism, became thel neys, for m eat is com posed o f nitrogen, I corporation is invested with power to carry on a
pioneer to a new world, to which he ledl
—An episode in the palmy days of Goldsmith false; and I can not understand why such the crowded nations of Europe, and be-I which th e kidneys have to remove from 1 general printing and publishing business; to buy
an
article
should
have
been
written,
unless
th e blood, a n d o f course they can not do and scl, hcU1 an<1 inhcrit rcal estatc. to tcccivc,
Maid goes to prove conclusively that in the devel
came the benefactor of countless general this. Jew s also use alcoholic liquors very
opment of speed in horses the desirable degree is for the purpose of advertising a medium kions.
hold and dispose of bequests; to deal in books
attained only at the sacrifice of beauty and a t at the sacrifice of truth and justice. The _|There has been no great achievement sparingly and thus keep up good digestion,
and periodicals; in short, the foundation is laid
only
little
grain
of
truth
in
this
story
is
the
and
then
again
they
are
a
holiday-loving
tractiveness. This famous horse was once, for a
fact that, sometime in June last, during but what some soul recognized the inter! class.
for the future of a large publishing, printing and
Joke, taken from her quarters through a byway
an interview with Mrs. Ladd in our office, vention of the spirit world, and no great
book-dealing business.
and led to a public place and put up at auction,
discovery
but
what
some
one
has
acknowl-l
If
the
disembodied
spirit
of
man
is
not
she was controlled, and spoke of various
the spectators bidding in good faith until the price
It is agreed that each share of the capital
matters, chiefly, healing, after which she edged a beam of light from that other side] a substance,—if it can not think and act—
run up to $34 , when some one connected with said, I would publish some books* the first of life, which helped in time of greatestl we can have no conception of it, and it is stock of said Company subscribed for shall entitle
the stable bid S35 , at which she was led away. one being great a success. I asked if she {need.
so with the spiritual world. If it contains
These fast steppers are angular-looking creatures
Musicians, great composers like Mozart, not rivers and oceans, valleys and hills, the holder to an annual dividend of tin per cent,
could
tell
me
the
titles
of
any
of
them.
She
when fully bred to the turf, and never win a dol
said the first one would be “ Biographies IBeethoven, and artists like Michael An and mountains, grove and plane, villages, payable in subscription to the paper. That is,
lar on their good looks.
of the Mediums of the Pacific Coast.” gelo, have experienced that ecstacy, and towns and cities. If, in short, it is not a the holder of live shares, or $25 of stock, shall be
And I replied that I thought it would illumination which is a demonstration of counterpart of the universe, only perfect in entitled to a copy of the paper free, so long as
C ui B ono?
make a very good- book. No reference the free soul-life of man and its legitimate all its parts, then was our creation a crime the corporation exists, together with all the
whatever was made to the Carrier Dove, I relation with the world of intelligence be-l against all human kind. But we have the
E d ito r o r t u b Golden G ath :
evidence of thousands who have gone profits and advantages which the ownership of
or portraits, or size of the book. I had yond.
A man though blind may read clearly, hence that it is as substantial a world as said stock may bring. (The paper at S2.50 per
T he following message was received at often been told I would publish books,
a circle in this city, in reply to the remark but never paid any attention to it as I methinks, the import of mediumship to this, and that the spiritual man does annum—the lowest price at which it can be
that I can not understand where the good never felt an inspiration to do so, and my the present hour. The Church, apathetic, I think and act.— Light in the West.
afforded—being equivalent to ten per cent of
the spirit having fled from the old body]
can come of spirits returning and giving friends all know I am led by sudden in which was full of sores and corruptions, of Golden Gath, a weekly journal of practical reforar, de $2 5 .) For any less number than five shares a
an account of their experience in the be spirations to do almost everything I at injustice and persecution, waits for a new voted to the elevation of humanity in this life and a search pro rata reduction will be allowed on subscrip
tempt. Not long after this interview with
for the evidences of a life beyond. J. J. Owen, editor and
yond.
H . H . K enyon.
Mrs. Ladd, the impression came to carry baptism. And if when the spiritual Mes publisher, 734 Montgomery street, San Francisco, Cal. tion to the paper. Thus, the holder of but one
siah
comes
the
Church
recognizes
it
not,
D e a r F r i e n d s :—You do not fully un out her suggestion. I set about it at once;
Terms, $2.50 per annum.
share will receive a perpetual reduction of fifty
derstand what has been received as yet; consulted prominent Spiritualists in San thank God, the Church does not repre
This paper is a marvel in spiritual jour cents on his annual subscription. That is, he
sent
all
humanity,
but
only
a
small
frag
when you read the messages over carefully Francisco, among whom were Dr. Albert
nalism, and is all that the above claims for
you will understand much that now looks Morton, J. J. Owen, editor of the G o l d e n ment of those waiting eagerly and expect-1 it. Vol. I, No. 25, contains an address will be entitled to the paper for $2 per annum.
ant
for
a
new
revelation.
dark. It takes time and thought when in G a t e , Mr. H . C. Wilson, Mrs. J. J.[
T he new inspiration comes in no super delivered before the Society of Progressive The holder of two shares will pay but $1 .50; of
the right condition to fully realize that Whitney, Mrs. J. M. Matthews, and many]
natural
way nor by any arbitrary method; Spiritualists, Sunday, Jan. 3, by Mrs. E. three shares, Si; four shares, 50 cents, and of
what you now read comes from unseen others. I wrote letters t o . mediums ini
it
comes
choosing the channels of its com C. Wms.-Patterson, upon “ Mediums and five shares, nothing. '
hands and lips of those you would clasp various parts of the State, and have their
munication
not among the high alone, but Mediumship,” that is worth the price of
By this arrangement every share-holder will re
to your breast with affection were it so you letters in reply, as evidence of th e truth
among
all
classes
of people T he peasant an entire year’s subscription. We advise
could cast the curtain to one side which fulness of this statement. I have sketches
ceive,
as we have before stated, what is equiva
all our readers to send ten cents for that
only separates the mortal from the spirit already prepared for this book now in my and the king feel the awakening touch: number. T he paper is filled with inter lent to a perpetual annual dividend of ten per
ual. In time the chains which now bind desk. I said to Mrs. Ladd, one day when] with utter impartiality the spirit lays its esting matter for all classes of people.—
down the mortal, shutting out much that I called upon her to solicit her biography,] hand of blessing upon the human race. The N . D . C. A xe, and True Key Stone. cent. The subscriber for twenty shares of the
stock, or $100, would be entitled to four copies of
is spiritual, will be swept aside, letting in that if I succeeded in publishing siichQ There in the valleys of the past we find it
the glorious light of truthfulness and help book she should have the credit in it of brings man to a higher spiritual develop
The G olden G a t e , published at San Fran the paper. He could, if he chose, dispose of
fulness to the weak and troubled as well being the first to suggest it. She de m ent; yonder on the mountain tops of the cisco, Cal., is by all odds the brightest and best three of these copies among his acquaintances, at
clined, however, giving her biography. future it holds aloft its torch of philosophy, spiritual paper on our exchange list. It is now
as the strong and trustful.
Thou who grope along through life as This occurred six months ago. Why has of moral inspiration, of holy hope and published by a joint stock company, with Mr. J. the regular subscription rate of $2.50 for each per
one in darkness, not being yet competent Mrs. Ladd never made her claim before ? love. It chooses the babes and sucklings J. Owen at the helm. Send a postage stamp for annum, and thereby realize what would be^equivsample copy. Address 73 4 Montgomery street,
to take in all that now could be unfolded T he size of the book was first considered Ithrough which to confound the wise; those aSan
alent to a cash dividend of seven and one-half
Francisco, Cal.— The Spiritual Messenger.
were they ready to receive, will, some time when Mr. Baker, foreman in Mr. Fonda's | who are untaught of this world receive the
per cent on his investment, and have his -own
in the dim future, wake up to the realiza printing establishment, called to estimate crown of intelligence from on high. And
what
does
it
all
m
ean
?
It
means
that
we
paper free in addition.
PU BLIC A TIO N S.
tion of spirits’ return and its full meaning; the cost of printing, and in looking over
are
living
in
a
world
that
belongs
to
God;
This plan of incorporation can not fail to com
will then understand where the good some books in my office we decided upon
comes in of our returning to our loved one the size and style of A round the W orld that we are irriVnortal spirits now, and that 'J'H E N . D. C. AXE,
mend itself to every Spiritualist who has the wel
a n d t r u e k e y sto n e.
ones and letting our light so shine that w ith Gen. G rant. T h e idea of having the powers which inhere within us are
fare of the cause at heart.
gradually
unfolding.
George
Eliot,
when
others may receive a benefit therefrom. the portraits was not suggested by Mrs.
(Successor to
1 Spirit Voices.”)
she
writes
her
best,
says,
“
It
is
a
not
me
As no more stock will be sold than will be
When darkness and trouble gather the Ladd—it was my own impression. After
A 4-page Weekly Journal devoted to the Development of
clouds together that surround our loved estimating the cost of publishing a book that writes my best.” Says H elen H unt Mediumship and the interests of the National Developing necessary for the needs of the business—which
ones, shutting out all that was bright and of this kind, and th e *labor to be per Jackson, “ It is from a higher than myself Circle.
will not be likely to exceed, in any event, over
I n d e pen d e n t in E verything .
beautiful, taking away al^ that makes life formed in its preparation, I found it much that the sweet streams o f melody flow.” ]
fifty per cent of the nominal capital—and as the
Terms:—$1.50 per annum: 75 cents for six months; 46
worth the living, at such times only can greater than I had anticipated. T hen for E m erson'says: “ It is not from without cents
for three months; single copies, 5 cents; sample paper will be conducted on the most economical
but
from
within
that
a
m
an
shall
speak
certain individuals who are at all times the first time, about the middle of August,
copies, free.
surrounded by evil and worldly influences it occurred to me to publish the sketches when he would com m and.”
Advertising—xo cents per line, each insertion, average principles, there will be no probability of, or
So poet, philosopher, scientist,—all rec seven
words nonpareil to the line. •
be reached by thoughts of a divine nature**; in the C arrier Dove. I asked Mrs, J. J.
necessity for, future assessment-*. The sale of the
JAMES A. BLISS, Editor,
only when the Angel of Despair knocks at Whitney for her sketch for the September ognize the presence of this power.
reserved stock would be ample to meet any con
474
A,
Broadway,
South
Boston,
Mass.
Therefore, the import ot mediumship
their door can the messenger of peace and num ber, as I was familiar with her work
Until further notice this offer will hold good: To every tingency that might possibly arise. But, with
signifies
the
highest
incentive
to
noble
love enter their hearts. T o all such who and could prepare it in the short time at
yearly subscriber to the N. D. C. Axe and True Key Stone,
we will present a year's certificate of membership in the Na careful management, there will be no necessity to
read my works or those of our band I will my disposal, and instead^of “ expressing action and reveals man's relation to in tional
Developing Circle.
JAMES A. BLISS,
visible
nature;
it
discloses
the
majesty
of
kindly say, be careful how you cast stones her disapproval of the programme ” (as
Developing Medium N. D. C.
draw upon this reserve. On the other hand,
his
inheritance
as
an
immortal
being;
it
at that which is spiritual, a t that which can
O bserver” states that Mrs. W. did,
from the present outlook and the encouragement
unveils
the
face
of
God
in
the
constitu
gPIR ITU ALISrS;
and is ever accomplishing more in every there being no other Mrs. W ., except
the paper is receiving, we confidently believe
tion
and
laws
by
which
we
are
governed.
word which is uttered by the unseen than Mrs. Winchester), she not only gave me
Send to
At
the
same
time
it
rolls
away
the
stone
that the time is not far distant when the business
mortal can comprehend after days of her picture, but encouraged me (as she
“ LIGHT IN THE WEST,”
thought. If it were npt for the untiring, has always done), to follow my impres from the door; of the sepulcher and reveals
will pay a fair cash dividend upon the stock, in
314 Chestnut Street, : : : St. Louis, Missouri,
unceasing efforts of loving ones who have sions, my own dear guide controlling her angels of consolation sitting at the head
addition to that already provided for.
passed away, the world to-day would be in many times in public and priva'te, and and at the feet of our prostrate beloved. It For copy of a 16*page semi-monthly devoted to the philoso
This is no vagary of an inexperienced journalist,
pours
its
oil
of
consolation
ufc)on
the
heart
phy
of
Spiritualism.
$1.00
per
annum.
darkness, where it now sees in the distance assuring me that he would sustain the
but the firm conviction of one who has had a
a bright shinging light which leads you all Carrier D ow . In the meantime I am of the discouraged, and it points directly
Motto “ Let there be light .”
to your heavenly home, if you take the collecting material for the book, under a to the certainty of a hereafter.
quarter of a century of successful experience in
T o the Church it says: “ You can not
OW TO BECOME A MEDIUM
path of right, ever keeping it, meeting different title, which I hope some day to
journalistic
management. You can order the
H
shut your doors against the spirit; that
bravely all that would thwart your noble bring out in a creditable manner.
In your own home.
stock
by
mail
just the same as in person, and
endeavors, keeping at a distance every in
T he idea of changing the form of the which is foul and rotten in an organization I will send you a 16-page pamphlet, containing full in
shall
be
cast
out,
and
that
which
is
good
structions and a Sealed Letter designating all your phases will receive therewith a guarranty of free sub
dividual who would do you an iniury. ' To C arrier'D ove into that of a magazine
ntcuiuniship, also a copy of the Kiddle of the American
those who “ cannot see where there can never occurred to me until after the De and pure shall remain to receive further of
Spiritual Sphinx, or the Lost Key Found, and a sample scription.
copy of T he N. D. C. A xk and T rue K ey Stone, for
any good come of spirits returning,” and cember num ber was mailed. I was sit enchantm ent of power and glory.”
While the paper is now placed beyond the pos
stamps. Address,
It says to the scientist: “ Go forward, only 15 cents, in one or two-cent J.
giving‘their experiences to hearts bowed ting at my desk one day when the “ voice”
ALBERT BLISS.
sibility
of failure, still its future usefulness will
474 A, Broadway, South Boston, Mass.
down in grief I will say, we come for this said: “ Change the Dove into an illus every revelation of nature is but a new leaf
depend, in a large measure, upon the liberality of
purpose; to open the door of darkness and trated magazine. Begin at once with the turned in the scripture of G od.”
It says to the philosopher and seeker
its patronage. All Spiritualists who can afford it
P R O F E S S IO N A L CARDS.
despair which surrounds all who lose from New Year.” I immediately saw the book,
their sights little gems of brightness which and in its production have endeavored to after spiritual truth: “ Be ye not discour
should not only take the paper but also secure
make our homes the seat of love and con embody the beautiful vision. I was quite aged; though now you seem to grope JQR. P. W. POULSON,
some of its stock, which will be a safe and
tentm ent. T o those who feel that last elated, and spoke of it at once, as my blindly, there are ripening here organs and
INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER, MEDICAL CLAIR profitable investment.
senses
which,
by-and-by,
shall
perceive
ray of sunshine is forever shut out from family, and friend, who are stopping with
VOYANT AND HEALER. HOMiEOPATHlST.
The Board of Trustees named in the articles of
their lives by the loss of a wife, we come us, know. T h e parties represented in the that which is now impalpable, hear that
O ffice :
with hearts full of love and life to lift off January num ber (the engravers and print which is now inaudible.” And to all hu
incorporation (which have been duly filed) con
the cross which is ever bearing them down ers all know this to be true), and the haste manity it declares, “ T he gift of the spirit No. 36 Geary Street, : : : : : : : San Francisco. sists of the following gentlemen: Amos Adams,
to Mother Earth, making them unlit for they were obliged to make in order to get is possible unto you; the voice shall
Offer hours, 1 to 3 p. m.
M. B. Dodge, R. A. Robinson, Dr. Robert
worldly duties; we come with words of it out on time, and even then it was a be heard within the consciousness of all; life
Residence, Fruitvale, Alameda County, janso-tf Brown and J. J. Owen. « President of the Board,
cheer of the life we live in the beyond week later .than usual. I regret the ne grows in beauty, in sublimity and love;
where all must go, where we find it dark cessity of making this statement. I wish through the portals of your own organiza
Hon. Amos Adams.
or brtght, as it lies with each individual as each medium to receive exact justice; but tion shall you pass into the possession of
N O T IC E S O F M EETIN G S.
to what the future will be td him, this I would be false to myself and my own eternal riches; through the gateway of im
FORM OF BEQUEST.
great mystery we all solve, one by one, dear guide, did I allow such a misstate mutable law shall you ascend to the per
MEN AND WOMEN
O
SPIRITS
OF
DEAD
D Return to Mortals? Mrs. K. R. Herbert, a spirit To those who may be disposed to contribute by
sooner or later.
ment to go uncontradicted. “ R ender unto fect realization of all sweet ideal.”
Medium, gives sittings daily from 1a to 4 e. m „ (Sun will to the spread of the gospel of Spiritualism
The import of mediumship is forever a day
We return to give you light upon the one Caesar the things which are Caesar's," etc.
excepted), at No. 418 Twelfth Street, Oakland!
fresh baptism of blessed thought unto the Cal. Conference meetings Sunday evening; Developing through the G olden G ate , the following form
great subject, of “ Where is O ur Darling
M r s . J . S c h l e s in g e r .
world; it is forever an angel attendant at Circles, Tuesday evenings. Public are invited. noi8| of bequest is suggested:
To-night.” We do not come to make
the grave; it signifies the tie that cements S PIRITUAL SERVICES at Metropolitan Temple, un
E
ditor
o
r
G
olden
G
ath
:
" Ig iv e and bequeath to the G olden Gate
dark that which is now bright, we do not
der the ministration of the celebrated and eloquent in
the
world
visible
and
the
world
invisible,
Printing
and Puolishing Company, of San Fran
spiretional
lecturer,
Mrs.
E.
L.
Watson,
Sunday,
Janu-J
come committing evils which are even
D e a r S i r :— I feel that I should be
ary 31st. Conference on organization at it o’clock a^ m cisco, incorporated, November 28 th, 1885 , in
covered by the mantle of society rights; doing wrong did I sit idly by anc( allow and reveals the spiritual nature of life in Lecture in the evening. Subject: “ Whom God hath joinC trust, for the uses and dissemination of the cause
let no man put asunder; or, Marriage and Di
n o ! we come for good alone to those we |such a statement, as appeared in your every one of its manifold departments here, together
vorce.” The Children's Progressive Lyceum at 12:30 p. m| of Spiritualism, -■■- dollars.”
love, to encourage them to m eet the many last issue over the signature of “ An O b unlocking for us the secrets of being. It A cordial invitation to attend is extended to all.
PSYCHOLOGY AND MIND CURE.
trials in earth life, to assure them of our server | go uncontradicted. I have been is the explanation of all psychical pheno CONFERENCE AND TEST SEANCE every Wedevening at Grand Pacific Hall, 1049Market
living and ever loving them the same as too intimately associated with the editress mena, and the right interpretation of all street,nesday
between Sixth and Seventh. Free to all.
The College of Physicians and Surgeons of
when in form; that we do ever linger of the Carrier Dove Since its first issue in physiological law, showing us the nature
California, offers a golden opportunity to all men
of
m
an
as
a
physical
and
as
a
spiritual
PROGRESSIVE
SPIRITUALISTS.—The
“
Progre
around them as they toil day after day, 1883, not to know where every new idea
* sive Spiritualists" meet in Washington Hall, No. J I and women desirous of following a thorough,
giving them thoughts that can not come concerning its publication was conceived. identity. Demonstrating to us the beauty, Eddy street, every Sunday afternoon at 1 o'clock p. in. All practical course of Psychology, Psychometry and
relating to human welfare and Spiritual unfoldmcud Mind Cure, to quality them for the cure of
from mortals until the day when they too I further know that Mrs. Schlessinger necessity and dignity of this life, since upon subjects
treated in open conference. All are invited. Sunday, Janl
31st, S. N. Aspinwall will lecture. Subject: “ Medium! diseases. Course begins about January 1 5 th next.
will open the gate which leads to everlast makes no move concerning the Carrier it is based a life eternal.
ship.”
An early application for certificate of matricula
ing life and find us just as of old.
Dove without direct influence from her
N. B.—The Free Spiritual Library in charge of this So tion requested. Fee, $5 .00 , Apply immediately
Every moment brings some duty to ciety
is
open
to
all
persons
on
Sundays
from
1
to
4
o'clock
R est assured that those who pass time guides. I also know there was no such be faithfully performed, and ’ this is p. m. Contributions of books and money solicited.
at office of the College, room 6 , 127 Kearny
street, San Francisco.
and thought reading spiritual messages will change contemplated as making the Dove enough for our perfection. T he moment
OAKLAND SPIRITUAL ASSOCIATION.—
never look back on the time spent in send a magazine until the December number which brings a duty to be performed, or HTHE
Meets every Sunday, at a p. m., at Medical College
SPIRITUALISM.
Hall, corner of Clay ana Eleventh streets (two blocks west
ing such articles as ill spent; nor will they was out, thereby making any mention in a trouble to be borne, brings also a from
Broadway). Public cordially invited. Direct all
ever regret reading the record of life in the that num ber of the contemplated change message declaring to us the will of God. communications to G. A. Carter, 360 Eighth street, Oak
All who are desirous of developing as mediums
______ ________
for "Independent Slate-Writing,” which is the
beyond, which can not always be said in impossible. In fact so. late was it when — Translated fro m “ French M editations.” land.
reference to many hours that are passed the necessary arrangements were made,
CPIRITUAL SERVICE.—Mrs. M. J.. Hendec, tie most satisfying, convincing, and unquestionable
^ Eloquent Inspirational Speaker, will Lecture in Medi phase of spirit power known, send for circular,
the magazine was a week later than usual.
A widower and widow recently married cal
out of their reach in the days gone by.
College Hall, comer Eleventh and' Clay street, Oak with four cents, to Mrs. Clara L. Reid, Inde
M rs . J. M. M a s o n .
R e v . H . B. K e n y o n .
in Niles, Mich., start out with twenty-five land, Sunday evening, Jan. 31st at 7*30. Subject, “ Mod pendent Slate-writer, No. 35 Sixth street, San
em Spiritualism.'' To close with Psycometncal delinea
O a k l a n d , Tan. 2 3 , 1 8 8 6 .
Thirty-five years in spirit life.
children.
Francisco.
*
tions of character. Admission, ten cents.
—Mr. S. N. Aspinwall, President of the First
“ F acts and Prophecy.”
Spiritual Society of Minneapolis, will lecture on
the subject o f “ Mediumship ” before the Society E ditor o r G o l d e n G a t e :
o f Progressive Spiritualists, at Washington Hall,
Imagine my surprise in looking over the
at 2 o'clock p. M. on Sunday, Jan. 3 1 st.
pages of the G o l d e n G a t e to find an arti
—The S p iritu a l Messenger, heretofore published cle with the. above heading written by
at Minneapolis, as a monthly journal, has, after some person who, justly ashamed to give
a suspension of two months, been removed to their name, simply signed themselves “ A n
Chicago, where it will henceforth appear as a Observer. The statements made therein
weekly. The editor, Mr. Frederick J . York, is regarding Mrs. Ladd being the originator
a clear-headed thinker and writer, and his paper of the change in the Carrier Dove, and
is rich with the best spiritual thought. Address the one who first suggested the sketches
4 3 1 W. Madison street.
and portraits of mediums in it, are utterly
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GATE

L yceum Work .—The Children's Lyceum at
the Temple is one of the good works handed
TW papers talk aa calmly about the fashion of down from the First Spiritual Union. It ows Its
tight-lacing, aa they do concerning the state of life and efficiency, mainly, to that grand worker
the weather. TW amount of buffering il involves, and noble-aoulcd woman, Mrs. Larins Mathews,
to say nothing of the chronic ailments it fosters who never tires in her faithful efforts in behalf of
do not seem to occur to them, if it does they dare the children, for whom she has a mother's tender
not express their protest. It Is announced that i dicitude. Spiritualism with her is an cvcr-aclivc,
all the newest dresses from over the water are living principle—a divine reality. It embraces
growing tighter and tighter, and can only be 11 intellectual and spiritual unfoldtncnl—aU
fastened by a great deal of patience and a button- graces and virtues of character. And not alone
hook. Young girls whose "forms ** have been o the children it her work confined; her cultured
too long neglected are made to sleep In their cor mind, and clear conception of truth, render her a
sets, the strings being drawn a Utile tighter each lower in the dissemination of the light and knowl
n^ht as Nature gradually gives up the contest for edge of the spiritual philosophy among those of
her outraged rights.
sldcr growth. Our young people should not miss
It is true that all society women have not the the grand opportunity for instruction afforded
fortitude to thus crucify themselves for fashion's them by the Lyecnin over which Mrs. Msthews
sake, and we would like to believe their good presides. There are groups for all ages, from the
sente superior to such customs; but so long as little " wc to ts” upwards.
they admire a "sm all waist,” we can not. They
also admire the Venus of Milo, and the thousand
ED ITO RIA L NOTES.
and one beautiful forms of sculpture in the vari
ous art collections of the two worlds. But they
—Now comes 7 1 / Light in the West%a new
somehow excuse themselves with the idea that
spiritual
semi-monthly joumtl, published at St.
these
are
only
the
artist's
ideals
in
the
nude,
and
spiritual nature,—is worth wasting much thought Iringls pair, said to have been created perfect slj iqillions of years, more or less, surely, ought to
Louis by the St. Louis Spiritual Association,
if
clothed
would
look
quite
clumsy
and
dowdy
upon. The old adage that " a tree may b e lli* start, the woman being constructed from a] satisfy the most exacting Omnipotence.
like. Yet, they know they were the exact pat Thomas B. Wilson, editor. It is brimming over
known by its fruits,” applies to all religious sys-1 spare-rib dissected from the anatomy of the man
And yet, almost the entire Christian world be terns of living models, whom fashion had not with good things. Terms, $ 1 per year.
terns—to all codes of morality.
I We are not surprised that this class should he-1 lieves that man's conduct during a few years of lured into eighteen-inch waist dresses and toe—We have received a long rejoinder from Mr.
Now, there are natures so finely wrought, so I I»eve anything they please of Spiritualism. If earth existence, regardless of the bias of birth or deforming shoes.
B. F. French, of Los Angeles, concerning the
" Well, there are fashionable men who lace,
ptsu, so spiritualised, that they can not go far I eighteen hundred years of growth and civilisation!training, shapes his destiny for all eternity. No
Banning-strcct materializations, the publication
too,” say the women. So there are, but they do
of which, iLscents to us, can accomplish no good.
astray, no matter what church they may or may I could not eliminate such strange nonsense from I c|Mnce to repent, no possibility of reform, but fori
nothing else more important to themselves or the
not attend. They may believe anything, every- I *he enlightened religious thought of the world, it I ever and ever more torment unutterable as a penalty! world than attending to their corset strings and It is simply a question of "she did” and "she
didn't,” charges and counter charges, "sass”
thing, or nothing, as regards a future state of ex- 1 can not, surely, be expected that a bare forty I for disobedience! What a monstrous conception of the cut of their mustache. These same men and
and "sassing ’ back; so what's the use of follow
istcnce;—they may believe in a God or in no God I year* of research, even though teeming with Jjhe_CrcativeI]ower^_of_thc_AII^Fjithcr^wh^isj women took a regular course of study in their ing it up? Let us believe that one side or the
young lives that included physiology. The money
—in Christianity, Budhism, or Spiritualism, or I mountains of evidence of the truths of Spirit- 1 ever working to perfect ends!
other is deceived, andboth sides honest, perhaps,
thus spent would have been better layed out in
in no sort of ism,—their lives flow on without a I ualism, could make much impression upon such|
and let it go at that.
The distorted Christianity taught in all ortho
leaving them a handicraft that would require a
ripple, ever tending toward the highest and best. I minds.
dox or evangelical pulpits to-day makes no allow normal chest for breathing purposes.
—In Madrid the municipal authorities have
With kind hearts in their bosoms—with thoughts I And then we must remember that all ncwl ance for misshapen or undeveloped moral natures
extended the right of suffrage to women. It
A N E W AGE.
would be difficult to find more conservatism any
ever welling over with sympathy for others in I ideas are of slow growth. It has only been
buH ^ondernnsj
where than in Spain, but it is certainly not of a
affliction, or overburdened with woes—with an I few years since the most enlightened human mind
I
ajjj<c a]] tinners, consigningthem to everlasting!
Switzerland is a land of new and quaint dis political kind. The leaven of equal rights is
out reaching tenderness and charity for even the I could grasp the thought of the sphericity of the I punishment, and saves all so-called saints who
coveries, of a scientific kind, that are generally working pretty much all over Europe, and though
rant of the erring ones of earth—they are the I earth; and some there are to-day, who consider I «<believe and are baptised,1* whether they are|
interesting. Since the remains of the abodes of there is less demonstration over the matter than
instruments and companions of angels, although I themselves well informed on many subjects, who I worth saving or notll
the lake dwellers were found and speculated upon in our own country, it is more than likely that
they may know it not.
I have no more conception of spiritual things than I ]-jow vastly diffcrenT and^norc^casonabic^^ by geologists, the finding of a variety of horn the women of the United States will be last in
cups, knives, daggers, rings, gaining their victory of suffrage. But they will
Such souls may often be found within the Ian oyster has of its own existence. To them, fig- 1
^ teachings of Spiritualism on this subject. articles—amulets,
All!
buttons,
bracelets
etc.,—in a stratum five feet appreciate it all the more when it comes.
churches, and the churches are all the better for I uratively speaking, the world is flat, and will con - 1
intelligent Spiritualists hold that nature, of which!
deep in the mud of Lake Neucnburg, is next in
—There is a biting sarcasm in this from the
their fellowship. There are many religionists I tinue so for ages.
I man js a part, is ever pushing outward and upcuriosity. H e rrG . Kaiser, the discoverer, is of Woman's World, of Chicago: "N ow that the
who are better than their creeds, and this fact is I
once heard an intelligent gentleman say I ward towards perfection; that ipan is a creature the opinion that they are older than the stone
'bitter cold weather has eome, and thousands of
made use of by the churches to extol the virtues I that no amount of evidence could convince him I Qf birth and environment, with but very limited and bronze implements of the same locality, and
wretched men and women and children out of
of their creeds; when the fact is, their members I of the truth of the claims of Spiritualism. An- I power of volition at best; that he needs to be he proposes to call the period to which they be employment, it is pleasant to think how warm
are often good in spite of their beliefs.
I other intelligent gentleman—no less a personage I taught—to be lifted up—to be redeemed; that! long, " th e age of horn.”
and comfortable they can keep, leaning up against
Another curious thing found in this same coun the outside walls of the magnificent church build
What religion actually does for one should be I than Bro. Mcndum, publisher of the Boston In - 1 ^ i s can not be done by exciting his fears, but
try, is a bright green moss growing on calcarious
set down to its credit; but it should set up no I vestigotor,— said, in a conversation with us on I mther by stimulating his higher or spiritual] rocks two hundred feet below the surface of Lake ings of this and other cities. If it were not for
this they would be tempted to warm themselves
spurious chums. Its votaries should consider I the subject of Spiritualism, virtually the same— I nature, and teaching him the better w a y !
Lemon. What is strange about this is, how about the stoves in the saloons and dance
carefully whether or not the real goodness in the that he would not accept any evidence of his
And, then, Spiritualism teaches that m an ?o p 1 chlorophye, the green coloring matter, could be houses. What a glorious boon to humanity the
individual was not there before—whether it was senses as to the existence of spiritual beings, or portunily for improvement does not end with Ids! 'so richly developed in a place so devoid of light religion of the churches of to-day is, anyway.”
This may lead to the farther discovery that this
not inbred in the heart and soul before the man spirits independent of the mortal body, as there mortaI existence; but that released from his phyfl
—The official bootblack of New York Produce
element of color may be otherwise produced than
or woman came within the sphere of the church. I could be no such beings!
ical body, with its animal appetites and impulse? through the agency of light. But water is not Exchange pays six hundred and fifty dollars a year
There is no system of religion, to our mind, so
Now, no one can say that these gentlemen are his chances for reformation are greatly increased! altogether opaque,, and it is not known how for the exclusive privilege of having his assistants
well calculated to call out the best in m a n -to wanting in intelligence, or common sense. They that none are wholly bad, and all are capable of' small a degree of light would suffice to produce go on the floor of the exchange at certain hours
of the day to "sh in e” the boots of the brokers.
chlbrophye.
inspire him with all good thoughts, and fill his I simply belong to that class who know that the I spiritual unfoldment.
These bootblacks and the newsboys' fraternity are
soul with brotherly love, kindness and charity for world is flat, and does not turn over every
Time and opportunity only are wanting to
N e v e r S a t i s f i e d . —Some people are never coming to be a power in the great cities, and the
aU—aa the religion of Spiritualism. It dispels the twenty-four hours. They have demonstrated this make a fair article of saint out of the worst of] satisfied. Our neighbors of the San Jose dailies five and ten-cent pieces they accumulate will es
dark clouds of doubt concerning a future life, fact by placing an imaginary pumpkin upon a | sinners; and both will, no■ doubt, be aflorded[ have whooped themselves wild over the Chinese tablish most of them as substantial and thrifty
laundry curse. . They made the poor Councilman property holders of its near future. But this Re
that the teachings of Christianity cannot always I figurative stump, and finding it there the next day! sometime and somewhere.
gray-headed
with their din—giving them no peace public is becoming so proud that their descend
remove. It gives hope and an abiding trust in I We can afford to be charitable with all such,
night or day until, to save themselves from in ants in affluence will never tell their children how
A
B
ETTER
U
SE.
the goodness of the All-Father, which are the I for their minds are so peculiarly constructed that
sanity, they passed an iron-clad ordinance virtu they come by it.
<hect anchors that hold one steady to duty. It I they can not well think otherwise than as they do.
Speaking of a certain wealthy young lady, who ally closing up all the Chinese laundries in the
—In Boston there is still existing a law against
paves the way to an immortality of existence
But there is another class of men who deny the
city. Then, for a brief period our journalistic smoking in the streets, though not strictly en
with happiness ever possible for all. It holds out | facts of Spiritualism, who really ought to know I " ShC ,8cx;r*me,y homely and has $2^000,000“^ friends were happy, until they needed a change of forced. It is a pity the law does not prevail
ight.
The Norristmun Herald adclsl linen; but their other shirt was " in the wash''
throughout the land. If there is one place be
to certain scientists who I an eqUaHy unkind fling that we will not repeat!
and so they stuck (we speak advisedly) to the one sides one's home where smoking should not be
eternal psalm-singing idleness; but teaches that I ignore the whole subject as one unworthy of in- The press takes a personal liberty with individual they had on for another week or two, until some
allowed, it is the streets of cities and towns.
honest and persistent work is the only means of I vestigation. They deny captiously and unreos- of wealth that is a disgrace to i t . . That one’ white laundries could be established. Now they
Half the moving throng of our public walks are
salvation here or hereafter.
onahly, thereby proving themselves unworthy of misfortune of plainness should be publicly com! are talking of being "bankrupted," " suspend
women, children and infants. The air they
Spiritualism takes the intelligent materialist I . . . . .
...
—
,
. .
I mented upon just because that one happens tol ing payment for want of funds, ” and so forth, all
_ . r__. . . .
, , .
, | their high calling. The truly scientific mind ever
. . . .
...
, , ' , ,
„ ,
breathe is laden with nicotine poison, that to
and tree-tninker—the thoughtful doubter—and I
. possess nches is shameful and should be resented on account of the magnitude of the bills they are
most women is sickening to faintness, and what
brings him face to face with a class of facts that | denies cautiously, and only after the most careful | jn a
that would make these too familiarl
required to pay for their washing. Families, must it be to delicate and helpless little ones?
revolutionises all his modes of thought, turns his demonstration. It feels its way inch by inch, I newspaper men more respectful in the futurel whose laundry work had been neatly done for
What is worse, is the feet that there are met but
very nature inside ont and sets his feet, figura nd affirms or denies only after the most rigorous When a woman is rich she is held responsible far] dollar a week, ore now required to pay four and
few men who hesitate to puff their vile fumes
tively speaking, on the Hill of Zion. It gives research
I l°°ks; at least one would think it is a belief than five dollars.
And yet, notwithstanding thi into one's face.
him " th e oil of joyjfor mouring,” and the assur
. .
,
,
, I money and beauty are inseparable, since the first great advantage to white labor, our San Jose
None of the scientists who reject the facts of . ,
.,
'
...
,
,
J
ance of a life and companionship with his loved
I is the one idea that wealth carries, in the cose ol patriots are not happy! Can not som^ scientis
—There is something everlasting and inde
Spiritualism
pretend
to
have
given
the
subject
women.
Wc
wish
those
young
ladies,
who
are
sol
ones beyond the gateway of death. What more
structible
in the pioneers of California. "One
tell us how wc can have white labor at Chinese
can any religion do than this?
anything more than a superficial examination, unfeelingly and ill-manneredly criticised, would prices? for that appears to be the sticking point of the lew remaining pioneers” has died every
month for the last twenty years, and yet there
Hence, we have the right to reject their opinions J find some better use for their wealth than that of with our neighbors.
QUESTIONS OF FACT.
are still enough surviving to hold their annual re
upon the subject as not of the slightest ^weight. I cntI°wing ft brainless fop with their hand and
fortune. The world is full of need, and misery
unions
as of old. But it is doubtful if there are
I
n
t
e
g
r
a
l
C
o
O
p
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
.
—
A
plan
for
1
Wc have received several communications from Their testimony is simply of a negative charac
is always grateful to its benefactors.
any more of these occasions in the land of their
grand
colonization
scheme,
inaugurated
by
1
Oakland denying in toto the statement of "O b - ter—like that of the witness who testified that
labors. They seems to have betaken themselves
tenrer ” in the last issue of the Golden G ate,
O rganization .—Last Sunday morning, atj progressive thinker named Albert K. Owen to Eastern cities, especially to New York; that
he did not see the prisoner steal the sheep,—and
entitled "F acts and Prophecy,” in which Mrs.
the Temple, the question of organization occu embodied in a large pamphlet with numerou: seems the safest and best place for recruiting their
Ladd of that city is credited with being the in is entitled to no more consideration. A witness pied the hour. The editor of this journal, who maps, etc.,) has reached us. A large section o
depleted ranks. There, on the 18th inst., they
strument through whom was predicted the publi who knows the phenomenal facts of Spiritualism was invited to participate in the deliberations of country in Sinaloa, Mexico, embracing a beauti|
held
a rousing reunion, all present claiming full
cation of the Carrier Dove in its present magazine to be true, even though an untutored child, is en the Executive Committee to whom was assigned ful site for a city, with a large extent of rich
experience
of the days of ’49.
form, and upon which prediction the editor and titled to a thousand times more weight than the the task of preparing a plan of organization, re garden lands, has been secured. The town site is
located on what is known as Topol olxunbo Bay
publisher of said magazine, Mr. and Mrs. Schles—No little complaint is heard from Liberals
blind and prejudiced negations of a Tyndall or a ported progress, and spoke encouragingly of the off the Gull of California. The harbor is claimed
singer, proceeded to act. Two of these commu
and Spiritualists because of the figure of the cross
outlook for an organization that shall be strong]
nications arc from the pens of the two last named Carpenter.
and efficient for good work in this city. Mrs. to be one of the finest in the world, and the that adorns the main entrance of the Spiritual
persons, one of which—that of Mrs. Schlessinger,
Watson followed in a few words inviting Mrs. climate, wc all know, must be delightful. The Temple of Boston. In our opinion the emblem
PA R EN TA L DUTY.
together with one by Mrs. Mason—covering as
Mathews to the front. This lady, who had been number of colonists is said to have already was never more appropriately used. It signifies
Since
the
days
of
Cain
and
Abel,
young
hu
they do the entire ground, we publish elsewhere.
one of the pillars in the First Spiritual Union, reached 1340^ and the amount of funds in the persecution and trial. If Spiritualism and Spirit
Now, while wc are always willing to assist all manity has been ledlured on filial duty, and it is spoke feelingly in favor of rehabilitating that ompany's treasury something over $200,000. ualists have not been persecuted and most severely
honest mediums, by publishing any good thing we cry recent indeed that we are beginning to hear society, and taking up the thread of work where Phe shares are held at $ to. The scheme looks] ried no sect ever was. Were the power suffi
may know of their mediuroistic gifts, or that something on behalf of children—the duty of they had laid it down, a few years ago. Mr. nttrcly practicable on paper, and seems to be a cient the feeling against mediums in some quxrWoods and Capt. Roberts offered some timely grand step in the direction of harmonious co- ers is bitter enough to-day to put them to death
- others may choose to send us concerning them, parents toward their offspring. ,
In
a
late
address
to
the
Yale
Kent
Club,
Prpf.
we are not willing that correspondents should use
remarks, after which Spirit Prof. Lambert took iteration. It is worth looking into. A. A . as were the supposed witches of a hundred years
Sumner
apoke
very
sensibly
and
radically
on
this
control of Mrs. Watson, prompting the right ''idler, Mattnwnn, Van Durcn county, Mich., sgo. Let the cross stand.
our columns to build up one medium by pulling
subject,
expressing
ideas
that
the
world
would
be
words at tho right time. He favored a new /rites to us in regard to the matter. He will no
down another. Neither would we knowingly al-l
-Mr. and Mrs. Mozart left the city last Tues
low any misrepresentations to appear over the sig| far better for entertaining, though they do not name as the necessary outgrowth of new thought, loubt ho glad to furnish all who may address him
day for New York via the southern route. They
ith
full
information
on
the
subject.
possess
the
same
convenience
as
the
old
ones.
and new additions to the spiritual ranks. The
natures of correspondents or otherwise. But, in
ill stay a month at New Orleans, and also visit
the preparation of copy for our paper,—especially He said that " n o State should be called upon to final report of the Committee will probably be
ithcr
prominent cities on the Atlantic sea-board.
—
"M
ore
light,”
is
the
cry
of
the
times;
and
it
In th* matter of original communications from educate the children of its citizens. And no ready for presentation on Sunday morning, the
Mrs.
Mozart
has promised her many friends both
doubtful
whether
the
world
will
be
satisfied
esriespondents with whom we are personally un man should marry unless he can afford to support 31st instant.
here
and
in
Oregon, to write to them through
until
the
darkness
of
night
is
quite
overcome.
If
acquainted,—we can not always judge correct!jl and educate his possible children. People talk
certain Boston astronomer is correct, the elec- the columns of this paper. After the Summer
—Men
have
toilet
secrets
as
well
as
women,
about
the
right
of
the
parent
and
the
duty
of
concerning their alleged facts. Hence, in cases
ric light willjnot he given this privilege, and hut camp-meetings in the East, Mr. M. and wife will
of mistatement of facts the best we can do is to the child, but I tell you that a man who is the and it has come out that Byron's beautiful curls
short
time in which to gain new glory. The as make a pleasure tour of Europe. Our readers
publish a denial or correction thereof, and enj cause of his child's existence owes the child was one of them. A familiar friend of the groat
tronomer,
whose name is Johnson, states that in may expect some interesting letters from foreign
poet
one
morning
entered
his
sleeping-room
rather
deavor to keep a sharper lookout the next time everything instead of being owed everything by
stead
of
having
but one sun the solar system has countries.
Mrs. M. is a fine inspirational
too
early
and
found
his
hair
in
curl-papers.
Of
Correspondents who make misrepresentations the child. Birth is a dire misfortune for many
eleven, and that the other ten are about to come speaker. She has frequently lectured for the
course
Byron
was
angry
both
at
himself
and
his
children,
and
their
parents
can
not
do
enough
for
of this character, whether intentionally or other
into service; that we shall then need no artificial cause of Spiritualism, and given otherwise of her
wise, may reasonably c«pect to be brought face t< them in return for tfte inherited diseases and mis intruder, whom he swore to silence, but owned that
light,
for by a division of labor these suns will beautiful mcdiumistic gifts for the feeding of the
his
lovely
curls
were
due
to
paper
magic.
Poor
face with their misstatements, and sometimes t fortunes which they bestowed upon them.”
shine
for
all hours in the twenty-four. We are heart-hungry. We wish them a pleasant voyage
Byron
had
to
find
some
attraction
in
himself
to]
A poof, diseased bo.ly if the birthright of fivereceive such wholesome castigation as may hclf
not sure that we should like the new arrange and a safe return to their home on the Pacifio
atone
for
the
mortification
that
hi*
club-'oot
caused
eighths
of
the
children
horn,
worth
far
less
than
them to a better appreciation of the truth tn the
ment.
Coast.
the scriptural paltry mew of pottage, and which his whole life.
future.
ic a ru a iM o

mg so much to asany of
u the chiunicier uf the
aa well aa most tap
l a d l p n f b (VMM
I ■ I *•
hiklrm. bat they are
Mc«]Maual m aadrt^
I MAthY jnl, rent names that hot few
i l t h u i L m , a a r i ta r n
ItSfWtl MM9 InU M I
mehad by (hair pm oak ever
pumJ tu (real lha clxiass mt Sptxitu
ir heads that thru reported
get it througl
of all
homd crimes of the day are
n,—ami ihia, a a i a t l k u a d i ^ iht mil mnon&iblc
iheas.
m l a n w mi careful research, by many mi the
E T E R N A L P U N IS H M E N T .
si thin ken, philosopher* an d « »
tiaU the world haa ever produce-!, all resultin g
Who does not wo that an infinite deration of
T m n
p « r m m p a m M b in a f e a a a s • I m i
the M l positive confirmation uf the central punishment for a finite offence would be an act of
in r a u a M l h Q m i • t w ih m u m i I m M p im a a
|* ^
« m «w « n ik i
Sand motmy hr
tact* that constitute the basis of the Spiritual infieite injustice out of all proportion to the of
arUar, whaa aaaubia; acJtaraiaa by aapraaa.
philosophy.
fence, however great it might be ?
UdiPU U4 f l|
tm AM barn afemM ha a4 rinaa4
Well, this is M l to be wondered at, when we
Suppose s man’s lift to be a perpetual iniquity
N«> m HMtaamy Snaa*. San f a n
consider that anal people mi the first class men from the cradle to the grave—that there .war no
SA TU R D A Y. JAN U ARY 30, 1M6. tioned are firmly of the conviction that the uni- good thing in him, and all of his acts were wholly
verse was created on the first six days of the vile (a condition of things that could only apply
week, and that the Creator rested on the seventh; to a moral and physical monster), even then—as
OBT T U B IS T .
No religion, philosophy or science, that is not that the earth ceased its revolution upon its axis suming that he was wholly answerable for his con*
calculated to make man better—to illuminate his for a certain period at the command of an ancient duct, which is an absurdity,—there would be no
intellect and to purify and exalt his moral and | general; and that the race descended^from
justice in endless punishment. A few hundred
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ture of h b time, until the spirit finally favorably on the proverbial long and
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Imagine my surprise in looking over the gained recognition among the wise and healthful lives of the Jews. Dr. Picard upon a basis that shall inspire public confidence
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pages of the G o l d e n G a t e to find an arti branch of knowledge which has not re holds that this superiority is due to their in its stability, and also for the purpose of ex
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at Minneapolis, as a monthly journal, has, after some person who, justly ashamed to give Sphere of thought. Christopher Columbus,]
regarding the eating of flesh and other
a suspension o f two months, been removed to their name, simply signed themselves “ An through the inspirations and encouragement] articles of food. Of the animals ex ganized themselves into a Joint Stock Company
Chicago, where it will henceforth appear as a Observer. The statements made therein of a spirit voice, set out on a voyage of] amined, a large proportion are always con known as the " Golden Gate Printing and Pub
weekly. The editor, Mr. Frederick J . York, is regarding Mrs. Ladd being the originator discovery with a confidence which all the demned as unfit for food. People who
lishing Company,** with a capital stock of $15,a clear-headed thinker and writer, and his paper of the change in the Carrier Dove, and Incredulity, bitterness, discouragement and] eat meat indiscriminately are very prone
is rich with the best spiritual thought. Address the one who first suggested the sketches Iweary waiting could not qnench, and] to disorders of the blood and of the kid 000, divided into 3,000 shares of $5 each. The
4 3 1 W . Madison street.
and portraits of mediums in it, are utterly under th b spiritual baptism, became the] neys, for meat is composed of nitrogen, corporation is invested with power to carry on a
pioneer to a new world, to which he led]
— An episode in the palmy days o f Goldsmith false; and 1 can not understand why such the crowded nations of Europe, and be -1 which the kidneys have to remove from general printing and publishing business; to buy
Maid goes to prove conclusively that in the devel an article should have been written, unless came the benefactor of countless genera-] the blood, and of course they can not do and sell, hold and inherit real estate; to receive,
this. Jews also use alcoholic liquors very
opment of speed in horses the desirable degree is for the purpose of advertising a medium [lions.
sparingly and thus keep up good digestion, hold and dispose of bequests; to deal in books
attained only at the sacrifice o f beauty and a t at the sacrifice of truth and justice. The
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of the Mediums of the Pacific Coast.” gelo, have experienced that ecstacy, and towns and cities. If, in short, it is not a the holder of five shares, or $25 of stock, shall be
A nd I replied that I thought it would illumination which is a demonstration of counterpart of the universe, only perfect in entitled to a copy of the paper free, so long as
Cni Bono?
make a very good- book. No reference the free soul-life of man and its legitimate all its parts, then was our creation a crime the corporation exists, together with all the
whatever was made to the C arrier Dove, I relation with the world of intelligence be- against all hum an kind. But we have the
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evidence of thousands who have gone profits and advantages which the ownership of
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A man though blind may read clearly, hence that it is as substantial a world as said stock may bring. (The paper at $2.50 per
T he following message was received at often been told I would publbh books,
a circle in this city, in reply to the remark but never paid any attention to it as I methinks, the import of medium ship to l this, and that the spiritual man does annum—the lowest price at which it can be
that I can not understand where the good never felt an inspiration to do so, and my] the present hour. T he C hurch, apathetic,] think and act.— L ight in the West.
afforded—being equivalent to ten per cent of
the spirit having fled from the old body
can come of spirits returning and giving friends all know I am led by sudden in which was full of sores and corruptions, of G o l d e n G a t e , a weekly journal of practical refo rm ; dc- $25.) For any less number than five shares a
an account of their experience in the be spirations to do almost everything I at injustice and persecution, waits for a new v o ie d to the elevation of humanity in this life and a search pro rata reduction will be allowed on subscrip
tem pt. Not long after this interview with!
for the evidences of a life beyond. J. J. Owen, editor and
yond.
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derstand what has been received as yet; consulted prominent Spiritualists in San thank G od, the C hurch does not repre
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when you read the messages over carefully Francisco, among whom were D r. Albert
nalism, and is all that the above claims for
you will understand much that now looks Morion, J . J . Owen, editor of the G o l d e n m ent o f those waiting eagerly an d expect it. Vol. I, No. 25, contains an address will be entitled to the paper for $2 per annum.
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dark. It takes time and thought when in G a t e , M r. H . C . Wilson, Mrs. J . J.
T h e new inspiration comes in no super delivered before the Society of Progressive The holder of two shares will pay but $1.50; of
the right condition to fully realize that W hitney, Mrs. J. M . Matthews, and many
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could cast the curtain to one side which fulness o f th b statem ent. I have sketches am ong all classes of people T h e peasant all our readers to send ten cents for that ceive, as we have before stated, what is equiva
only separates the mortal from the spirit already prepared for th b book now in my and the king feel the awakening to u ch : num ber. T h e paper is filled with inter lent to a perpetual annual dividend of ten per
ual. In time the chains which now bind desk. I said to Mrs. L add, one day when with utter im partiality the spirit lays its esting m atter for all classes of people.—
down the mortal, shutting out m uch -that I called upon her to solicit her biography hand o f blessing upon the hum an race. The N . D . C. A x e , and True K ey Stone. cent. The subscriber for twenty shares of the
stock, or $100, would be entitled to four copies of
is spiritual, will be swept aside, letting in that if I succeeded in publishing such a T h ere in the valleys o f the past we find it
the glorious light of truthfulness and help book she should have the credit in it of brings m an to a higher spiritual develop
The G o l d e n G a t e , published at San Fran the paper. He could, if he chose, dispose of
fulness to the weak and troubled as well being the first to suggest it. She de m ent; yonder on th e m ountain tops of the cisco, Cal., is by all odds the brightest and best three of these copies among his acquaintances, at
clined, however, giving her biography future it holds aloft its torch of philosophy, spiritual paper on our exchange list. It is now
as the strong and trustful.
Thou who grope along through life as This occurred six m onths ago. W hy has of m oral inspiration, of holy hope and published by a joint stock company, with Mr. J. the regular subscription rate of $2.50 for each per
one in darkness, not being yet com petent Mrs. L add never m ade h er claim before i love. It chooses the babes an d sucklings J. Owen at the helm. Send a postage stamp for annum, and thereby realize what would be^equivsample copy. Address 734 Montgomery street,
to take in all that now could be unfolded T h e size o f the book was first considered through which to confound the wise; those aSan
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When darkness and trouble gather the L add— it was my own impression. After
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clouds together that surround our loved estimating the cost o f publishing a book th at writes m y best.” Says H elen H u n t Mediumship and the interests of the National Developing necessary for the needs of the business—which
ones, shutting out all that was bright and of this kind, an d th e -la b o r to be p e rl Jackson, “ I t is from a higher th an m yself Circle.
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that makes life formed in its preparation, I found it m uch th at the sweet stream s o f m elody flow.”
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be reached by thoughts of a divine nature*; in the C arrier D ove. I asked Mrs. J . J
necessity for, future assessments. The sale of the
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only when the Angel of Despair knocks at W hitney for h er sketch for the Septem ber ognize th e presence of this power.
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cheer o f the life we live In the beyond week later .th a n usual. I regret the n e
where all must go, where we find it dark cessity o f m aking this statem ent. I w bh through the portals of your own organiza
Hon. Amos Adams.
or bright, as it lies with each individual as each m edium to receive exact justice; but tion shall you pass into th e possession of
N O T IC E S O F M E E T IN G S .
to what the future will be to him , this I would be false to myself an d my own eternal riches; through the gateway o f im
FORM OF BEQUEST.
great mystery we all solve, one by one, dear guide, did I allow such a m isstate m utable law shall you ascend to the per
SPIRITS OF DEAD MEN AND WOMEN
D°,Return to Mortals? Mrs. E. R. Herbert, a spirit To those who may be disposed to contribute by
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m ent to go uncontradicted. “ R en d er unto fect realization o f all sweet id eal.”
Medium, gives sittings daily from ia to 4 v. M , (Sun will to the spread of the gospel of Spiritualism
T h e im port o f m edium ship is forever a day
We return to give you light upon the one Caesar the things which are Caesar’s,” etc.
excepted), at No. 418 Twelfth Street, Oakland,
fresh baptism of blessed thought unto the Cal. Conference meetings Sunday evening; Developing through the G o l d e n G a t e , the following form
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no i we come for good alone to those we such a statem ent, as appeared in your every one o f its m anifold departm ents here, together
vorce." The Children’s Progressive Lyceum at 12:30 p. ui. of Spiritualism, -----dollars.”
love, to encourage them to m eet the many last issue over the signature of “ An O b unlocking for us the secrets o f being. It A cordial invitation to attend is extended to all.
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The College of Physicians and Surgeons of
when in form; that we do ever linger o f the C arrier D ove Since its first issue in physiological law, showing us the nature street, between Sixth and Seventh. Free to all.
California, offers a golden opportunity to all men
SPIRITUALISTS.—The “ Progresaround them as they toil day after day, 1883, not to know where every new idea of m an as a physical an d as a spiritual PROGRESSIVE
^ sivc Spiritualists" meet in Washington Hall, No. 35 and women desirous of following a thorough,
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Every m om ent brings some duty to ciety
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R est assured that those who pass time guides. I also know there was no such be faithfully perform ed, an d ’ this is p. m. is Contributions
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_________________
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for “ Independent Slate-Writing,” which is the
reference to many hours that are passed the necessary arrangem ents were m ade,
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*
— Mr. S . N . Aspinwall, President of the First
Spiritual Society o f Minneapolis, will lecture on
the subject of ‘‘ Mediumship " before the Society
of Progressive Spiritualists, at Washington H all,
at 2 o’clock p . M. on Sunday, Jan. 3 1 st.
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ful
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both Spiritualists and 1L
of interest
nocianon rith Du/ferin terrace by electricity,
soldier assured him he was going hack other life left a large mine, which
now
tzriahsts.
lese beings
I himself, the policeman put turn ia irons
proposed to put the famous w
in at
han table ins
to
During the Winter of i86 c -4 I made I ^ took him to his regiment near Wash- mainly distribut
work not only to run a short electric rail
The Naturalness of Christ.
the acquaintance of Col. MM__ in New I ington. There was a court martial; the tions.
way,
but to furnish electric power super
posse
we
Walking
with
him
one
day,
~
]
policeman
swore
the
poor
follow's
life
Voik City. He was the inventor oi
seding steam in all the factories and work
r,IV _
** Miller’s Steam Condenser," and made away and he was sentenced to be shot at some beggars sitting on the
The goodness of God for which the shops of Quebec.
sunrise. A friend, to whom the soldier
an agreement with me to act as agent for had told everything, mounted a horse, after pitiful specimens of humanity, with large
people
had waited, went, in the hands o f ' The utilization of natural water-falls for
him so introduce it. It will thus be seen dark, and started for Washington to get a placards in front of them, detailing the
this purpose is already known to be en
this new advocate, beyond all former tirely practicable. One ofithe first electric
that oar rdhtioos were m y intimate. reprieve for thirty days that the soldier misfortunes that had befallen them. One,
limits. The Summer rain was so copious railways built as a busanesa enterprise was
Besides, he was one of the most earnest ought obtain proofs of his statement. It I not over thirty years old, had lost a leg in
that the stream of love overflowed its old that at Portrush, opened by Lord Spencer
of
Waterloo;
another
had
lost
was
past
midnight
when
the
friend
preI
the
battle
Spiritualists I ever met. He was then
rented himself at the White House. Mr. ■his eyes by an eruption of Vesuvius which banks and watered and enriched what had some years ago. It derived its energy
between sixty and seventy, but told me Lincoln had just retired, leaving strict I must have occurred twenty years before be
only been a desert. It passed into poli from a neigboring water-fall. Near Gre
noble a similar experiment was made, the
that his wife was less than thirty, rod I orders with the sergeant on duty not to I was born. The cards must have been
tics, and declared all men equal; it passed water-fall being made to work a printinglived in Washington. Her maiden name I allow any one to disturb him, as he had I heirlooms, handed down at least one gen
beyond the illogical lines of rex, and press, a sand-mill, and other machinery in
was ** BeH " Laurie, and her father had I been broken of his rest for several nights. eration. There little discrepencics appore
fitly
made
no
impression
on
my
friend,
I
tnade
woman the equal of man it swept the city. There, however, were small aibeen for thirty years an appointee in the I The friend told the sergeant the arctun____ |
_
jostodke. Mr. Laurie, wife and chil- 1 stances, but still he could not admit him. I who emptied his pockets of his spare over the unjust line of age, and made the I kirs compared with the scheme now pro| life of a little child equal the life of a posed in Quebec. Should that be success
j RBt wcre ^
and gave fire- 1 But the sergeant softened enough to tell I change, giving something to each of them .H
qnent
for members of Cot^ress I him that fie had orders to admit Mrs. I As we passed on, I said to him, “ Do you I king; itl entered the home and asked ful, great water-falls would acquire a value
agd other distinguished
distir^uished personages at I Laurie at any hour, day or night. Then I know that these poor fellows were up be- 1 kindness to displace severity; it ap- besides that of their picturesqueness, and
practical man would no longer lore hs|
Washington. Isabel, then his wile, was the friend rushed for Mrs. Laurie and told I foie the police court a few days ago for preached the fasting, complaining ascetic I
the principal medium. In this way Mil her the strait he was in. Scarcely stop- 1 being engaged in a drunken brawl ? ” 1 1 and said: “ Why fast and weep in the | enjoyment of their beautyin his»egiet over
ler first became acquainted with her and ping to dress, she hurried to the White I shall never forget the expression of hisHworld of God?” And when all earth had the amount of power allowed to go to
wapted her for a wife because such a House, reprieve in hand, and was in- 1 face as he turned to me and said, “ It is I been touched by this new philosophy, an waste.
Some other very interesting experiments
stantly admitted to the room where the I my duty as well as my pleasure to give; other curtain arose, and above them the
wonderful medium.
in the use of electricity as a motor are soon
From CokwH MAW I first learned I President and his wife were asleep. Mr. I the responsibility of using it is theirs, not abodes of the Father’s house.
Then Judea came to her ringing of to be practically tested. In New York
about Mr. Lincoln having become a I Lincoln aroused himself with great diffi- 1 mine.”
Spiritualist soon after his inauguration. I cultv. In a few words she explained her I Many years had come and gone, and I Christmas bells. By the contagion of love I city experiments are under way to use
Senators were tilling their experi- 1 mission, which be seemed to understand I the memory of my friend had almost faded and truth the civilized lands followed to| electricity instead of steam on the elevated
ences one day when the President ex- 1 intuitively more than-by his consciousness. I from my mind. I was engaged in study- this festival. Standing on the border of roads. What is called the Daft motor is
pressed a curiosity to attend one of the I Without speaking be motioned her to I ing materialization. As my custom is to such a week of home happiness let us all to be employed. Philadelphia expect to
I jn r» seances; not >har he had the
hand him a pen from the table, and as he I take one thing at a time, I did not trouble feel that beneath this season there does have an electric railway under operation
faith in spirit communion with mortals, I put his name to the reprieve, with a myself about the quality. I did not even not lie as a basis only the humble life of a within a very short period. Electric rail
lip, be said: I propose to myself what I might do after- saint or divine man in Palestine, but a ways have been established for years, on a
but would like to investigate the jugglery moistened eye and trembling ..
practiced. A seance was arranged and “ Thank you, Mrs. Laurie; never fear to IIward; but did propose, if there was any | philosophy of life, happiness, love, and| small scale, in Germain-, Austria, Belgium,
be received such wonderful tests that his arouse me on an errand of mercy like IItruth in it, to so clearly demonstrate itl" immortality; so vast that no one day of and elsewhere, and electric omnibuses and
materialistic ideas were greatly shaken,! this." The reprieve- arrived just in time | |that no doubts should come up as a dis-l the year can express its beauty or value. boats have been used in Paris and Vienna.
In traveling you will often see string in I Toronto, also, put in opertaion last month
and after a few more sittings be became a I to prevent a murder. The story of the I turbing element in any subsequent investifront of a mountain or the ocean some I an electric railway about a mile long, to |
eonfirmed Spiritualist. But these things I soldier was corroborated and his life I gallons I might make,
were not proclaimed to the public, and spared. I think President Lincoln was
When I had finished my investigations artist busy making a picture of what thus cany passengers to and from the neighborthis explains why Mr. Herndon was not warm hearted enough to be a Spiritualist. | on this point, I found that I stood on the| rises up or rolls out. How the ocean and ing fair grounds. But the question of
I shore of a boundless sea of speculation I the mountain must laugh and say, “ That questions soil to be solved is the cos of
aware of the change from Materialism.
I and uncertainty. I could not help asking I child yonder is trying to place us on his electricity compared with steam.
I remained in Washington two I
M agic b y E lectricity .
I mvself the question, “ What are these J canvas!” But the artist does something.
-—
or three weeks. One day, soon after my I
A S parrow ’s F eat :—I saw a sparrow
arrival, I mentioned the subject of me-1 Wm. Hammer is Inventor Edison’s chief I forms that, for a few minutes only, clothe He secures some hint about the mountain
• themselves in objective reality, bearing the some trace of a wave. Thus we can come perform a feat the other day which enter
dmmship to Bell. We were in the large I electrician. *Ua
« . __ ___
Br .__
hotel parlor, and probably thirty persons, I
_
’ * JL* \
v‘
I semblance of my friends, blended with!_ thls Christmas idea and barely touch it tained me greatly. He had found in the
ladies and gentlemen, sitting about in I r^cent succef ses m
profession on New I ^ fineness of the medium ? Are these with our wreaths of evergreen and gifts to
groups. I desired Bell to allow me to I Years by giving an electric dinner to I my father, my mother, my wife, my each other, but the real truth surpasses us road a long strip of cotton cloth, which
accompany her to the piano and witness I twenty of his old class-mates and friends. I brother ? Is this the rollicking boy who and finds its life-size and color in the his intelligence seemed to tell him was
its tipping to the music, while she played. Mr. Hammer**; pretty little home in Jersey roade the hills echo with his laughter, now moral worth of the human race and in the excellently adapted for purposes ot nest
building. Confidently, then, he seized
She objected because a poor peifonner, | a t y g „ electric machine in itself. A whisP“ i,£
“ r so low that I can rich hopes of reunion and homes beyond one end of it in his beak, and flew away
the
grave.
Let
us
catch
our
best
glimpses.
J
--------------1
scarcely
hear
him
?
and because there were some very fine
In the midst of this perplexity, this Under our poverty of the symbols reposes | with it. Soon, however the wind blew
pianists present but said if I would ac-1 Granger ca n t walk across the threshold
P o f the long streamer about his wings, and
company her to her father’s house, out in I without starring a burglar-alarm, ringing I whirl of unanswered questions, the voice I the greater truth, just as in the days
brought him tumbling into the dust. He
U or lighting the gas in the hall. The I of my old friend came to me: “ Don't
ol the!
the suburbs, that she would then gratify I M
bells
Don’t I Jesus beneath the simplest
amplest raiment of
i
my desire. In turn I objected on the wans are filled with a network of wires and stare
sensitive beings out of counte- thinker lay always the greatest thought! picked himself up, shook himself, and
,
____I nance, but give to them all that you can Let us go on, step by step, measuring strin g the rag by the other hand, made
ground that I might afterward suspect th a t!, __
attempt, which resulted as
die had some concealed madrineryat her] ^uttons» and up5*2115 there is a bed-room I of yQll]r better nature, and you shall have | earths ideas. |In a |few years or days
‘
~—dis
we |a second’--------father’s for tipping the instrument, where- 1
would be worth a fortune to a lazy I your reward. I f there i sa possibility
l ^ _ of shall pass from this world to one of clearer astrously as the first. Then he seized the
as it was hardly pw ahlf at the hotel. I man. When the visitor puts his head on I mistake as to identity, if you are in any vision and more perfect measurements. strip by the middle, but this time he was
After much argument and persuasion she the pillow the gas goes out; touch a but - 1 way deceived, the responsibility is theirs, HThe Christmas chimes are only the pie- U n tam ed more quickly than before, and
brought to earth before he had risen to the
finally consented. I escorted her to the I tnn on
nf tu~
:r
i:f not yours. In all true seances, if the I ludes to a grander music hereafter,
I height of a yard. He then squatted down,
piano and took a seat by her side. She g | | f a a n ^ a ^ V e n “ n £ e sk fc j»™s aro not what they are s u p p o s e d t o ^ H ^ H j ^ ^ ^ B
j panting, regarding the rag malevolently,
at least,
another]
S cintillations.
began playing and there was a hush of „ d
deeper wfll be awakened when he be,
“ • ^they are, at
least> beings
b<^§s from
fro“ an°
ther|
yet apparently determined. Presently Ins
voices; but it was only for a moment, and
to by
by aa gong
gong. The
The guests
guests walked *“ e» seekinS strength and comfort from|
appearance
changed ; an idea had evi
| From Liffcl in the West.)
I noticed expressions of contempt on the am„nd
u
the*
1association
T with you, .else
, they. would
. . not
around on
on rip-toe .when
they entered
entered.L,---dently struck him. He hopped briskly ap
faces of nearly every one present. Bell When each new-comer tried to sit down “ meI shad° w ° f Sgrf* o r * It is an evidence of mental weakness to
faltered and would have stopped had not the chair either doubled up or started for dlstmst *>ar their approach. Have no awe, j ^oubt the existence of the soul because to the cloth, and with daws and bill rolled
it up into a compact ball. Then be drove
conversation been resumed, and all in the
some uuseen I n o t w v e ^ j o f e a r a ^ < ^ h a ^ h e j M u e , our
|
fingers can not grasp it.
— door, propelled bbvy -----his beak into it, shook his head once or
terest was thus withdrawn from her. agency. If he touched a sofa the banjo “ d
wfll blend into your s o u l ^
Spiritualists want salvation in this world, twice to assure himself that the ends were
Then she began playing a march, and in on the opposite wall began to pplay,
h j and
|
if I P ? * a P"* ° f *°?r a g a J" the.,P le
then in the next world they will have it secure, and flew briskly away, reaching
stantly the piano tipped, keeping time he took another seat the movement put rations which you hold to them will be the j
because they will take it with them.
his distant box in safety. If ever a bird
with the music. In a moment all gath out the lights and queer phosphorescent fulness of what they bring to you.
reasoned,
this sparrow did, and I have no
Spiritualism
inculcates
a
morality
the
With a nature naturally skeptical, and a . —.---------------------------- —
----------- BH
ered about, crowding dose’to the instru figures came up. After the guests had
■doubt that they all do reason, and rather
ment and vainly trying to discover the adjourned to the dining-room one of the mind long trained to a close comparison of most pure and elevated, and a sta*® °*
cause of the ripping. The diffidence number recruited courage enough to take objects, it was not easy to accept this advice. | affections toward God in the highest de profoundly, too, at rimes.
which Bell had shown, now all disap a seat at a table loaded with the usual deli What, then, was to be done ? It was gree holy and spiritual.
T h e C lever O ld P l a g h r i s t . —We
Be guided in every action more by the
peared; her eyes bad a far-off look and cacies:
_____The others followed. At the
}***} mus* “ ^
9 1 a] abandon 1 1
inward
voice
than
by
any
external
direcare
now promised a literary sensation in
she
appeared
like
an
enthusiast
at
a
sacred
, .
. head a figure of Jupiter presided, and at
1 ^ad so successfully demonstrated,
shape of a book to show that Milton
drone. When she had fimshed the tune, a
fiom the host the great god began
1 “ uld not launch out into the endless rion, inasmuch as the external is not the I
at seat
nnTt and tried tzv
.
•■
°
°
I crww'iil'itiAn a I • * ivcrrhiAol nMA^nrh • 1 real, and the internal is the true reality.
I stole the idea and to a considerable extent
1I frww
took K
her
to raise the piano I to make
an address
of• welcome
(phono-1
? ^ ulalk?n
“ psychical research
I
with my knee, placing my foot on the| graphically). He wore electric lights for I
The difference between mind and mat- the phraseology of his three principle
”ot Xune for that; so-I decided to fol-pedal, as hers was placed, but found that shirt-studs, a bibulous red light fora nose, low the «™rse which bad been suggested ter no man has ever scientifically analyzed; | poems, ** Paradise Lost,” “ Paradise ReI could not exert a pound pressure unless and his green eyes had the snap of light- *10 me*
yet mind is mind, and matter is matter, gained,” and 44 Samson Agonistes,” from
would lay aside all
I withdrew my foot from the pedal. This ning in them, while blue bolts started from greet these forms as dear departed friends I and we know they are totally different,
Joost van Vondel, an eminent Dutch poet
was one of the best tests of a physical his ride-pockets continuously. The table who had come from afar, and had strug-1 ^ heaven that is haunted and disturbed of his times. It is not unlikely that Milmanifestation that I ever witnessed, for seemed bewitched. Reach for an inno gled hard to reach me.
by the wails and shrieks of far-off or near- ton, who was a universal scholar, took
forms,
which
that
the piano weighed nearly half a ton.
bent-looking sandwich, and the motion . From
.
, moment
. . . the
t-»
.-, by misery, is not the kind of a place that freely whatever literature had to offer in
During my stay, Mrs. Laurie told me rang a bell on the inside where the meat had seemed to lack vitality,
am- Spirihialbts g0 to .h e n they leave this the way of materials. Possibly be was as
strength.
0
many things connected with President ought to be; pour a glass of lemonade,, mated .with marvelous
bare-faced a thief in this field as Shake
,
- . They I
Lincoln. Hundreds of times fie had and it was incandescent and fifll of firo as |
speare himself. The old writers do not
seem to have had as nice a literary con
consulted Bell, and she preserved scores I ft touched the lips; put a spoon in a dish
of ms notes, m his own handwriting I Qf cream, and sparks of red and green been almost dumb during my invesriga- deserve unending, hopeless suffering, science as our authors of to-day. But one
tions
now
talked
freely;
faces
that
had
P
,v*
everybody
a
chance
either
here
or
thing is certain: These old fellows had a
signed ‘‘ A. Lincoln, inviting Bell to I game arose; try to pick a grape, and an
way of dressing up their stolen property
°?®e
6*1PC b™ a pnvate seance. _ It I electric light flashed from the stein that it worn more the character of a mask tnan In lhe hereafter.
wfll be remembered that for a long tune I was pulled from; but everything was good, of real life now glowed with beauty. I Our spirit associates, like our earthly the secret of which has apparently died
matters connected with the war went I and the coffee was cooked by electricity.! What claimed to be my niece, ever pleas- companions, are of our own choosing.| with them. Lincoln sighed for a few more
wrong, but when Washington, Lafayette, I When the little dock tinkled out ix* a n t and ea rn est in a id in g m e to obtain tne I f we prefer the vicious and depraved generals who could use whisky like Grant,
Jackson, etc., began to be listened to by I ushering in the New Year, pandemonium knowledge I was seeking, overwhelmed! there will be no trouble in finding such in and modem literature would like another
Lincoln, things went better. Mr. Lin-! seemed to have intruded into the quiet me with demonstrations of regard. Throw either world.
crop of such plagiarists as Chaucer, Shakes
Let the standards of thought and action, peare and Milton.
coin consulted these grand old patriots in dining-room. Two little cannon rolled in ing her arms around me, and laying her
matters of state as well as war. Some through the door apparently unaided. A head upon my shoulder, she looked up which mortals have erected, be made sub
times his Cabinet would be unanimous in gong sounded under every chair, the lights and said, 44 Now we can all come so near servient to the divine and immutable
A T est o f F aith . —New York, Jan.
their opposition to some of the President’s went out and the place was in an uproar you!” Her spontaneity of character at standard which is presented in nature and
16.—The
THhumes Raleigh special of the
measures, but when the spirits assured that lasted several minutes, and worked once asserted itself, and has ever since developed in soul.
15th
says:
Rom ulus Sturtevant, who lives
him he was right, he would hold out the guests up to such a nervous state that been the delight of all who have come in
Our spirit associates are those whom
against the whole world. But all these they left the house an hour afterward. contact with her.
our present states of mind and heart at in St. Mary's township, about six miles
My association with these forms is of tract to our side. If we are angry, if we from this city has a son, John, sixteen
things were profound State secrets, and I feeling that somehow they had been living
the most simple character; it is that ofl are thinking evil, if we are contemplating | years old. The boy told his father on
even at the time Mrs. Laurie made the a half a century ahead of the time,
children with each other; we realize the a wrong act against our neighbor or our Thursday of last week that he had received
revelations to me and showed me the |
full force of the Master’s words, 44 Except ourselves, we may be assured that our a divine injunction that he must preach
notes in Mr. Lincoln's well known chirog■ R eally
P erh aps s h e W o u ld be
ye become as little children, ye shall not spirit companions ore such as would de the gospel to all the nations of the earth,
raphy, it was under the seal of secresy, I
ot at
H
and I have faithfully observed it for more I N
WUI
n uom
* te .' ” .— *4 W ill everybody enter the kingdom of heaven.” Science light in participating with us in the evil and that in order to inspire people with
confidence in his call he would be made
than twenty years; but now that so much know everybody else in heaven, mamma ?” may wrangle over the supposed move deed.
blind two days and nights. In accordance
has been said about it, and there is no | 441 suppose so.”___________________ ments of molecules and atoms, and the
correlation of forces; may dissect the
And is it wicked to lie in heaven ?”
Persons should respect the feelings of with this prophecy the boy was stricken
longer any reason for silence, I do hot
44 You awful child—and after all I’ve bird to find its song; but love alone shall others, if they wish their own feelings to blind on Wednesday night. He says that
fed that I am violating confidence by
tried to teach you! Of course it is. set the boundaries of knowledge. The be regarded. It is often the case that he will be restored to sight to-night. If
nuking this publication.
In conclusion I will relate an incident Haven't I taught you that it is wicked to key that unlocks the glories of another with the measure a man metes, in this re people do not believe in him, he says that
illustrative of the character of good old I lie anywhere ? Those who lie will not be life is pure affection, simple and confiding spect, it is measured to him again. Many God will send another test. Yesterday,
as that which prompts the child to throw persons through thoughtlessness uninten N. B. Broughton and John E. Ray, two
Abe, and
showing the esteem in 1 allowed to go to heaven.”
tionally hurt the feelings of others. The prominent men of this place, went out
which he held the Laurie family. Mrs.
“ Then what ever will you do there, its arms around its mother's neck.
To those who pride themselves upon assurance of this fact, while it removes a and made an examination of the boy.
Laurie told it to me with tears in her I mamma, when people call to whom you
voice as well as eyes. It was in 1864. 1 are 4 not at horned But” (thoughtfully) .their intellectual attainments, this may sense of intentional wrong, does not always They found him blind and heard him
Desertions had become so common 1 44 perhaps you won't go there, after all, seem to be a surrender of the exercises of remove the sore. Thoughtlessness, when preach last night. While he preaches he
am ong the soldiers that it was found ncces-1 and then you can do the same as you do what they call the higher faculties. So another's feelings are concerned, is scarcely lies on his right side and appears to be in
far from this being the case, I can truly excusable.
a trance.
•sary to enforce the death penalty moat • here.”

January 30, 1886J
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A C a n d i d C o n f e s s i o n . — Richard Bis-

P R O F E S S IO N A L C A R D S .

GrA T I

P U B L IC A T IO N S .

scll, the naturalist, who died recently in
jy jR S . A. B. SOUTHER,
o UR SUNDAY TALKS.
Cincinnati, was a candid man. In his1
MATERIALIZING MEDIUM,
autobiography occurs this passage, refer*
ring tO One period O f h iS life: " S u b s e - | ««6S Mission St.. near Eighth,
San Francisco.
quently I practiced the hum buggery o f
OUR SUNDAY TALKS;
S e l e c t Cii
medicine, which is experimenting and
Sunday and Thursday «• «nings at 8 o’clock.
■tf
guess-work, like a half-blind man going
out to shoot birds or rats. I refer to
jy jR S . R. A. ROBINSON,
doctors, not surgeons.’*—Exchange.
The wish falls often warm upon my
heart that I may learn nothing here that I
can not continue in the other world; that
I may do nothing here but deeds that will
bear fruit in Heaven.— R ichter.

PSYCHOMETRIZER A:*D TEST MEDIUM.
306 Seventeenth Street,
Between Mission and Valencia, San Francisco.

The well-known

A GENEROUS DONATION.

CLAIRVOYANT, CLAIRAUDIENT AND TRANCE
MEDIUM.

Robert Brown, M. D ., o f San Fran
House. 1122 Market Street,
cisco, has agreed to transfer to the Trus Is now located at theSParker
a n F r a n c is c o .
Sittings
daily,
t
i
t :
S i . 00.
tees o f the College o f Physicians and
Surgeons o f California, seventy-five thou
H R . ASPINW ALL,
sand acres o f valuable timber and agricul
NATURAL PHYSICIAN,
tural land in Dickenson and Wise Coun
1038 Mission Street,
San Francisco.
ties, Virginia, to sell and apply the
Uses Nature's Forces:
proceeds towards maintaining a chair of
M a g n e t is m a k d E l e c t r ic it y .
Mental Physiology, Psychology, PsyCases pronounced incurable solicited.
jsp-tf
chometry, and all the occult sciences,
located in San Francisco.
jy jR S . S. SEIP,
Dr. Brown, in the instrument convey
1910 Market Street,
ing this property to these gentlemen, says:
CLAIRVOYANT AND PSYCHOM ETRIST.
" Believing with Dr. Carpenter and
Readings from Rock, Letter, or giving age and sex.
"o th e r eminent scientists, and judging Sittings
daily, $1.00 Circles, Tuesday, Thursday and Sun
" from my own long experience as a physi- day, 35 cents.
" cian and surgeon, that the human mindl
"exerts a powerful influence over the jy jR S . M. J. HEN DEE,
" body, as well in connection with diseases
O F SAN FRANCISCO,
" as in human acts, and that Psychology,
Has opened a class devoted to the instruction of Psychom
" Psychometry and Mental Physiology, to etry and Metaphysical Healing, at 475 Ninth street, Oak
" b e effective in the cure o f diseases land, every Tuesday and Friday at 3 p. m . Also auto
matic writing, developed sittings for tests development and
" should be combined with the practical healing every day, except Sunday, from to a . m . to 9 r. M.
"sciences o f medicine and surgery, in
" order to avoid the errors o f many who COHORT-HAND AND CALIGRAPH TEA CHER.
" assume pure imagination to be reality,
" a n d hence wander into pure spiritism,
M ISS GEORGIA HALL.
" a n d apply ancient magic to modern
At 161 Seventh Street, : : : : Oakland.
"gnosticism; I have made this donation
" to encourage the application o f practical
"m edicine and surgery to psychological M R S . M. M ILLER ,
M ED IUM ,
" a n d mental phenomena, and to provide
" a field o f exploration and study for those
Meetings—Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings,
" men and women who desire to rise above and Fridays a t 2 p. rn. Sittings daily, $1.00.
"charlatanism and accomplish something
106 Seventh St., near Mission, t
" o f real and practical good to humanity,
" a n d to avail themselves o f all that mod- £ ) R . T . C. KELLEY,
" e m science and liberal thought may
MAGNETIC H EA LER,
"suggest to that end.**
946 Mission Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
Recent advices from Virginia estimate
Treats all cases of Acute and Chronic Diseases, by
the value o f the land at from three to five Nature's
vital forces, without the aid of drugs or mechani
cal
appliances. Office hours, from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m.
dollars per acre. An English syndicate is
Consultation free.
already negotiating for the purchase o f the
entire tract, and the probability is that
p R E D EVANS,
within a few months the land will be sold
to advantage, and the proceeds placed in
M EDIUM FOR IN D E P E N D E N T SLATE AND'
MECHANICAL W R ITIN G .
the Treasury of the College.
The plan o f this college has already
Sittings daily (Sundays excepted), from 9 a..m. to 3 p. m.
Private Developing, daily. Select Developing class, Tues
been formed, and all persons desirous o f day
and Thursday evenings.
matriculating in either medicine, suigery,
No. 1244 Mission Street, San Francisco.
pharmacy, literature or psychology, may
do so immediately, as the College will
open for students about the miedle o f Jan M r S. EVANS (nee HANCE),
uary next. The matriculation fee is five
TRA N CE A N D T E S T M ED IUM ,
dollars.
T he dispensary o f the College is in
Sittings daily (Sundays excepted), from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.*
practical active operation, and all who de
N o. 1244 Mission Street.
sire to obtain certificates o f benefits, enti
tling them to medical treatment for one
year, without other charge therefor, begin M R S . E . C. WMS. PATTERSON,
M EDIUM A N D PSYCHOM ETR IST,
ning at once, can procure them o f the
Secretary, at 127 Kearny street, room 6,
By Lock of Hair, Letter or Picture.
San Francisco, upon payment o f ten dol
31 Fifth Street,
lars only. T he attention of those suffer Will answer calls to lecture.
ing from acute or chronic diseases is speci
S a n F rancisco.
7
ally called to this feature o f the College,
and an early application desired, for the y jR S . R EID ,
reason that a limited number o f .certifi
M EDIUM FOR IN D E P E N D E N T SLATE
cates will be issued the first year to suit
W R ITIN G ,
the present accommodations, and those
N o. 33 Sixth Street, S. F.
applying now, will be entitled to prece
dence in renewing them. These certifi
Hours from z to 5 p. m.
For Ladies only.
cates can also be had by applying at the
office o f the G o l d e n G a t e .
J J R . H . STORRS STONE,
127 Kearny street, San Francisco.

A G T L ' T —Send ten cents postage, and we will
**
4 1 * • mail you free a royal, valuable, sample
box of goods that will put you in the way of making m o r e
money at once, than anything else in America. Both sexes
of all ages can live at home and work in spare time, or all
the time. Capital not required. We will start you. Im
mense pav sure for those who start at once. S ti ns on &
Co., Portland, Maine.

P R O F E S S IO N A L O A R D 8.

M RS.

£ ) R . JE N N IE E . W ILLIAMS,
MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
Cures all diseases by Magnetism. | Recommended by
tysiciansof all schools. Instant relief in Acute Cases.
Iilectro-Thermal,
t
Medicated, Vapor and Sits Baths. Elec-1
tricity and Massage scientifically applied. Charges reason
able. Consultation free at office. Room 22, first floor,
Martin's Block, First street, San Jose. Hours—9 a. m. to
2 m., and 2 to 6 p. m. *1

HUBBARD,
G.

TEST, BUSINESS AND INSPIRATIONAL
MEDIUM,
San Francisco.

No. 1037 Mission Street,
Seance Thursday Evening.

L 01.A

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC DISPENSARY,
No. 106 Eddy Street,
(Opp. Battle of Waterloo Panorama.)
All Chronic Diseases treated. Leucorrhaea and Urethra
Strictures a specialty. Office hours, 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.

A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .

ja n s |

ANDERSON,
SHORT-HAND REPO RTER.

Depositions, Dictation and all kinds of Short-hand Work
done with neatness and dispatch, and on reasonable terms.
Room i t , 326 Kearny St., San Francisco.
J W ILL T E L L BY LETTER,

COLLIN,

FR EE O F CHARGE,

GRADUATE OF T H E BOSTON SCHOOL OF
ELOCUTION AND EXPRESSIO N,
No. 813 Bush Street,

San Francisco

The ■important periods in life, and describe and locate
your disease, by sending your address, age, sex, month and
year of birth, to
D r. CHAS. Z. HOWARD,
non
Box 93, Station A,*San Francisco, Cal.

jans3*im*
A REMARKABLE O FFER.
M. D., PHYSICIAN, SURGEON AND
R.I BROWN,
Electrician; office, 646 Mission street, San Francisco;
a wonderful magnetic healer, and will diagnose diseases
without any explanation from (Atlenu; diseases of women!
a specialty ; rheumatism positively cured; all rectal disfl
cases cured, such as ulcers, fistula^ tn-ano, /uhuripruritusi
polypus recti, stricture, etc., which is the cause of consurapl
tion and decline, depiction of the nerve forces, etc. • elec-1
trie treatment given; cancers cured without cutting; guar-1
an lees to cure all cases he undertakes ■ medicines can Bel
sent to the country, with instructions how to use them!
after dbuDoiii 9 ri ven [ consultation free; office hours 10^
a. m. to 4 p. H und 6 to 8 p> m. DR. R. BROWN &J
CO. are also sole agents for DR. BERLIN'S HYDRA!
STIN U TER IN E SU PPORTERS for the State of Call
fornix. These Supporters are doing wonders in curing disl
placement and ulceration of the womb. All ladies afflicted
should call on the Doctor and have a talk with him, and ifl
you can be cured he will soon effect that cure. Agents
wanted for these Supporters in every town in the State
Office, 846 Mission street, San Francisco.
Noi4-tf

G le a n in g s In V a rio u s F ie ld s o f T h o u g h t,

SEN D TWO e-CENT STAMPS,
Lock of hair,.state.age and sex, and give your name in full,
and I will send you a C l a ir v o y a n t D ia g n o s is of your
disease, F k e s . Address,
J. C. BATDORF, M. D.,
decs-sm Principal Magnetic Institute, Jackson, Michigan.
M R S * ALBERT MORTON,
SPIR IT MEDIUM AND PSYCHOM ETRIST.
Diagnosis and healing disease a specialty.
210 Stockton Street,

San Franclsca.
noi4-tf
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A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .
THE

DODGE ROCK BREAKER
CHALLENGES TH E WORLD

T o produce as good and cheap

I

I* an Independent and Pro
gressive Physician and the
mo«t successful, as his prac
By J . J . OWEN.
tice will prove. He has, for
twenty wars, treated exclu
Cornish Rolls combined in one I
sively diseases of the Sexual
Organs, in the cure of which
(Late Editor of the “ San Jose Daily Mercury.")
he stands pre-eminent.
Spermatorrhea and Impomachine. Pulverizers, to gradu
tency as the result of selfabuse in youth and sexual ex
cesses in mature years, caus
REVISED AND ENLARGED. ate ores, for roasting, chloridizing,
SECOND EDITION.
ing night emissions by dreams,
loss of sexual power, rendering
marriage improper and un
leaching and concentrating.
happy, etc., are cured perma
nently by an outside applica
tion in sixty days. No Stom
Following are some o f the Press opinion* of the first I
ach Medicines used. It is one
edition;
Concentrating Machinery for |
of Dr. Fellows’ valuable reme
dies, which is entirely unknown to the medical profession.
We consider the volume a most readable and
C F It is not a catch*penny get-up, such as a pad. belt,
useful compilation, in which the taste and ability concentrating gold, silver, lead pastille nor magnetic appliance, nut simply a medians to
he
applied externally on the parts affected, which cures by
of the able writer has been fully illustrated. Mr.
absorption, and which is the only reliable method of curing
Owen is editor of the San Jose Mercury, one of and copper ores.
Seminal Weakness and Loss of Sexual Power. Send five
the leading newspapers of the State; edited with
2-ccnt stamps for his " Private Counselor,** giving full in
formation. Address, Dr. R. P. F ello w s , Vineland, N. J.,
great tact and good management, and conducted
Furnaces for roasting and chlo- and say where you saw this advertisement.

a machine.

M r S* J- J- W HITNEY.

C o l l e g e o f P h y s ic ia n s a n d S u r g e o n s ,

/

with care and marked clear-headed judgment.
His writings are always readable, terse, vigorous
and clear-cut, and in the choice little volume
before us, he gives us the very best flowers culled
from the bouquet which his mind and brain have
combined together.—Spirit o f the Times.
It is calculated to elevate the mind above the
mere greed for gain and momentary pleasures,
and cause the thoughts to run in a more elevated
channel. * * • * It contains some magnifi-l
cent gems, and is of that character that will
command a place among the literature of the
day.—Pioneer.
As • to the contents of the book we can not
speak too much praise. The selections are prin
cipally made up from the best things which nave
for several years been written for the Mercury by
Mr. Owen. It is a collection of the beautiful
thoughts—thoughts characteristic of the culti
vated mind and warm heart of the author,
clothed in th,e purest and best English; Mr.
Owen, as a writer, has few equals on the Coast,
and his "Sunday T alks" were penned in his
happiest vein.—Footlight.

Rock Breaker and

rodizing ores, for amalgamation S: h e \ v s
P h o to g ra p h G allery,

or leaching.

No. 533 Kearny Street,*

Plans, drawings and estimates
for working ores, by any process.
M . B. D o d g e ,

S an F rancisco, * :

:

:

:

C al.

What is the use of paying five and six dollars per dozen
for Cabinet Photographs, on Montgomery and Market

143 Fremont St., San Francisco.

streets, when the very best work can be obtained at this
Gallery for half the price.

Q L E N HAVEN SANITARIUM.

Children's Cabinet Pictures taken by the instantaneous
Open W in te r and S u m m e r . All fo rm s of process for three dollars per dozen; and, no matter how
D i s e a s e s and D e fo rm itie s successfully treated.
restless, a good likeness guaranteed.
5
a H o m e for A g e d and In firm P e o p le . Beard
with or without treatment. B u ild in g L o ts and small
Y KEELER'S
F a r m s for sale O h e a p . Immigration solicited. High
M a g n e tic P en cil.
The compilation brings before us, in a compact school to be started. Community of interests to be in
form, the talented author’s best and noblest augurated. For full particulars, address
My Band is now preparing)q>iritually magnetized Pencils,
thoughts on life and morals. Nothing in quiet
by the aid of which mediumistic persons may obtain written
D r. T . B. TAYLOR, A. M.,
hours will give more food for wholesome reflec
communications
from their spirit friends. A great blessing
Soqnel, Santa Crus Co., Cal.
tion than one of Bro. Owen’s essays.—Gilroyl 10-tf
to those unable, for any reason, to visit public mediums.
Advocate.
Pencils, 50 cents each. Owing to difficulty in mailing
silver, will send two for one dollar. Enclose a postage
The volume is made up of short editorials on C C H A FE R & CO.,
stamp for your order, and address,
thoughtful topics culled from the columns of the

R e a d y M a d e a n d C u s to m C lo th in g ,

author’s newspaper, which tell of studious ap
M en ' s, Y ouths ' a n d Boys*.
plication and observation, written in a pleasing
and interesting style, and full of good "m eat," N o. 11 Montgomery Street,
San Francisco, Cal.
with the intent of benefiting their minds.—Car-1
son Appeal.
FU RN ISH ING GOODS.
5-tf

V. KEELER,
noz2*4w

Rockville Centre, Queens Co., N. Y.

PSYCHOLOGY AND MIND CURE.

T h e C o lleg e o f P h y s ic ia n s a n d 8 u rg e o n s
As a home production this collection of pleas
ing essays and flowing verse is peculiarly interest
OF CALIFORNIA,
ing. The author wields a graceful pen, and all $ 1.00 F 0 R W A T C H E S
Offers
a
golden
opportunity
to all men and women desirous
of his efforts involve highly moral principle. CLEANED AND WARRANTED. GLASS 10 CENTS.
of following a thorough, practical course of Psychology,
Although these are newspaper articles published
T . D .. HALL, Jeweler,
Psychometry and Mind Cure, to qualify them for the cure
by an editor in his daily round of duty, yet when
No. 3, Sixth Street,
San Francisco.
of diseases. Course begins about January 13th next. An
now bound together in one volume they seem to
breathe more of ■the spirit of the cloistered
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry, retailed at wholesale prices. early application for certificate of matriculation requested.
scholar than is wont to gather round the minis Clocks and Jewelry repaired. Orders and repairs by mail Fee, $3.00. Apply immediately at office of the College,
attended to.
room 6, 127 Kearny street, San Francisco.
trations of the editorial tripod.—S. F . Post.
Bro. Owen’s ability as a prose and verse writer
is unquestionably of a high order, and in thus
grouping a number of his best productions into a
C U T O F LA D IE S’ V EST.
compact and handy little volume, he has con
ferred a favor on many of the Mercury's readers,
who, like ourselves, have read and appreciated
the "Sunday Talks," and from them, perhaps,
This cut illustrates our beautiful and neatly fitting Combination Vest for Ladies.
have been led to form a higher and more enno
bling idea of the mission and duties of mankind.
We make the same for gentlemen.
San Benito Advance.
In calling special attention to this
Owen has a poetic way of saying practical
Garment, we wish to impress upon
things, a neat and attractive way which makes
rhe mind the all-important fact that
them readable and easily assimilated and
our Magnetic Vest furnishes F u l l
digested, and this volume should have a wide
a n d C o m p l e t e I n s u l a t io n ! a n d
circulation.—Foot H ill Tidings.
F u l l a n d C o m p l e t e P r o tec tio n
TO ALL THE VITAL ORGANS OF THE
The volume is readable and suggestive of
B o d y ! Of the whole range of our
thought.—S . F . Merchant.
appliances, none so fully and com
They embrace editorials on miscellaneous sub
pletely recharges the blood and revi
jects, poems, sketches, and short articles, and are
talizes the nerve centers as does this
really what he styles them, "Gleanings in Vari-|
admirable Garment, serving at once
ous Fields of Thought." The contents are as
all purposes of a thick, heavy vest, or
creditable to Mr. Owen’s literary ability as the
waist combining all the pleasant fea
handsome looking volume is to the taste-and re
tures of the Corset, while at the same
sources of the Mercury printing establishment.—
time it is a complete protection against
S . F . Call.
malaria in all its forms, and a posi
tive curative agent of great power for
The articles in "Sunday Talks" are written
A n y a n d A l l diseases of the Thorax
in an easy, flowing style, enchaining the reader,
and Abdomen. No lady or gentle
and teaching grand doctrine. One lays down
man with impaired health or weak
" Sunday Talks " feeling improved in spirit, with
ened constitution can afford to go
a renewed confidence in mankind and a brighter
without this Vest, combining as it
opinion of the world. The poems are beautiful,!
does,
two of the most important gar
and one in particular, "Across the Bar," if]
ments of underwear, and, at the same
name were not attached, would easily pass for|
time, furnishing life to all the tissues,
the production of some of the noted poets of the
vitality
to all the capillaries, and
country. The poems have a similar tone to the
warmth, tone and redoubled strength
ballads of B. F. Taylor, one of the sweetest
and power to every organ in the body.
poets of America. "Sunday Talks’* should
We believe there is no other equal
nave* a large circulation.— Watsonville Faja-\
protection against disease, and cure
ronion.
for the same now known. We have
We have read the "Sunday Talks" ai)d shall
had experience to warrant all we say
continue to do so, for let us open the book where
of these appliances, and people who *
we may we are sure to find something that makes
have worn them will cheerfully testify
us feel the better for reading; every article is the
to what we publish, from their own
expression of the thoughts of a manly man to his
experience.
fellow man.—Monterey Californian.
T h e V e s t fits and conforms to the
body like a glove, and while exerting.
Bright, crystallized sunbeams, which gladden
its healing and sustaining powers, it
the heart, and give fresh inspiration to the soul.
imparts a genial, warming, soothing
The few moments wc allotted to their enjoyment
influence upon the entire nerve ganhave lengthened to hours, and with a sigh of
j glia. It tones and recharges the
regret we turn from their contemplation, only
because the duties of the -day have imperative spinal nerves, imparts inward life and activity, until the whole being is aglow with magnetic warmth
,
claims upon our attention. These sunbeams and energy.
It is no profanation to say that the wearer of this exquisite Garment has been "born again,”
have been materialized in the magi$ alembic of a
master mind. A more beautiful, instructive and physically. This is the precise language of hundreds who have worn it, and been taken from beds of
entertaining volume never was issued upon the sickness and pain and restored to complete health in a few weeks or months. Could the reader
Pacific Coast, or any other coast. Every page realize the full force of these factss none would pass through our peculiarly trying Winters without
is gemmed with bright, sparkling thoughts, the this grand safeguard and protection against Cold, Catarrh, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Pneumonia,
sunbeams of a rarely cultured intellect. As we Scarlet Fever, and Nervous Prostration, from whatever cause adduced.
In reply to the oft repeated question, " W h a t D isea se d o t h e s e A ppl ia n c e s C u r e ?” we
read pace after page of this splendid volume, we
are forcibly reminded of the impressions received answer by positively asserting that we know of no disease of our climate these appliances will not
from our first perusal of Timothy Titcomb’s cure, except Cancer, and in the earlier stages they will arrest and eliminate this terrible blood poison.
"Gold Foil," or Holmes’ "Autocrat of the Magnetism, properly applied, will cure every curable disease, whatever the cause.
T h is V e s t , with the I n so l e s , comprises in itself a w h o l e s u it e q u a l t o a l l o t h e r a p p l i 
Breakfast Table." It is a work which represents
the highest, purest standard of thought, ex a n c e s c o m b in e d . It is a thing of beauty, light and easy to wear, convenient and close fitting. In
pressed in the best-chosen language. It is one cases of C o n s u m p t io n , P a r a l y sis , S p in a l W e a k n e ss , L ocom otor A l a x ia , and all blood and
of the happiest contributions which our home nerve disorders, it is invaluable. Many persons after wearing this Garment for a season declare they
literature has ever received.—Santa Barbara would pot do without it for S500. It will repay twice its cost in the health and comfort it imparts
in a single month.
Press.
By sending us correct measures, we can send a perfect fitting Garment to any part of the United
They arc each and all of them full of deep | States. (We send blanks for the purpose.) All letters of inquiry, inclosing stamp, will receive
thought, felicitous expressions, and clear insight prompt attention.
into life and its needs and lessons. They are
Our M a g n e t ic I n so l e s , i . e., F o o t Ba t t e r ie s , will warm your feet and keep them comforta
better than sermons, preaching purity and nobil ble in cold weather. Si.00 a pair, or three for $2.00 by mail. Send stamps or currency at our risk,
ity o f character in language too plain to be mis
by mail.
understood, and too earnest to be forgotten.
Throughout the volume are choice gems of
CHICAGO M A G N E T IC S H IE L D C O ,
thought in paragraphs, as pointed and pungent
as those o f Kochefoculd, without any of the lat
106 P O S T S T R E E T ,
SA N F R A N C IS C O , CAL.
ter’s in fid e lity . —Fort Wayne (In d .) Gazette.

P R IC E (In c lo th ), O N E D O L L A R .'

Send for our New Book, " A P lain R oad to

H e a l t h , '*

Free.

GOLDE
Duvfcn ia pit
• M B M air. in ns» « w f M M pfcsce-

SOUTH PACIFIC COAST

A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .

The Redeeming Power of Affection.

“ Thm F r i n l f f m — h o f P r — r h t n y .

An English writer relates the following

[January 30, 1886.

G --A .T E .

c

•"H EA P LA N D S!

I m anner in which the quiet, persistent love
aSBL
I o f a child was the redemption o f a drunken
Vl'hjx. a b tr 1 ^ m the just aosl cruthlul. moans of it.
I lather:
C H EA P LANDS FOR SALE
A l t f e w a p M M h « l r f e d r « b i ITT— | l “
** T h a t night I was out late; I returned
3w an account of if
I by the L ee cabin about 11 o ’clock. As I
V lM ia a d b y show t t A t m t « ( ail that they preach?
I ap p ro ach ed , I saw a strange-Iooking obTin the Sn|per of cech* ae erect aa the steeple ■*
Ije c t cowering u n d e r th e eaves. A cold
■ e e Be h m i c o n v e y s a c e e n M e l c a ll s
I rain was falling; it was Autum n. I drew
Vet t my are a n r or v i e the point where the people ■»
S A N L U I S O B IS P O C O .
I n ea r a n d th ere was Millie, wet to the skin.l
He id» h j t e i w behind the p t a t o t n t f os ail.
I H e r father h ad driven her out some hours
Sine may be checked here and there. (he vile and outbreak* I before, a n d she had b id down to listen for
■ gooee;
I th e heavy snoring o f his drunken slum beiH
Good men p r e better, and ev3 men sometimer are
I
so th at she m ight creep back to bed. Be
stated•
aw 6 5 0 A c r e s o f C h o ic e F ru it L a n d ' l l
Hearts may he rmert by the comfort held oat to the aching fore she h eard it, nature seem ed exhausted
a n d she fell into a troubled sleep, with
opes;
Life k n been purified greatly by preaching the Word.
raindrops pattering upon her. I tried to W ithin six miles o f the celebrated Paso
take
h er hom e with m e; but n o , true as a R obles M ineral Springs, an d near the
Vet are their labors mo often mere weakness and vanity.
m artyr to his faith, she struggled from m e, I
Soft an the anta of the cultured and satisfied few ;
a n d retu rn ed to th e now dark a n d silent proposed railroad from San Francisco to
Vet da the hungry and thirsty great droves of humanity
Wander far from the preacher, the choir, and the peer.
cabin. T h in g s # n t on Jh u s for weeks San Luis Obispo.
A bout one-third is
DOWMMfli MMM
ami Trinity*
by Curb* ami M bM M by p ace

^■ am v doctoes1 Doctors of law and divinity 1
?violent,
± T n!even
^ h?
HI. ‘Zdrunken
t ' l J f 'fits,
t i r to
”
in his
Where it the spirit of Peter, bpnllna and Paul?
ml a* you claim, thvrv ■ truthinthe word that you wach to | self-denying child; and one day when

TRAINS
P ASSENGER
o f M arket Street,

LEAVE STATION, FOOT
k o u t ii s i u k . at
Q A A. M.. d a lly , for Alvarado, N ew ark, Cen■O U trev llle, A lvU o, Santa Clara, SAN JOSE,
T IM E
S C H E D U L E .
lats Gatos, W rishto, Q lenw ood, F elton, 11Ig T rees,
llou ld cr Creek, SANTA CRUZ, and a ll w ay stations.
0 n
p - M. ( o x c .|.t Su nd ay) ex p ress: Mt.
■ O v E den, A lvarado, N ew ark, C en trcvlllc, P assenger train s w ill lc a v o and arrive at Passenger
A lviso. A gn ew s, Santa l Inrn, SAN JOSE, Los Gatos, Depot (T ow nsend S t , bet. T hird and Fourth), Baa
F rancisco :
and a ll station s to lin n id er Creek and Hants Cruz.
Q 0 *’• *'*•• d illy , for SAN JOSE, Los Gatos I
■ W V / and iutcru icdi itc points.
leave
ARRIVE
A A
A . M. ev ery Suud iy, H unter's Train to I
C om m encing Oct. 18 ,1885.
8 . F.
•V V
S in Jose, stop ping a t a ll way stations. I 8. F.
q * E EXCURSION TO SANTA CRUZ and liOl'L- f 0.40 a. m.
6.28
a. ra.
9 9
DElt CREEK, slid ?2.50 to SAN JOSE, oil Sat
8.80 a. in.
• 8.10 n. m.
urdays and Sunday.-, to return on M onday in c lu siv e. I 10.40
a.
m.
9.08
a. m.
* 1 . 7 5 to SANTA CLARA and BAN J 0 8 E aud re * 8.80 p. m. •San M ateo, R edw ood and.
a. m.
turn. Sundaya on ly.
...............M enlo l'n r k .. . . . . . . *10.02
4.80
p.
ni.
3.86
p. m.
A ll through train s co n n e c t at F elton for Boulder
•
6.16
p.
m
.
1
0.02
p. m.
Creek an d p oin ts o n F elton and P cscadoro Railroad.
6.80 p. m
' 6.08 p. m.
T O O A K IiA N D A N D A L A .H E D A .
8.8U a. m.
1 9.08 a. rn.
$6.00, $6.80, $7.00, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30,9.00,9.30,10.00,10:80 I 10.40 a. m. ..Santa Clara. 8an Jose an d ..1*10.02 a. m.
11.00, 11.30 a . M. V 12.00, 12.30, 1J1.00, 1.30, 12.00, 2.80 * 8.80 p. in. .. .P rin cip al Way Stations. . 1 8.86 p. m.
8.00, 8.30, 4.00, 4.80, 5.00, 6.80, 0.00, 0.80, 7.00, 7.80, 8.80
4.80 p. m ______
I 6.08 p.m .
0,80,10.45.11.46 l*. M.
a. m. Gilroy, Pajaro, Caatrovlllo-1*10.02 a. m.
From F oubtrkntk a n d W ebster S treets , Oa k  *10.403.30
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4.16. 4.46, 6.16, 5.46, 6.16, 6.40,7.16, 9.16, 10.31,11.81 r.M. “lO40*a. m, |..Soledad and Way Stations../ 6.08 p. m.
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Su n d ays e x ce p te d . + Su nd ays o n ly (Sportsmen's
T icket, T elegrap h an d T ran sfer Offlt
Ices, 222 Mont- *train
.)
gomerjr street, San F rancisco.
L.^FILLMORE,
W. T. FITZGERALD.
T
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s are run on P acific Standard Tim e fur
* .Sup erintendent.
G. F. <$c P. A g’t.
n ish e d by R an d olp h & Co.
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he
awoke from a slumber after a debauch, land. N o irrigation needed as th e rain
Think of the years and the days u d the moments you and found her preparing breakfast for him,^-— —— „ i—
rt
and singing a childish song, he turned to I
15 snmcient. N o b etter clim ate in the
Stand mat low high, but humbly ooi !down here and preach
her, and, with a tone almost tender, said: I State; being twenty miles from the coast,
toes!
A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .
" * Millie, what makes you stay with . .
.
.
., f
. ,. . . ,
Beach m the mfllims who never find room io your pews!
s
*
|
is
free
from
the
cold
fogs
and
bleak
winds
— E dward W i u i t t .
me?
6
Send six cents for postage, and receive
“
*
Because
you
are
my
father,
and
I
that
prevail
near
the
epast, and is free
free, a costly box o f goods which will
T he D isa p p o in te d .
you to more money right away than
love you.
, , | from the intense heat of the interior anything else in thishelp
world. All, of either sex, succeed from
M ‘ You love m e! repeated the wretched
There are songs enough for a hero,
first hour. The broad road to fortune opens before the
workers, absolutely sure. At once address, T rue & Co.
Who dwells wo the heights of fame ; l~
man; 1 you love mei ’ H e looked at his valleys.
Augusta, Maine.
I sa g for the disappointed—
bloated limbs, his soiled and ragged
Price, $12.00 Per A c re !
For those who mimed their aim.
clothes. * Love m e!’ he still murmured;
P U B L IC A T IO N S .
* Millie, what makes you love me ? I am Here is an opportunity to buy from six to
I sing with a tearful cadence
For owe who stands in the dark.
a poor drunkard; everybody else despises
And knows that his last, best arrow
me; why don’t you?* ‘ Dear father,’ j twelve acres o f land for the same price nT H E W ATCHM AN.
Has bounded bock from the mark.
said the girl with swimming eyes, ‘ my asked for one acre in Santa Clara or Napa
AN 8-PAGE M O N TH LY JO U R N A L .
1 sing for the breathless runner,
mother has aught me to love you, and I county with | | | | g | | and better cli- Devoted to the Interests o f Humanity and Spiritualism.
The eager, anxious soul
every night she comes from heaven and I
Also, a Mouth-piece o f the American and Eastern
Who Alls with ha strength exhausted
Congress in Spirit Life.
stands by my bed, and says, “ M i l l i e , mate than can be found in either J h e
Almost in sight of the goal.
don’t leave your father; he will get away valleys named,
W ATCHM AN,
I
SpiritfEditor.
For the hearts that break in silence
from that rum fiend some o f these days,
Published by
With a sorrow all unknown—
and then how happy you will be.’”
For those who need companions.
And he did get away from that rum 1 1 3 5 0 A c r e s o f E x c e lle n t G r a z i n g L a n d , B o s t o n S t a r a n d C r e s c e n t C o .
Yet walk their ways alone.
fiend. The unfaltering affection o f his
Adjoining the above, I have a stock
1 0 9 0 C e n tra l P a r k A v en u e,
There are songs enough for the lovers
child, strengthened by the dying words o f
Who share love’s tender pain;
her mother, saved him, and restored to ranch o f * 3 5 ° acres covered with bunch
M illard Postal Station, : : Chicago, Illinois.
I sing for the one whose passion
him again his manhood.”
(grass, clover and alfillerea, the most nuIs given and in vain.

A PRIZE.

For those whose spirit-comrades
Have missed them on the way
I sing with a heart o’erflowing.
This minor strain to-day.
And I know the solar system
Most somewhere keep io space
A prize for that spent runner
Who barely lost the race.
Fbr the plan would be imperfect
Unless it held some sphere
That paid for the toil and talent
And love that are wasted here.
— E ll a W heeler W ilcox .

H ow Do W e K now ?
1 walk through the streets, I look up at the sky,
I know no more than a babe at the breast;
I tremble and thrill with a vague unrest
To get at the heart of life's mystery.
What docs it avail that my thoughts go out
Through the trackless wastes of a star-gem’d space,
If they bring nothing back to my dwelling plaee
But figments of error and figments of doubt I
How do I know that the vanished and dead
Have builded them homes on that calm azure sea ?
What is the faith of another to me?
Yet, how can I live, if I live but by bread?
Oh I not for myself these hopes and these fears,
I think of the lives that went out long ago;
1 think of the graves that are under the snow,
“ am I recjmpe&e seek for the value of tears.”

. „
tt
i tritious o f all native grasses. A stream o f
A P r o g r e s s o f a H a l f C e n t u r y . — Dr.
6
|Quain, an eminent London physician, re- running water the year round passes
marked, in the course o f his recent “ Har - 1 through the land. Plenty o f oak trees on
veian oration,” that fifty years ago a pa
tient could command no anaesthetic to in-1 both places for fence posts and fuel.
duce insensibility to pain, no antiseptic to
Price, $10.00 P er A cre.
1promote the healing o f a wound, no chloral
to procure sieep, no antipyretic in general
Part o f the purchase money for either
use to control fever. H e showed that in
the past forty-five years the mean duration piece o f land can remain on mortgage.
of male life in England and Wales has
AM OS AD AM S,
been increased by two years, and that o f j
i i o Ninth S t., S. F .
women by three and a half, the greater
J a n u a r y , r8 8 6 .
portion of such increase being subseqnent
to childhood and prior to decrepitude.

This body, so intricate I How do we know
T hat the fair human flower matured by the e a r th impregnate by love—may not yield the birth
Of a soul through the pangs of its infinite woe ?

B e y o n d th e G a te .
Two dimpled hands the bore of iron grasped jj
1 wo blue and wondering eyes the space looked through.
This massive gate a boundary had been set,
Nor was the ever known to be but true.
Strange were the sights the saw across the way,—
A little child had died some days before,—
And aa she watched, amid the silence hushed,
Some carried flowers, some a casket bore.
The little watcher a t the garden gate
Grew tearful, h en such thought) and wanderings were :
Till said the nurse: *• Come here, dear child, weep not,
We all must go. *Tis God has sent for her.”

What are you going to provide for the
children this year? W hy not try “ St.
Nicholas M agazine?”
It contains not
only fiction,— and that by the best
writers,— but also suggestive features,
h in ts a n d ideas a b o u t a rt a n d scien ce a n d

V irA N T E D —A R ESPEC TA B LE LADY W IS H E S A
*_ position as housekeeper. Country preferred. In-j
quire at this office.
jan23*xm

x ir a n ted —by

an e l d e r l y g e n t l e m a n - a
* * home in a small family that is spiritually inclined, o r I
.
.
. .
freethinkers. Is, or was, a mechanic; has tools; can make I COIHIIlO n t h i n g s ; i t IS U s e f u l , I t IS n e C e S himself useful in various ways; can furnish bis bed room. I
__
,
,
,
r
•
"Refer
- 1 sary. I f you see a well-thumbed copy of
Wages not so much o f an object as a good■ home.
ences exchanged. Call or address, 740 Pacific street, San
“ St. N icholas” on the table o f a house
Francisco.
jan9*3w

where there are children, do you not get
a good impression o f the children o f that
household ? Are they not apt to be bright
'J 'H E C A R R IE R DOVE.
and quick and well-informed ? “ St. N ich
An Illustrated Monthly Magazine, devoted to Spiritualism
olas ” doesn’t pretend to take the place o f
and Reform.
teacher or parent, but it’s a powerful aux
Edited by
M rs. J. S chlbsinger .
Each number will contain the Portraits and Biographical iliary.
Sketches o f prominent Mediums and Spiritual workers of
W e shall not go into particulars here as
the Pacific Coast, and elsewhere. Also, Spirit Pictures b y H
P U B L IC A T IO N S .

our Artist Mediums. Lectures, essays, poems, spirit mes- I
•ages, editorials and miscellaneous items.
10

tH in crc f h a f a rt* r n m i n i r

i n . thf»

m e nne tnings tnaX are Coming HI- me
new
volume which begins with the Novem
D r . L. Schlesinger , I
:
:
:
Publishers.
M rs. J. Schlbsinger , j
ber number; you can send us a postal
T erm s:—$2.50 per Year. Single Copies, 25 cents.
1 B he should send for me ”—thus spoke the child,
, card and we will forward specimen pages
Address,
" I ’ll have to tell the angel, do not wait.
T H E C A R R IE R D O V E,
_ ..
,
,
, 1
t
,
Oakland, California. | o f November number and prospectus free.|
Though God has sent for me, 1 can not come;
I never go beyond the garden gate.”
In November begins “ Little Lord Faun—" H a i t i z ’s M a g a z in e ” ro * J anuary .
'J 'H E COM ING AGE,
tleroy,” a serial story by Mrs. Frances H .l
A Popular Journal for the Household.
Burnette; the next number, D ecem ber,
O n ly S e v e n .
Devoted'to Spiritualism, Physical and Occult Phenome
na, Pyscbical Research. Science, H ealth, Hygiene and is the great Christmas issue; in January,
Ay, Oliver I I was but seven, and be was eleven;
Hu mam Rights. One dollar a year. Sample copy five
Mr. W . D . H ow ell’s story will appear,
He looked a t me pouting and rosy. I blushed where 1 cento.
H Y G IE N E P U B L IS H IN G CO., Publishers.
stood.
213 North Eighth St., St. Louis, Mo. and so it goes right through the year.
They had told us to play in the orchard (and I only seven I
H orace E . Scudder is writing an interestA sn a il guest at the form); but he said, “ Ob, a girl was
no good I”
A TREASURE FOR THE thoughtful .
I jng— mind you, an interesting— biography
So be whistled and went; he went over the style to the wood.
th
e
record
of
a
ministering
angel
,"
of George Washington.; Miss A lcott writes
It was sad, it was sorrowful I Only a'girl—only seven I
At home in the dark London smoke I had not found it out.
By M rs. M aby j . C lark .
short stories for girls; H elen Jackson (H .
The pear trees looked on in their white, and bluebirds
All'thoughtful]persons interested in the great question of I H . ) h a s left more “ Bits o f T alk fo r!
flashed about,
I Young F o lk s” ; J. T . Trowbridge writes a
And they too were angry as Oliver. Were they eleven ?
I thought so. Yes, every one else was eleven—eleven I
SL* * * £ ± 5 I serial; the series of papers on the great
—J ean I nc blow.
I English P u b l i c schools, Eton andothers,
B e K in d .
Oh, be kind to those who love you I
Grieve no human love away I
Twine it carefully about you.
Let it bless you day by day.
Tho’ the sunlight now n a y dazzle,
Life has many a clouded sky:
Hoard your treasures of affection,
You will need them by and by.
Ob, be kind to those who love you I
Give them gladness while you may I
Here to-day—to-morrow’s sunrise
May behold them pass away.
Lavish love on all around you,
Smiles and sunshine freely strew,
And like bread upon the waters
They will yet return to yon.

—L illib S heldon .

Special R ound-T rip Tickets—a t R educed Rates—to
M onterey, Aptos, 8oqiiel, a n d S an ta C ruz; also,
to P araiso a n d Paso Robles Springs.
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as a present to friends.
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begin to think about our W inter reading.
{Sundays
only.
•Sundays
excepted.
SP IR IT U A L O F F E R IN G , Ottumwa, Iowa.

W ANTED.
The lips that have kissed, and the hearts that have bled
For ocher torn hearts. And they who made rhymes,
<ud ail the great souls that ever rang chimes
T.»ruagh the loves of the race—they have died. Are they
dead?

H A TTIE A. BERRY,
r t h u r B. S h e d d ,

Stage co n n ectio n s are m a d e w ith th e 10.40 a. m.
train , e x c e p t P escad ero stages v ia San Mateo and
R edw ood w h ic h co n n e c t w ltn 8.30 a. m . train.

have followed the cold forms of loved ones to the grave. I w ;i1 H p lia h f t h p K n v c • n n r i ‘ ‘ D r i l l ” n
The work has already met a cordial reception, is-mo., | W1U a e i l g n i t n e DOyS , a n a
a
beautifully bound in doth, price, one dollar; can be ob serial story o f school-life, will introduce a
tained wholesale and retail of the author,
M RS. MARY I. CLARK,
subject o f importance alike to fathers and
jai6-3m*
U tica, Illinois.

sons; the daughter o f Charles K ingley is
'J 'H E FR EE T H IN K E R S* MAGAZINE,
writing about “ T h e Boyhood o f Shake
To be published monthly after Ja n , z, 1886a
speare,” and— but we said we were not
This is to be a prbb magazine,.from which no communi- giving th e prOSpeCtUS h ere.
T h e p rice is
cation will be rejected on account of the sentiment ex- I ®
0
r
*
r
pressed. And tire editor will reserve the right to be as $ 7.00 H y e a r; 2.5 Cents a n u m b e r. YOU

p r u in the expression of his views as are the correspondents. Each writer is to be solely responsible for his or.her
opinions. Each number will contain 48 pages and the price
will be $2.00 a volume, 25 cento for a single number.
Address,
H . L. G R E E N , Editor and Publisher,

Salamanca. N.Y.
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LOCAL
'J^ H E N EW YORK BEACON L IG H T ,
An Independent weekly Spiritual journal, giving mes
sages from our loved ones in spirit land, and containing
matter of general interest connected with Spiritual science.
Free from controversy and personalities.
M rs. M. E. W IL L IA M S,

:

Editor and Publisher.

Subscription rates—One year, $2.00; six months, $;.oo;
three months, 50 cents. Postage, free.
Rates of advertising—$1.00 per inch for first insertion ; 50
cents for each subsequent one. No advertisement inserted
for less than $1.00. For long standing advertisements and
special rates, address the publisher. Payments in advance.
Specimen copies sent free on application. News dealers
supplied by the American News Company, Nos. 39 and 41
Chambers street, New York.
All communications and remittances should be addressed
to
M rs. M. E. W ILLIA M S.
232 West 46th St., New York City.
'J 'H E N EW T H O U G H T
Is a Weekly Spiritualist and Reform Journal, issued
every Saturday morning, at Maquoketa, Iowa.
Persons wishing to keep posted as to the most advanced
Liberal thought of the day, and wishing to know of the
doings of Spiritualism, and to have a record of the most re
liable of its phenomena, particularly in the West, are in
vited to subscribe for T H E N EW T H O U G H T . It con
tains twenty columns of reading matter, set up in new type.
Subscription price—One year, S t.00, six months, 50cents;
three months, 25 cento.
Address all letters, whether containing subscription or
not, to
C U R R E N T & H U L L , Maquoketa, Iowa.
* p H E R O STR U M .
A Fortnightly Journal devoted to the Philosophy of
Spiritualism, Liberalism, and the Progress of Humanity.
A. C. Cotton ,

•

•

•

Editor and Publisher.

All communications to the pages of T H E ROSTRUM
must be addressed to A. C. Cotton, Vineland, N . J.
Price, per annum, in advance, $1.00; six months, 50
cento; three months, 25 cents; clubs of five, $4.00: clubs
of ten, $7.00; specimen copies sent free.
All orders and remittances must be made payable to
A. C. CO TTO N , Vineland, N . J .
'J 'H E C A R R IE R DOVE,
" Behold I bring glad tidings of great joy."

FERRY

TRAINS,

(Via O akland Pier.)
FROM SAN FRANCISCO, DAILY.
To EAST OAKLAND—*6.00, *6.30, 7.00, 7.30, 8.00,
8.30, 9.00, 9.30, 10.00, 10.80, 11.00, 11.30, 12.00. 12.30,
LOO, 1.30, 2.00, 2.30, 8.00, 3.30, 4.00, 4.30, 5.00, 5.30,
6.00, 6.30, 7.00, 8.00, 9.00,10.00, 11.00, *12.00.
T o FRUIT VALE —*6.00, *6.30, *7.00, *7.80, *8.00;
•8.30, *3.30, *4.00. *4.30, *5.00, *5.30, *6.00. *6.30, 9.00.
To FRUIT VALE (v ia A lam eda)—1*9.30 a. m., 6.30,

111.00, *12.00 n m.

To ALAMEDA—*6.00, *6.80, 7.00, *7.30, 8.00, *8.30, 9.00
9.80, 10.00, 110.30, 11.00, 111.30, 12.00, 112.30, 1.00, ]L30,
2.00, 3.00, 3.30, 4.00, 4.30, 5.00, 5.30, 6.00, 6.30, 7.00,8.0a
9.00.
10.00.1,00, *12.00.
To BERKELEY'—*6.00, *6.30, 7.00, *7.30, 8.00. *8.30,
9.00, 19.30, 10.00, 110.30, 11.00. 1U.30, 12.00, LOO, 2.00,
3.00, 4.00, 4.30, 5.00, 5.30, 6.00, 6.30, 7.00, 8,00, 9,00,
10. 00.

11. 00, * 12. 00.

To WEST BERKELEY—*6.00, *6.30, 7.00, *7.80, 18.00,
*8.80, 9.00,10.00, 11.00, 11.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, *4.80, 5.00,
•5.80, 6.00, *6.30, 7.00.
TO SAN FRANCISCO, DAILY.
From FRUIT VALE—1*6.23, *6.53, *7.23, *7.53, *8.23,
*8.58, *9.23, *10.21, *4.28, *4.58, *5.23, *5.58, *6.23, *6.58,
7.25, 9.5a
."rom FRUIT VALE (v ia A lam eda)—*5.15, *5.45,16.45,
9.15, *3.15.
F ro m EAST OAKLAND-*5.30, *6.00, 6.80, 7.00, 7.30,
8.00, 8.30. 9.00. 9.30, 10.00, 10.30, 1L00, 1L30, 12.00,
12.80, 1.00. L30, 2.00, 2.30, 3.00, 3.30, 4.00, 4.30, 5.00^
5.30, 6.00, 6.30, 7.00, 7.57,8.57, 9 57,1R57.
From BROADWAY, O akland—*5.37, *6.07, 6.S7, 7.07,
7.37, 8.07. 8.37, 9.07, 9.37, ia07,10A 7,1L07,1LS7,12.07,
12.87, 1.07. 1.37, 2.07, 2.37, 3.07, 3.37, 4.07, 4.37, 5.07,
5.37, 6.07, 6.37,7.07, 8.06,9.0S, 10,06,1L06,
F ro m ALAMEDA—*5.22, *5.52, *6.22, 6.52, *7.22, 7J2,
*8.22, 8.52,9.22. 9.52,11R22,1&52, 11L22, 1L52, 11A22,
12.52, 11.22, L52, 2.52, 3.22, 8.52, 4.22, 4.52, &22, 5.52,
6.22, 6.52, 7.52, 8.52,9.52, ia52.
F ro m BERKELEY—1*5.15, *5.45, *6.15,6.45, *7.15,7.45,
*8.15, 8.45, 19.15, 9.45,110.15, 1&45, 111.15* 1L45, 12.45,
L45, 2.45, 8.45, 4.15,4.45,5.15, 5.45, 6.15, 6.45, 7.45,8.45,
9 45, ia4a.
F rom WEST BERKELEY—*5.45, *6.15, 6.45, *7.15,
7.45. 8.45.19.15. 9.45,1R45,112-45, L45, 2.45, 3.45, 4.45,
•5.15,5.45, *6.15,6.45, *7.15.
CREEK ROUTE.
From SAN FRANCISCO—*7.15, 9.15, 1L15, LIS, 3.15,
From OAKLAND—*6.15,8.15, i a i 5 , 12.15,2.15,4.15.

The Carrier Dove is published monthly a t 854.1$ Broad
way, Oakland, Cal. Subscription price, $1.00 a year.
Edited by Mrs. J . Schlessinger {residence 854)$ Broadway),
assisted by Mrs. J . Mason (residence 963 Chester Street),
to either of whom communications m aybe addressed.

" S tan d ard T im e " fu rn ish ed b y R andolph A Co.,
Jew elers, 101 an d 103 Montgomery S t , San Francisco!

fyJA N U A L O F PSYCHOM ETRY.

A. N. TOWNE,
Gen. Man.

* Sundays excepted.

1

S undays only.

T. H. GOODMAN.

G en . P ass & T k t A g t

T H E DAW N O F A N EW C IV IL IZ A T IO N .
By Joseph Rodes Buchanan, M . D .,

A D V E R T IS E M E N T S .

Author of " Authropology," " Therapeutic Sarcagnomy.
For sale a t this office. Price $2.00.
g P I R I T I S M , T H E O R IG IN O F A LL R E L IG IO N S ,
By J . P . D amhron ,

,

1 C a n S u b s c r i b e W ith d e a l e r s , D O S tm a S te r , O r
I
I

) 8.00 a . m .
8.00 a . m
• 4.00 p . m
7.30 a . m
7.30 a. m
• 3.30 p . m .
8.00 a . m .
4.00 p . m.
5.00 p. m.
*8.00 a . m.
• 8.00 a. m.

H E SP IR IT U A L O FFE R IN G ,

Author of " The 'Dupuy Papers,” " Devil and Hell,” and
" T h e Evil Forces in N ature."
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

for working people. Send ten cento postage and
we will mail you n u , a royal, valuable sample
box of goods that will put you in the way of
m aking
ing more money in a few days than you ever thought
ssible at any business. Capital not required. Yon can
c at home and work in spare time ouly, or all the time.
All of both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful. 50 cento
to $; easily earned cverv evening. T hat all who want work
may test the business, we make this unparalleled offer; To
all who are not well satisfied we will send $t to pay for the
trouble of writing us. Full particulars, directions, etc., seat
free. Immense pay absolutely sure for all who start at
once. Don't delay. Address, S t i n s o n & Co., Portland,
Maine.

HELP
K

